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ABSTRACT
These grant activities have emphasized the development
of applications of remote-sensing data to a wide range'of
issues in Alaska which relate to the shortage of raw materials,
energy exploration and development, and social problems such
as the settlement of the land claims of Alaskan Natives. We
have introduced a growing cross-section of public and private
agencies in Alaska to the use of remote-sensing data, both
satellite and aircraft. We have engaged in cooperative pro-
jects which involved the performance of operational activities,
and we have provided .assistance for data processing, enhance-
ment and interpretation using facilities at the Geophysical
Institute. Our goal is not merely to provide a pure service
to the users, but to help state, regional and local agencies
develop their own capabilities to use remote-sensing technol-
ogy. Specifically, we expect in the future to focus more
efforts in generating awareness by state agencies of remote
sensing by seeking participation from legislative and execu-
tive branches, by providing training courses tailored to the
needs of state personnel, and improving communication and
coordination between users with related needs for resource
information.
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INTRODUCTION
There is a continuing need especially in Alaska for
detailed information in areas related to natural resources
for policy formation and program development by agencies of
federal, state, and regional governments. Decisions relating
to the management of "public interest" lands outlined in the
Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act, the so-called "D-2
lands" will influence the course of economic and social
development and the life style in Alaska for centuries to
come. Such decisions require information which is based
upon data greater in quantity, greater in quality of detail,
and more frequently collected than ever before. This array,
detail and frequency of data collection required to manage
natural resources and to implement and maintain the resulting
programs is conducive to the use of remote-sensing techniques.
By means of remote sensing, methods of gathering, processing,
interpreting, and evaluating data frequently are more cost
effective than more conventional techniques, or are the
only feasible war to address the problems associated with
making intelligent decisions. Problems of huge physical
scale or intricate technical complexity do not readily yield
answers from simplistic or shallow procedures. The inven-
t	 tory and management of natural resources over vast areas are
attractive applications for remote-sensing data, especially
where very divergent interests are involved, such as occurs
ly i
r
in Alaska. This grant seeks to exploit these opportunities
for beneficial uses of satellite and aircraft sensor tech-
nology.
Petroleum exploration and development offshore and on-
shore have a profound effect upon the adjacent land and its
people. This is especially true for the confrontation in
Alaska between the extractive industries and the tiny socio-
economic structure of native villages in areas facing imminent
development. Remote sensing of the environment is a tool to
help manage and control this development in a timely fashion
so that divergent interests can fit reasonably well with
those values which best serve the indigeneous people, the
nation, the land and sea and the total resources of the
region being impacted.
The Coastal Zone Management Act,. the Alaska Statehood
Act, the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act, the National
Environmental Policy Act, and the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act Amendments are examples of legislation on the
federal level which are generating increasing demands for
information relating to natural resources. Some vital state
interests involve future oil and gas lease sales being
planned for the Outer Continental Shelf (OCS) by the federal
government (BLM) or by the state in state-owned offshore
waters, or a joint effort by both the federal and state
governments. These lease areas include the Lower Cook
'' i
	
Inlet I (Oct. 1977), Beaufort Sea (Dec. 1979), Northwest
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Gulf of Alaska (June 1980), Kodiak (Oct. 1980), Lower Cook
Inlet II (May 1981), and Bering Sea-Norton Sound (Dec. 1981).
The environmental issues involved with these proposed
sale areas are complicated by conflicting interests. On one
side the federal interests generally favor early dates for
lease sales in the order of most promising potential for
petroleum discoveries. On the other side the State of
Alaska prefers a reordering of sale areas which takes into
account the ability of onshore communities to adequately
plan supporting facilities for exploration and development
activities. The State also prefers a lease schedule which
is considerably lengthened into the 1980's to allow commun-
ities additional time to obtain information and plan for the
onshore impacts.
The need for a rational basis for both the ordering and
the timing of the OCS lease sales should generate opportun-
ities in the coming years to apply remote-sensing techniques
to support State interests in some of the onshore areas to
minimize the impacts and to draw upon the possible benefits
of OCS leasing activities. The revised schedule for lease
sales which will be strongly backed by the State of Alaska
will be only one aspect of the overall state position.
Consideration will also be given to stipulations in the
announcement of lease sales that long-range analyses shall
document the reasons that the sale will minimize social
impacts on the public.
3
Oil and gas resources are vital to the nation and
valuable to the State, and they will be developed. Fish-
eries resources are equally vital and are needed to feed
people in Alaska and throughout the countries of the Pacific
rim. Most of Alaska's prime timber resources are concen-
i
	 trated in coastal forests and are required for expanding
urban developments. Prudent management of coastal resources
involves the siting and timing of production activities to
utilize these resources without undue impact upon resources
which compete for stability in the same ecosystem space.
Decisions will have to be made by appropriate agencies to
locate oil and gas facilities away from critical habitat-and
to consolidate transportation routes into common corridors.
These decisions will not be restricted only to state and
federal entities, but will require that the state, federal,
regional and local agencies work together to find common
sol ,xtions rather than fragmented and conflicting approaches.
As Alaska, both in the state and federal domain, gears up to
meet the energy-related issues facing the nation there will
be a growing role for efforts which adapt state-of-the-art
tools to solving existing problems.
Y .^
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SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES
There is a need for increased awareness by the user-
agencies of the current technical capabilities of satellite
remote-sensing, the various ways of applying this technology,
and how the agency can train their own people to use the new
technology. Well-established communication links between
the University and the users is the key to effective utili-
zation of remote sensing by a wide sector of public and
private organizations. Each user should be aware of other
uses of satellite technology to be able to benefit from the
successes and failures of similar efforts elsewhere.
After years of minimal responsibility for management of
the natural resources in Alaska, there is a growing oppor-
tunity for State involvement in programs designed to protect,
manage, and develop natural resources. Decisions that must
be made as the State exercises its new prerogatives of more
self-determination require access to large amounts of data
which describe existing patterns of the distribution of
natural resources. Such data are also needed to define
models which can serve a predictive role to assist in the
formulation of alternative policies designed to protect,
manage and develop these resources.
The recent need for resource information on the State
level of government is also supported by a growing number of
S
lfederal programs that require State planning and regulation
of various environmental aspects. Concurrent with this
rapid acceleration in the demand for more resource data,
there also has.been rapid developments in the field of
technology, such as remote sensing, which can aid the ac-
quisition and processing of data pertaining to natural
resources.
The use of natural resource data, including remote-
sensing techniques, is not exactly new in the State arena.
The Alaska Department of Highways has used these techniques
t	
as aids in siting and constructing roads based upon data
relating to topography, load-bearing capability and stability
of soils, engineering geology, and existing land uses.
Managers in other agencies concerned with environmental
conservation, land resources, fish and wildlife have also
used data extensively for their decision-making processes
and operational activities. A manager of natural resources
is faced with the problem of allocating a whole range of
ecosystems values of land, water, and air; both surface and
subsurface, existing and potential. He must do so in an
efficient manner within the ecological limits of the region
and commensurate with the perceived needs of society. His
basic problem is to convert masses of data into information
that can be used to make good decisions. However, it is the
gaps that exist between the data that these managers need
6
and the data that they have available to them that provide a
driving mechanism for the activities related to this grant.
The importance of an adequate base of data on natural
resources probably cannot be overstated. However, it would
be a vast oversimplification to imply that a good data base
will produce a good management decision, or that an inade-
quate data base will preclude good decisions. Theie are far
too many other factors involved in the policy level and
program implementation level to assign credit or blame to
the adequacy of the supporting data base. At the same time,
the availability of accurate, timely and relevant data
describing natural resources contributes materially to
better decisions in relating to the technical aspects of the
resource problem being addressed.
Interestingly, the greatest need within an operational
or mission-oriented agency for detailed data occurs primarily
at the lower levels of implementation. The manager who
determines the allowable uses and minimum sizes for parcels
of land requires more specific and larger amounts of data
than does the planner who establishes the broad goals of a
land-use plan. Since remote sensing is especially applicable
to activities that require large amounts of detailed data,
our work has emphasized an effective liaison with many
mission-oriented agencies at the operational level. A con-
sistent, interactive channel of communication is essential
to recognize the opportunities to apply satellite technology
7
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to agency problems. Such communication implies that we
remain cognizant of the changing needs of agency activities
as well as agency officials remaining aware of the changing
technology. The needs for information differ at the policy
and program implementation levels, and we must take parti-
cular care to most these differing needs in appropriate
ways.
The University's role as a functional base for the
applications of remote-sensing technology to all users of
Alaskan data has become well known and highly respected. We
continued efforts to expand the utilization of satellite
technology that is appropriate to problems in the management
of Alaskan resources. We seek involvement in cooperative
projects which promise beneficial applications of remote-
sensing technology, particularly satellite sensing, to
agencies with operational problems to solve. Emphasis was
given to those projects which had a good likelihood for
significant decisions being made which were based upon the
results of the activities supported by this grant.
There remains a need for a catalyst to speed up the
interactic that presently is occurring. Various users of
remote-sensing data have different goals and use different
techniques and terminologies. Seldom do two agencies have
identical problems and therefore seldom are there identical,
perhaps not even similar, solutions. In working in the
varied extremes that prevail in Alaska, we find there is one
8
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continuum of environment problems which differ vastly.
There never will be found an ideal, universal technique for
applying remote sensing, or any other technology, to the on-
going problems of mission-oriented agencies. We avoid the
tendency to pour everyone into the same mold and try to deal
with individual problems and goals with t p ilored techniques
without becoming fragmented in the process.
While most of our efforts were oriented toward specific
projects, performing an operational project successfully
requires supporting facilities and capabilities. Included
in our activities was a general ou^:each effort which served
to alert us when opportunities for new applications occurred,
a data library and laboratory to generate the basic products
that are required, and processing facilities to manipulate
the data into suitable forms for analysis, interpretation
and application.
Coordination and Information Exchange
We have maintained a statewide liaison with operational
agencies of government and industry to maximize a sharing of
appropriate levels of information. We enjoy a substantial
base of goodwill and rapport with various user groups in-
volved with environmental and resource management problems.
We are generally recognized as the best source in Alaska for
information on and assistancf- orith remote-sensing technology
and for suitable data products. Appendix H lists some of
9
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the more significant agency contacts which have developed
from the activities of this grant.
Many agencies are using our capabilities to a growing
extent. The utility of these applications is borne out by
the many user-agencies which have tea ce a major share of the
cost of their data applications. Refer to Appendix X for
n 6
	
a breakdown of other fund sources than this grant. When
appropriate circumstances prevail, this grant is used to
support the demonstration component of cooperative projects
with user-agencies. Such pump-priming opposes the resistance
to pe-form what can appear to be research or feas.bility
functions during the course of operational activities.
Data Library
An important service to the community of users within
Alaska is the publishing of information catalogs and listings
of availat-;.e Landsat and aircraft imagery. 'While most data
are available from national data banks, we archive the
Alaskan data with low cloud-cover which are most relevant to
Alaskan needs. Because of the huge geographical extent of
the State of Alaska and delayed response times inherent in
the national system of data distribution. it is impractical
to rely on data searches conducted by others. Users have an
immediate need to know what data are available when gathering
information for problem-solving. Part of our coordination
effort includes the distribution of catalogs which meets the
U
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user's need for browsing among available data or 'searching
for some specific regional coverage. Our current data
catalog appears in hppendix D. As the body of locally
stored data grows, maintaining an up-to-date bibliography of
the total Alaska library will remain an important part of
our activities.
The flow of nua-Institute visitors to our library
facility for satellite and aircraft images and digital tapes
has gradually increased over the past several years to an
average of 80 per month. These visitors came to examine and
select data products and to order reproductions which cost
an average of $3,500 per month from national data centers.
Other orders for data that are urgently needed or specially
enhanced for specific applications are handled by our own
photo lab on a job-order, cost-reimbursable basis. Addition-
ally, these visitors engage the photographic display and
enhancement facilities which are co-located with the data
archives in Room 501 of the Elvey Building.
A number of visitors from outside Alaska have used our
data archives before going into the bush to perform summer
field work. Their usual comment is one of surprise and
appreciation for such a complete and useful library of
remote-sensing imagery of Alaska. A day or two spent with
our browse files usually saves them countless hours of
searching for appropriate data using other means, plus a
saving of many man - hours and logistics costs while in the
field.
"i l
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The activities of this grant over the past several
years have shifted somewhat from training and consultation
to participation in demonstration projects which require
extensive analysis and interpretation of many forms of data.
f' The activities of outside visitors and our own project
requirements continue to justify the move made last year to
a new and larger location on the fifth floor of the Elvey
Building. The flow of data products from Landsat and NOAA
satellites and from aircraft occupies eighteen file cabinets
and twenty feet of shelves.
The operation of the Landsat library frequently involves
consulting services of at least four types:
(1) Assisting the user in selecting the data which
have the greatest potential of satisfying his
needs.
(2) Assisting the user in preparing orders for stan-
dard data products from the EROS Data Center or
other national data centers. This is particularly
appropriate when the need for data is not immediate
and standard data products are satisfactory for
this purpose.
(3) Assisting the user in preparing a local work order
for custom data products (images enhanced for the
purpose of the investigation, density-sliced
images, etc.).
(4) Advising the user on data analyses and data
interpretation facilities available either locally
or at laboratories outside Alaska.
The Landsat data library, browse file, and associated
consulting services and facilities remain an essential
activity to provide applications assistance to all data
12
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users in Alaska. Part of these activities were supported by
a contract with the U. S. Department of the Interior, EROS
Program Office, for a librarian. The amount of data products
ordered through our library continues to increase by 2S; to
S0% per year and is indicative of the interest and practical
value being placed on remote-sensing data by Alaskan users.
Further evidence of a healthy, self-generating flow of
applications is that we recorded around 80 "walk-in" visitors
per month. A breakdown of these visitors appears in Appendix I.
That there is a growing community of somewhat self-sufficient
data-users which has resulted from our efforts over the
years to find new applications for remotely sensed data.
Data Processing Services
An essential aid to new users of remote sensing has
been the services of the centralized facilities for pro-
cessing remote-sensing data at the University. It would be
wasteful were each user agency to establish laboratory
facilities and technical personnel to perform its own
analysis and interpretation. A continuing activity of the
University was the processing of remote-sensing data either
photographically or digitally to the specifications of the
user agencies. These activities were performed on our
facilities on a job-order basis parallel to the applied
research already under way. In most instances, the user
agency is expected to bear the costs of such direct services,
It
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cbut, for cases with above average expectation for beneficial
decisions, funds from this grant were occasionally used to
support data-processing services. We seek to minimize this
kind of use of grant funds to encourage users to pay their
fair share of costs and to learn to budget for similar work
in the future.
A variety of processing services for the data is equally
important as the timely access to specific data. The user
needs to receive the data in a format best suited to his
particular application, rather than "make do" with those
standard data products that are available in due course of
time. Data processing has been supported by the grant to
support the goals of those cooperative projects which other-
wise qualify for grant support..
Our experience and the published work of others has
shown that the more substantial applications involve not
only conventional photo interpretation but increasingly use
computer-aided digital techniques of analysis and interpre-
tation. Some of our users are tending to move from visual
photo interpretation into the application of digital inter-
pretation techniques.
Applying digital techniques with our present facilities
`.^	 is uneconomic except for small target areas because of two
factors. One is that the original design concept of our
digital color-display unit was intended to serve only limited
test-areas associated with the early ERTS-1 feasibility
14
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investigations. The other factor is the limited amount of
numerical processing that can be performed economically with
the University Computer Network, which is based upon the
Honeywell 66/40. The data storage and central processing
unit (CPU) is adequate for digital image processing, but
computer charges are economic in the time-share or batch
modes. only. To adequately serve the needs of our community
of data users we should have a greater capability to process
digital Landsat data. Frequently, projects require moder-
ately extensive, computer-aided analysis techniques which
are beyond the capability of our in-house services.
Procurement of computer services from outside Alaska is
an interim solution until we can develop a local capability
to perform clustering and maximum-likelihood algorithms on a
scale suited to users of regional analyses. The awkwardness
of interaction and communications with very distant service
firms regarding complex data-handling and processing decisions
greatly extends the time and cost of a given project. In
some instances it can mean the untimely end to an opportunity
that otherwise deserved our involvement, which is counter-
productive to the objective of this grant.
It is very unfortunate that we have not been able to
add the hardware and software required to do the kinds of
I_	 work required by Alaska's users of remcte-sensing data. Not
`	 having the facilities at hand to perform digital analyses is
is
i a severe handicap which we must continue to accept while we
seek support to upgrade our basic capabilities. This handi-
cap seriously impedes our participation in demonstration
projects which should be designed to represent (when appro-
priate) the state-of-the-art techniques of satellite remote-
sensing. Cooperative projects of a demonstration nature
become tougher and more awkward under the constraints of few
capabilities for locally processing digital data and under
the guidelines of this grant which is devoted to applications
rather than development of facilities.
One of the greatest hindrances in generating truly
effective demonstration-projects with an operational impact
within the user organization is the lack of timeliness in
completing the necessary data analysis. Most mission-
oriented agencies require prompt answers at the implementation
level. It may not be the preferred mode but many times an
urgent need is perceived so far downstream in a fixed se-
quence of events that thorough, systematic planning by the
agency is impossible. In such instances, the agency typically
will approach us in hopes that some last-minute miracle from
space-age technology may save the day. If digital analysis
of satellite data happens to be the obvious method to
achieve a given goal within limited time constraints, we
find that obtaining data-processing services "outside"
entails a delay that is intolerable to the user. Such
16
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inability to respond with an experimental technology (Landsat)
to meet the time constraints of operational applications is 	 E
a fault of the mechanism for the delivery of technological
benefits, not the technology itself. To an extent we contri-
bute to the ineffectiveness of this transfer process by our
lack of capability to process digital data. We will seek to
	 i
partially remedy this defect next year and to supplement
this effort with perseverance and ingenuity to achieve a
measure of in-house analysis of digital Landsat data.
M
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TRAINING AND WORKSHOPS
The workshops that we participated in this year have
emphasized specific applications tailored to the interests
of the host agency rather than basic principles of remote
sensing. There probably is a need for training in basic
principles for workers who have had little or no exposure to
remote sensing, but recently we have not tried to address
this more basic type of training because we have limited
	
l	 resources, and more goal-oriented results are produced from
specialized workshops than from generalized training. We
have welcomed agencies that sought our'help with training
and provided indoctrination of individuals from agencies and
formally structured workshops designed to meet specific
operational needs of the agency.
NASA Active Microwave users Workshop, Houston; Texas
We were invited to participate as part of the panel on
applications during this three-day workshop. The workshop
was designed for the community of non-radar experts and
sought to define potential applications for data from syn-
thetic aperture radar and to recommend to NASA the specifi-
cations which a space-borne SAR mission should have to be of
U
	
	
maximum benefit. In addition to identifying key applications
in resource management which have high probability of payoff
	
'	 applications, the panel emphasized that to be widely
18
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acceptable for analysis and interpretation, the SAR data
<<	 would have to be available in timely fashion in digital CCT
form, geometrically corrected and distortion-free so that it
could be overlaid onto digital Landsat MSS data and processed
with computer techniques.
U. S. Forest Service, Forestry Applications Program Workshop,
Houston, Texas
By invitation we attendei a two-day forestry applications
workshop along with two representatives from Region 10'3
Forestry Science Laboratory in Juneau and a representative
from Regions 1, 2 and 4. The purpose of the workshop was to
examine high-altitude, color-infrared aerial photography and
demonstrate its advantages and disadvantages as part of a
nationwide, Ten Ecosystems Study planned by the Forest Service.
In large part, the workshop was intended to supplement the
experience of the Alaska Region personnel in working with
new types of aerial photography. One of the sites of the
Ten Ecosystem Study will be in Alaska and will utilize
Landsat and high-altitude aerial photography as prime data
sources. The study will include one site in the proposed
Porcupine National Forest in Alaska. Assistance from the
Region 10 personnel would be required for the interpretation
of the Alaskan RB-57 photography, although the major part of
the work would be performed by personnel associated with the
Forestry Applications Program at Houston. The RB-S7 photos
19
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i	 were reviewed and recommendations made for type identifi-
cation and separation, and minimum mapping units in certain
li	 t
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critical areas which have been subject to repeated wildfires
and which exhibit varying stages of vegetative rehabilitation.
Alaska Surveying and Mapping Convention, Remote Sensing
Workshop, Anchorage
A three-day workshop on basic principles of photographic
interpretation of remotely sensed data was presented by the
staff of the EROS Data Center. Our participation extended
throughout the course of the workshop, but mainly centered
on aspects of data interpretation that were peculiar to the
Alaskan environment. On the third day, four Institute staff
members presented reviews of nine specific Alaskan projects
which used modern remote-sensing techniques in operational
applications. Approximately 80 persons attended the workshop,
with most of them from the Bureau of Land Management. BLM
is planning a major remote-sensing project next year in
Alaska to prepare resource inventories of a wildland area.
U. S. Forest Service Open House Display of RB-57 Photography]
Fairbanks
At the request of the Ford = t Service, we pre pared a
demonstration and display of the RB-S7 aerial photography
obtained last summer in the proposed Porcupine National
20
Forest. The purpose of the open house was to introduce many
agency personnel in the Fairbanks area with the availability
and potential usefulness of high-altitude color-infrared
photography. Display equipment available to the visitors
k	 included standard and projection stereoscopes and a zoom
stereoscope viewing station. About twenty persons attended
the open house.
U. S. Forest Service-Bristol Bay Native Association Workshop,
Dillingham
This workshop was designed at the request of the Bristol
Bay Native Association to survey the potential timber industry
in their region of Southwest Alaska. Topics covered included
timber survey techniques, harvesting and sawmill operation,
and economic and marketing factors associated with lumber
production. Participants included three Forest Service
personnel, two from the State of Alaska, and one each from
the Federal-State Land Use Planning Commission and the
Geophysical Institute. Nine persons from the Native villages
and regional corporations in the Bristol Bay area attended
the workshop. The details of the workshop appear in Appen-
dix C.
National Petroleum Reserve Workshop, Fairbanks
A three-day workshop was held at the Geophysical Institute
r
for field personnel from the U.S. Geological Survey, Bureau
21
of Land Management and the Fish and Wildlife Service. The
goal of the training exercise was to prepare workers from
various disciplines for a ground data collection effort in
the National Petroleum Reserve in Alaska (NPRA). The project
was based on a classification of digital Landsat data for
cover type analysis of the reserve - 23 million acres in
size.
The workshop involved an introduction to Landsat data,
and proceeded through the detailed aspects and problems of
digital computer analysis. Preliminary products from ten
Landsat scenes were used as examples to illustrate digital
techniques for analyzing Landsat data. Special attention
was given to problems of signature extension through different
geographic regions, the effect of aspect on signature vari-
ations, combinations of spectral classes to describe a cover
type and errors of omission and commission. Approximately
15 people attended the workshop. After the workshop, the
crew departed from Fairbanks for a 6-week ground data
collection effort on the North Slope.
•t
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ALASKAN NEEDS FOR RESOURCE INFORMATION
The activities supported by this grant are purposely
intended to emphasize cooperative projects which will include
specific decisions and actions taken that are attributable
to the information generated by the project. Such a policy
reflects the constraints of the existing national climate
which favors relevance in research at the expense of basic
knowledge. We are discovering these criteria are not well-
tailored to Alaskan needs. Stated simply, land-use planning
and resource surveys in general are criticall y important to
Alaska; yet, they seldom generate the desired operational
activity which is the hallmark of relevance. It may appear
that resource surveys come and go without end and seem to
disappear into map cases and file cabinets for obscure
purposes, if any use is made of them at all. Events in
Alaska testify to the opposite condition--decisions that
eventually will be based in part upon resource surveys will
inevitably fix the mold of Alaska's future. Further, this
mold-making process is underway at this time without adequate
knowledge of the variety, scope, and detail of the resources
being managed. T%e decision process is high1V controversial
and will remain an active topic for years to come in all
segments of public dud private life in Alaska.
Owing to the many social and political ramifications,
as well as built-in provisions of existing statutes such as
,f
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the Native Claims Act and the Statehood Act, the timetable
for such decisions regarding who will do what, where, and
when in Alaska covers a period of many years. Such con-
straints mitigate against results that have immediate payoff
and that can demonstrate practical relevance. In these
^1	 instances the trade-off is very large in seeking short-term
benefits from remote sensing at the expense of long-term
benefits to the State. The course of many issues now being
shaped in Alaska will be measured in terms of events over the
next 100 or 200 years. It is unfortunate that satellite
technology will play a smaller role in shaping major Alaskan
events than the technology deserves.
i
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Gs	 COOPERATIVE PROJECTS
L
'	 Whether a potential project can qualify for activities
supported in part by this grant is contingent upon our
`c
ability to perceive the basic goals of the agency and to
recommend an approach which would effectively utilize the
tools of remote sensing. These concerns can be focused on
several issues:
+ User needs in terms of awareness and ability
to use new forms of data
+ Data availability in terms of timeliness and
cost effectiveness
+ Availability of facilities for processing and
interpreting the data
+ User readiness to take appropriate action based
upon the information obtained from the data
Where possible, we have tried to prepare alternative
strategies when interacting with agencies in the definition
stage of a potential cooperative project. Flexibility which
results from this kind of an open-end approach is more
conducive to projects which are user-driven in contrast to
an approach which tries to match technological solutions
with operational problems. Summaries of projects with
significant progress this year follow.
t
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Bureau of Land Management Fire Suppression.
The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) is responsible for
suppressing wildfires on all federal lands and on stare,
private and military lands by agreement with land owners.
Wildfires had a severe impact on the rural areas of
Alaska in the summer of 1977. More than 600 major fires in
July and August burned more than 2 million acres of land,
and 42 fires together accounted for 99.6 percent of the acre-
age that was burned. BLM spent more than $22 million this
summer in fire control activities in Alaska. In at least
one instance the application of Landsat data played a key
role in BLM's fire-suppression efforts.
Not all wildfires are opposed by fire fighters, and
this is especially true when, such as occurred this summer,
many more fires are active than could possibly be manned
simultaneously. BLM normally will fight a fire if it threatens
life, property, or a resource of recognized value. BLM is
developing procedures to determine when a wildfire can be
allowed to burn with a beneficial result. Firefighters now
work closely with resource managers to evaluate the effort
that should be made to combat a fire. Three methods of
fire suppression are commonly used, and which method is
selected for a given fire depends upon many variable factors.
Tanker trucks, retardant bombers, helicopter attack crews
(helitack) and smoke jumpers may be used singly or in com-
bination depending upon the location and size of a fire and
26
Gthe natural factors such as fire-fuel ratios, moisture
content, slopes and elevation of surrounding terrain,
direction and speed of the wind, and availability of water
bodies serving as fire breaks and sources of water for
suppression activities.
Fire-suppression efforts are increasingly resource-
oriented so as to provide maximum benefit to the environment.
A decision whether to let a fire burn or put it out can
wisely be made only if wildfires are considered part of a
comprehensive study of existing ecosystems as well as land-
vse plans for an affected area. A key factor how a wildfire
will affect a particular area may be further complicated by
land which may fall into a multiple-use category.
As a result, any plan for fighting wildfires must be
flexible. It is important to evaluate how important fire
is or is not to achieve the goals of a land-use plan. In
some instances long-term stability of the environment can
be detrimental to wildlife, and fires are one aspect of
natural disturbances to land. But the size of the fire, its
type and intensity help to determine whether a fire may be
beneficial to wildlife. Further, wildfires can have variable
results depending upon the season of the year, for the impact
on existing vegetation and the types of revegetation that are
likely to occur are influenced by seasonal variables.
Some of the key environmental factors which influence
decisions relating to wildfire management can be addressed
27
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effectively by use of satellite remote-sensing, and the fire
season in the summer of 1977 provided a good opportunity to
apply Landsat data to fire-related problems.
Perhaps most of the fires in the remote areas of Alaska
are caused by lightning and are not near settlements or I
r
important resources. This was the case with the Kugruk 1
River fire on the Seward Peninsula, except that our previous
analysis of Landsat digital data revealed that the area east
of the Kugruk River comprised prime winter range for Native
reindeer herders. This study (refer to FY 1976 Annual
Report) had been a cooperative project between the Geophysical
Institute, USDA Soil Conservation Service and the NANA
Corporation, and utilized a computer-aid^d classification of
digital Landsat data coupled with conventional soil survey
techniques to map vegetative categories of concern for range
management. On the basis of these existing results, BLM
decided to confine the fire to the west of the Kugruk River.
When, in fact, the fire did jump the river between Montana
Creek and Mina Creek, it was halted by efforts aimed at i
preserving the highly valued range resources. Without 	 1
3
Y
access to the existing Landsat study, BLM would have been
unable to justify fighting this fire at that point. Westward
of Kugruk River the fire eventually burned nearly to the
coast and covered 270,000 acres.
The Kugruk River fire was discovered 9 July 1977 when
it covered only 1S acres. Coverage by Landsat of this fire
r,
Cactivity, of course, was not available until long after the
'L	 fire was declared out (9 Sept. 1977). Even this retrospec-
tive imagery proved useful to BLM, and they ordered well
over 100 scenes of this and other fire activity that occurred
throughout the summer. Many of these prints were made into
'	 a series of regional mosaics by our staff to provide histor-
ical documentation of the worst season for wildfires in
{	 Alaska in 20 years.
It is evident that there would be immense value in the
Landsat images if they could have been available to BLM in
near real-time. Our experience with the emergenc y request
for quick-access imagery for sea-ice applications in April
(see pages 40-44 of this report) showed that even with NASA's
very best efforts it would have been futile to attempt de-
livery of Landsat imagery soon enough to have been used
"under fire" by regional managers and on-site fire fighters
for operational decisions. The reports on the Kugruk River
fire from the fire boss on scene forms an interesting corre-
lation with the coverage provided by Landsat 1 and 2 during
this period. Excerpts from the reports of fire-fighting
conditions on the ground are presented below along with the
appropriate Landsat image:	 .
July 12, 1977 (Figure 2)
The base camp was located halfway between Chicago Creek
and Independence mining camps on the Kugruk River. The
t
C
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Figure 1. A Landsat image of a Portion of the Seward
Penil ► Sula 9 days before the ignition of the
hugruk River fire.
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weather is hot, dry and windy to 25 mph from the east. The
proposed anchor point for the fire is at the gravel bar on
the Kugruk River. Fire size is between 20K and 2SK acres.
At 7 P.M. the fire makes a run toward the base camp and
continues through the night. Equipment and men have to be
moved onto the gravel bar to insure safety. There is zero
visibility, hot, gt...ting winds to 3S mph from the west
(during thb night) and the fire size has grown to 3SK acres.
July 18, 1977 (Figure 3)
E
Crews shuttled to work on ATM's to the southwest corner
and the west side of the fire, which is now the active head
of the fire. The anchor point is established on the south-
west corner. Fire is still very active at . this location and
is burning in scrub alder. By 11:30 P.M. all visible flame
is subdued on the entire fireline. Winds have been from the
west and northwest. Fire size still at 94.4K acres.
July 19, 1977 (Figure 4)
First priority is to hold the southwest corner of the
line. Crews are hot-spotting and find mop-up very difficult
slow due to the dryness and the heavy scrub alder which
fire burning in the root systems. At 3:30 P.M. the
ds are stiff and out of the northeast. Blow-ups and spot
es are created, spotting to fifty yards ahead of the main
^e
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fire body. The southwest section of line is lost at 7 P.M.
and the crews are sent to the Kugruk River and await the
helicopter for the return shuttle, arriving at base camp at
2 A.M. Dust devils are everywhere the entire day. Fire
consumed another 1,000 acres in the southwest corner and has
escaped containment at this location.
July 20, 1977 (No Landsat coverage, but events of
high interest)
Crews do not arrive at the fireline until 1:30 P.M. due
to smoke. A last effort backfire is planned between two
rocky knolls and the Kugruk River and another lake. The .
backfire is successful only briefly. Winds are from the
northeast and are unfavorable, with some ground winds er-
ratic. Dust devils are abundant throughout the area. Hose
lays are run uphill from the river on one side and from the
lake on the other side. ATV's and crews are working between
these hose lays on the diagonal backfire line. The middle
portion of the fireline is not complete when the backfire
fuels are exhausted. There is no more suck created and the
smoke and prevailing winds take over and blow the fire
directly back at the fireline. Smoke conditions become very
bad. All personnel and ATV's are moved to safe areas. Winds
now steady from the northeast at 20 to 2S mph. The untied
middle portion of the f.e.re blows first and creates a fire
i
c
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tornado that reaches to 1,000 feet above the ground. Ground
winds experienced by this tornado are hurricane force and
i
twist brush out by their root systems. Wind estimates are
from 70 to 80 mph on the ground. The blow-up consumes 4,000
`	 acres in this bottleneck and is running fast in a southwest
direction. 3,000 feet of hose is lost.
July 30, 1977 (Figure S)
Winds are from the northwest and favorable for the
north section of the fire. The south side of the fire is
now smoked-in due to this, and it is difficult to get much
done around the Imuruk Lake region. Some of the backfire
line is being hand-burned to clean it up. There are two
trouble spots along the California Creek side of the back-
fire that are burning in alders and present mop-up problems.
Inversion sets in rapidly and the crews get smoked-in on the
line. North-side trouble spot blows up during the night and
takes 30 acres across the backfire line. Pumps are brought
in, but support is very difficult due to the smoke conditions.
No fresh food for 8 days now.
August 23, 1977 (Figure 6)
Shuttled a crew to Asses Ears to cold-trail the fire
perimeter northward along Magnet Creek. (August 24): A hot
c
spot flared up along the Inmachuk River north of Utica camp,
across from West Creek. Picked up more hot spots buried in
r:
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Ju1Y 30, 1977 image.
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	 Nhile not vet declared out, the kugruk {firer fi re
r	 appears to he quiet b y :August 23, 1977.	 It had
burned 270,000 ac reS.	 Son,c 100,000 a0d i t iona l
:irrrs %ere burned hx• six other fires that are
!	 visible on this image.
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rocks and burning in peat from Virginia Butte to Imuruk
Lake. No smokes, all hot spots were buried.
When the BLM Fire Control Officer viewed these images
retrospectively, he stated that prompt access to such imagery
could have saved many thousands of dollars and aided BLM in
deploying their limited resources much more effectively.
This app,icarion of Landsat imagery produced good benefits
to the using agency, but it also indicates the truly dramatic
value that quick-look images in Alaska could have. :f NASA
cannot provide direct image-generating equipment at their
Alaska ground station (similar to that capability at GSFC,
and in Canada, Brazil, Italy, Iran) it would seem logical
that other funding sources should be sought from those fed-
eral and state agencies that would gain unique benefits from
timely access rather than routine access to Landsat retro-
spectively.
Site Selection of Power Line Right-of-Way
Analysis and interpretation of U-2 high-altitude aerial
photography near Fairbanks resulted in a change in the location
of a river crossing of a Golden Valley Electric Association
(GVEA) power line. A new power line was planned to connect
a refinery and power-plant complex adjacent to the trans-
Alaska pipeline with the Fairbanks area power grid. The
3
71`-
Alaska Division of Lands (ADL) recommended to GVEA that the
location of an abandoned telephone-line crossing of the
Chena River be used for the power line. 	 With the aid of our
staff and the remote- sensing data archived at the Geophysical
.t
Institute, the GVEA engineers determined that the recommended
site entailed four crossings of the Little Chena River which
has high recreational values and which also impacted private
property to an undesirable extent.
	 An enlargement of a U-2
photograph documented an abandoned trail not previously
recognized by ADL and supported the amended application for
a new location of the right-of-way. 	 The U-2 analysis also
was a key factor in negotiations with a private property
owner to select a location that avoided heavily wooded
areas.	 This application of high-altitude photography resolved
a complex legal and environmental problem to the complete
satisfaction of GVEA, ADL and the private property owners.
Mapping Leads in Sea Ice from Winter Landsat Imagery
Specially acquired imagery from April 6 and 7, 1977,d.
proved very useful to the Atlantic Richfield Company during
i their offshore seismic exploration activities last spring.
Refer to Figures 7 and 8. An ice lead opened in the area of
i	 the seismic c.atips, causing them to abandon their work and to
deploy the field crew elsewhere. The seismic crews were
operating slightly shoreward of the large lead in the ice
6
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i	 the ice shoreward from the initial. lead is
°a	 largely stable. The higher risk region is
	 -
I^ t	 -^	 ward of the location of the seismic crews.
e the hoped-for
that is visible in the Landsat scene of April 6 (Figure 7).
There was concern for the physical safety of the camp and
personnel based upon uncertainty whether the lead might
splay shoreward and either directly threaten the physical
safety of the camp or possibly isolate the camp for an
indefinite period on the offshore ice. The April 7 scene
(Figure 8) c'early shows that the ice toward the shore is
largely fast and stable and new leads are being formed
seaward of the main lead so as to minimize the risks. The
cost of maintaining the seismic crew on the sea ice is
$2,500/hour around the clock, so it is important that the
crew be deployed in the most effective manner. The seismic
activities are organized such that the crew can travel
across the ice almost as fast while taking sounding data as
they can with the camp fully broken down for an emergency
move. The Landsat images showed in retrospect that the
extent and nature of the lead system was such that no undue
haste was necessary in relocating the crew. It would have
been possible to redirect the crew away from the area of
risk in a manner which also gathered valuable data while
relocating.
Operations were suspended and the, camp was redeployed
to minimize the degree of risk prior to the arrival of these
images. In spite of special efforts by NASA to provide
Ccost savings and expanded efficiency owing to delayed arrival
i.
of the images.
	
However, the retrospective value of Landsat
f
data was significantly impressive that ARCO planned to
request special data acquisition and expedited distribution
be repeated next winter.	 Low sun-angle imagery in mid-
` November is important because the pattern of rough ice that
is established early in the winter is recognizable on Landsat
t- -
imagery.	 The location of the rough ice helps them to avoid
encounters with ice ridges which severely impede their
mobile seismic camps. 	 The possibility of impressive cost
benefits was not fully realized this past winter owing to
the time necessary to get the satellite image into the ARCO
Anchorage center after acquisition. 	 However, this experience
with Landsat was sufficiently favorable to stimulate interest
in the establishment of quick-turnaround data to support
offshore exploration activities.
t
Sale of Public Lands for Small-Scale Farmin
In 19?4 the Alaska Department of Natural Resources
(DNR) initiated the Delta Land Management Planning Study
(DLMPS) with participation from several government agencies
C.
and private individuals. This interagency project was aimed
at making land management recommendations for a 2.3 million
acre area southeast of Fairbanks, which was subject to
imminent and conflicting pressures for industrial, resi-
dential, agricultural and recreational uses.
t'
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Early in the study the planning team compiled an in-
ventory of natural resources for the region, and thereby
recognized the need for the assessment of flood hazards.
This resulted in a cooperative project (refer to FY 1976
et Annual Report) in 1976 between our staff and the USDA Soil
conservation Service to use remote-sensing data to map the
flood hazards caused periodically by wintertime stream
t	 icings and subsequent overflows.
This year, DNR is implementing some of the DLMPS man-
agement recommendations and is preparing to sell the agricul-
tural rights on S,S00 acres of land that is deemed best suited
to agricultural uses. This development is in a wilderness
area and is called the Tanana Loop Agricultural Rights Sale.
STATE OF A .%SXA
OEPARIPO Mr Or NATURAL RESOURCES
DIVISION OF LAND AND WATER MANAGERM
TANANA t=P AGRICJLTURAL RIGHTS SALE
AUCTION 0230
?I= Or AUCTION: Bela school 3JVWAsaum
i	 Delta Junction. Alaska
DATE►
 Jr AUCTION:	 Saturday. 29 April 1979
TIME OF AUCTION: 	 1:00 ?.M.. Bidder Rpistracion
2:00 P.M., Information Briefing
and Bidding
,f
Subject to the provision-1 of As 38.3S. and pursuant to the regulations
promulgated thereunder, the Director of the Division of Land and Water
Management. or has authorized representative, will sell to the hagnest
qualified bidder the agricultural we and development interests to the
`allowing described real property located within the Faatbanks Recording
Distract:
UNITS FOR SALE
t	 Fifty-seven iS') units classified Agricultuts. ranganq
+ 	 in size from 20 acres to 325 acres.
i `	 4S
EC.
	
The parcel= range in size from 20 to 300 acres and are
intended for supplementary or avocational farming rather
than large-scale grain farming. The layout of the parcels
t.
	
and the overall design of the development were substantially
influenced by our interpretation of high-altitude aerial
photos for the DLMPS. Furthermore the detailed placement of
the parcels was impacted by our map of the flood hazards
apparent on Landsat imagery from stream-icing overflows of
Jarvis Creek. Such hazardous areas have been precluded from
development by being designated natural greenbelts. The
designated tracts for farming will be sold at public action
exclusively for agricultural purposes in January, 1978.
t
Large-Scale Grain Farming
The Office of the Governor and the Alaska Department of
Natural Resources are studying the feasibility of a state-
subsidized, large-scale barley growing enterprize on the
upper Tanana Valley near Delta Junction. Preliminary
studies indicate that a major agribusiness should be econo-
mically and technically viable if existing wilderness land
is opened for agriculture and the venture receives State
support for land clearing, assistance in initial capitali-
zation and marketing for the first ten years.
:t
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with lull Kale production scheduled to
h gin	 to	 19M.	 the Hammond	 ad•
l mhnslratiotrsays.
n Gov.	 Jay	 Ilammond	 announced
' Friday	 he	 will	 seek	 appropriations
l from the legislature totalling alhout EIS
million during the next two years to 1M
the	 experimental	 (arming	 project
underway.
According	 to	 the administration's
current	 timetable,	 details	 of	 the
project, including eligibility standards,
will	 be	 ad%erlisd	 in	 March	 and
qualified applicants will be selected in
July.
The (arms are to be from 3,000 to 3,000
acres in site and buyers will purchase
agricultural rights only under lease-
sale agreements at a cost of about $130
an acre.
A total M N farms are scheduled to be
available. A lottery sy stem will be used
if there are more applicants.
Bob	 Palmer.	 llatnmond's	 special
projects coordinator, has worked on the
experimental	 program
	
nearly	 two
yeans. lie said this week that a test
clearing of -Anne 2,000 acres is now
being carried out
Results from the test, which involves
new clear ing methats, are expected to
be available late this summer. After
they are rordyzod the stale will begin
full scale eb •aring of the ai.M acres
invol red in the project.
\lost	 of	 'he	 $5	 million	 the	 ad-
ministration is asking for this year will
go for clearing and surveying costs.
Hammond said.
Those costs will I 	 passed on to
purchase rs of the land. A grain elevator
and support wrvtces such as roads and
power will also be provided, officials
say. These CUT will also be passe( on
to purchasers  to bring the total cost per
acre to $150.
"The	 whole	 project	 has	 been
designed toward family farm economic
units,"	 Palmer	 said.	 l'sing tnMern
methods, he noted. Cirrus the size being
planed for bells can be handled by a
family.
At a press conference here Friday.
Ilammond,	 who	 is	 running	 for
reelection, said, "our goal is to place
50 00 acres of slate Lind in the Delta
Junction
	 area	 in	 agricultural
production by	 19M► . To help this in•
dusU• ^ lit gel upon its tort so that it may
become
	
wif s►pporling	 requires	 a
serious cotnnuttuenl by the stale.
°11hIc the male will (heed In help.
initially•	 with	 the	 financing	 and
niarkel►ng, our extensive stuJhes stow
that the prige•t should pay its own way
c , within a frw gears," liammood added.
The administration has had its eyes
on the Oricnl as a possible marked for
some its the crops, that will too- grown.
uflocials plan to chec k th.il Iheory this
year by selling up to S.OW tons to
?3
W
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Delta lamed to be offered  summer
By DBRMOTCOLIC companicit doing btisintess in the Far meeting has bren set to work out the hecause of the coMbinalion of largeNeux•lllinerltureau Fast. Palmer said the administration details. farms, high quality barley and rape
JUNFAG - Latd	 to	 be	 put	 into has
	 MM	 with some	 11tclta	 farmers Acconding to Palmer, various slthlies seed that can be grown, and the high
prodttclhin for the Ih-lla barley project currently doing business to discuss the have shown that the hrlia project can yields per acre that the land can
Istolocofleredtofarmersthis:.ummer, lest marketing	 plan	 and
	 another eventually exist	 without a subsidy provide.
ki
C
k
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The Delta Barley Project is the preliminary plan which
in part has sprung from recommendations of the Delta Land
Management Planning Study (see proceeding project description).
It would entail the establishment of 800 large grain farms
on a tract of 56,000 acres identified by the DLMPS study as
best suited to agriculture. Clearing of the land would be
done by the State at a cost in the neighborhood of $13 million.
An efficient land-clearing technique is a major factor in
the economic viability of the Delta Barley Project, and DNR
has organized clearing experimentation on a 2,000 acre test
plot. Our staff aided the selection process for determining
the location of the test plot by the use of Landsat imagery
in conjunction with soils maps. An important criteria was
to define the test plot such that the variety of terrain
conditions typically represent what would be found through-
out the entire 56,000 acre region.
Legislative approval for the Delta Barley Project was
received from the 1977 Legislature, and DNR expects to
proceed with clearing experiments during the winter of 1977-
78.
Other Projects
Besides the major projects involved with this grant
during the reporting period, there were a multitude of less
significant activities which of themselves exhibited good
C
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success from the user's point of view. For various reasons
they do not fall into the category of operational activities
with resulting important decisions or actions taken. In
some instances there was only an initial interaction by our
staff--a pump-priming effort--after which the activity
became chiefly an in-house effort by the user with minimal
involvement on our part. Or, they may have had more emphasis
on generalized planning and broadening of an information
base with only tenuous likelihood for specific actions.
Projects of the latter type usually receive no funds from
this grant but remain valid indicators of the overall value
of our outreach activities.
These applications are important in their own right and
should not be completely discounted. They were very important
to the user-agency, and as a body they describe the kinds of
introductory or supplementary assistance that we are called
upon to provide rather consistently. The following activities
are not of themselves justifiable results of this grant, but
they form an important ingredient into the overall success
in achieving the grant objectives. Without these many
smaller opportunities to interact and remain involved in a
)nstructive and active fashion, we would not be able to
Lrticipate in the larger, more significant projects that do
-oduce the results that are desired.
The Anchorage District Office of BLM sought assistance
i obtaining the best summer Landsat coverage of their
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region of responsibility in Alaska, which extends from SOON
to 64°N latitude. Their goal was to build a reference file
t'	 I	 of 1 : 250,000 scale Landsat scenes in false color-infrared
for use with resource management studies. We suggested a
total of 44 scenes, 26 of which had already been reconsti-
tuted into color. BLM ordered a complete set of these
prints to provide total coverage of that region.
The Outer Continental Shelf Environmental Impact Program
(OCSEAP) funded by NOAH/ BLM had a requirement for Landsat
data providing coverage of all the coastal zones of Alaska.
6
We maintained standing orders and routinely archived all
Landsat scenes of coastal areas for use by OCSEAP investi-
gators. These accessions also expanded the extent of our
browse file of Landsat scenes for all users, without cost to
this grant. A related activity was the accession of 1500
frames of medium and low-altitude aerial photography and
SLAR imagery acquired by NOAA contractors in support of the
OCSEAP program. A specific request by one OCSEAP investigator
sought our help to confirm by Landsat data a possible per-
sistent gyre east of Kodiak in the Northwest Gulf of Alaska.
Landsat imagery had an important role last year in document-
a'
ing a gyre near Prince William Sound, and it was thought
that a parallel condition might exist in the eastern Gulf.
In this case, however, either the gyre is non -persistent or
C there is too little sediment transport to use satellite
remote - sensing as a primary tool . to delineate long-term
patterns of circulation.
t
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9In August, Woodward-Clyde Consultants asked our assis-
L
tance in obtaining copies of existing aerial photography of
.the Prudhoe Bay area to support a study of coastal processes
and sediment transport along the northwest shore of Prudhoe
Bay. The purpose of the study was to evaluate the environ-
mental effects of a 2-mile extension to an existing gravel
dock which had been built on an emergency basis the proceed-
ing winter. Prudhoe Bay is bordered offshore to the west by
a series of barrier islands, the easternmost of which is
only 1.5 km from the dock extension. There had been concern
4
that altered wave patterns would increase erosion west of
the dock extension, and that sedimentation of the shallow
lagoon west of the dock could occur and that the barrier
islands might experience increased erosion resulting from
interruption of its sediment source. The study was based
upon field measurements as well as aerial photography, both
historic and current. The project concluded that the long-
shore transport of sediment has been interrupted by the
dock, the accumulation of sediment trapped against the base
of the dock is relatively low, the rate of erosion of the
shoreline west of the dock has been retarded, and the barrier
r
	 islands are not affected by the dock. These conclusions are
t
important to the future of the dock and the knowledge of the
3
environmental impact of certain aspects of onshore petroleum
3
4s.	 development activities.
t
t
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iThe Division of Geological and Geophysical Surveys
(DGGS), Alaska Department of Natural Resources, for the past
several years has used Landsat imagery for various tasks
related to geologic applications. PhotogeologiSt3 within
the agency have found the images directly useful for many
operational activities with only a minimum of interaction
from our staff. without even a suggestion or recommendation
from us, they asked us to build a Landsat mosaic of the
antire state at a scale of 1:1,000,000. Owing to the size
of the final product, approximately seven feet by eight feet
(excluding the Aleutian Chain, the mosaic was prepared in
five s(ztions on a regional basis. The mosaic will also
match a new USGS geologic map series of Alaska. The work
was completed in %:arch and went on sale to the general
public through DGGS offices in anchorage and Fairbanks.
Below is a reproduction of agency announcements of the
availability of the mosaic.
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In a similar but unrelated activity, the Federal-State
Land Use Planning Commission acquired over 100 black-and-
white Landsat scenes at 1:500,000 scale for complete coverage
i	
of Alaska. In addition, they paid the cost of reconstituting
into color some 68 Landsat scenes for coverage in color of
major interest areas. These Landsat products formed a
general reference file for Anchorage-area users of satellite
data.
The NASA U-2 aircraft from Ames Research Center was in
Alaska briefly in October for an atmospheric sampling mission.
On a non-interference basis, the aircraft also acquired
high-altitude color-infrared photography of the coast of the
Gulf of Alaska plus the pipeline transect from Valdez to
Delta. Vegetation was totally senescent at this season, so
the photography had less than normal value than if the
flights could have been flown in July as requested. Coastal
processes along the Gulf were of value to OCSEAP investi-
gators and the pipeline coverage proved useful to document
construction activities of the pipeline. These photos were
cataloged and archived in our remote-sensing data library
for future browse, reference and analysis work.
This year the Bureau of Land Management, both on the
national and state levels, began to utilize to a significant
degree remote-sensing technology to aid in their resource-
management functions. A major, operational remote-sensing
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program in Alaska was established in cooperation with NASA's
Applications Systems Verification Test (ASVT) program at
Johnson Space Center. The overall objective is to test and
demonstrate a resource inventory system for wildlands based
on remotely sensed data and oriented toward the needs of BLM
State and District Offices. NASA/BLM selected a prime con-
tractor from industry, ESL, Inc., to perform the work, and
the Geophysical Institute was selected as a subcontractor to
perform certain functions. These tasks include generation
of keys and training aids for photo interpretation of large-
scale and small-scale photography, vegetative and geologic
maps from manual interpretation of Landsat images and aerial
photography, collection of ground data, and assistance in
the analysis of digital Landsat data and technology transfer
to BLM personnel in Alaska.
The study site is a 1.2 million acre region in central
Alaska located in the general vicinity of the Denali Highway
roughly extending from Paxson to Cantwell. While no NASA
grant funds are involved in this project, it is a signifi-
cant forward step by one of the federal agencies most in-
volved with management of resources on public lands in
Alaska, and it follows years of liaison work by our staff
with Alaska BLM officials.
F	
The Fairbanks Town and Village Association, a non-
r,	 profit corporation, used a custom-enlarged U-2 photograph of
54
Ft. Yukon in site-selection studies for a small-boat harbor.
4
The synoptic view of the islands, meanders of the Yukon
River, the existing trails and land-use patterns played a
key role in the site-selection process. The project is
t
incomplete pending allocation of funds for construction by
the Corps of Engineers.
Assistance was provided to the Water Resources Division,
c
U. S. Geological Survey, in determining water depth of
various lakes on the arctic coastal plain. Estimates of
t..
	 depth were prepared by density-slicing techniques on water
bodies of a digitally enhanced image. The thinner gray
levels are associated with more shallow lakes. USGS will do
field work to determine the extent of the correlation bet-
ween gray levels and water depths.
f
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We have continued our involvement in the Alaska Rural
Development Council, an organization devoted to statewide
developmental concerns especially as they affect rural
regions. The interests of the Council include the long-
range analysis and development of natural resources, espec-
ially agriculture, land-use planning and development, and
the development of rural governmental and industrial entities.
Meetings this year were attended by various Institute
staff and were held in Fairbanks, Kotzebue, Anchorage, and
Fairbanks. Problems addressed at the meetings included
development plans of Native regional corporations, indus-
trial development in the interior of Alaska, improvement of
nutrition and housing improvements in rural villages, develop-
ment of the reindeer industry, improvement of the management
of wildlife resources, water resources in the southcentral
region, land classification and disposal policies of the
State, agricultural development near Delta and Nenana,
establishment of national interest (D-2) lands, impact of
the 200-mile limit for fisheries, and coastal zone manage-
ment issues. Several of these topics, namely the reindeer
industry, water resources, land policies and disposal, and
agricultural development have led us into projects utilizing
remote sensing.
e
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Additional workshops, referenced in the Workshops and
Training section, attended included the Active Microwave
Users Workshop, Houston, Texas, August 10-12, 1976; Forestry
: t
	
	 Applications Workshop, Houston, Texas, December 6-9, 1976;
Alaska Surveying and Mapping Convention, Anchorage, Alaska,
January 24-2S, 1977; and Bristol Bay Forestry Workshop,
Dillingham, Alaska, April 9-10, 1977.
Further technical meetings and conferences attended
included the following:
American Society of Photogrammetry, Annual Convention,
Seattle, Sept. 27 - Oct. 1, 1976.
OCSEAP Meeting on Bird Investigations, Anchorage,
October 20-22, 1976.
OCSEAP Beaufort Sea Symposium, Barrow, Feb. 7-11, 1977.
11th International Symposium on kemote Sensing of
Environment, University of Michigan ., Ann Arbor,
April 25-29, 1977.
Conference on Machine Processing of Remotely Sensed
Data, Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana,
June 21-23, 1977.
Landsat in Alaska, Remote Sensing for Resource
Inventories, BLM, Anchorage, June 30, 1977.
Two poster sessi as relating to remote-sensing appli-
cations in Alaska were presented at the 11th International
Symposium on Remote Sensing of the Environment. They were
titled, "Reindeer range inventory in Western Alaska from
57
ycomputer-aided digital classification of Landsat data", by
1.
T. H. George, W. J. Stringer, and J. N. Baldridge, and
"Impact of Environmental information from Landsat to petro-
leum exploration in the Gulf of Alaska", by J. M. Miller.
t
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CCONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The activities of this grant are designed to generate
useful and reliable information from the flood of acquired
remote-sensing data that are accumulating in data repositories
{ and photographic archives. Productively utilizing such data
will increase within a decade new knowledge of the geography
and environmental processes of Alaska that rivals the sum of
the knowledge that was acquired during the previous two
centuries. The functions supported by this grant provide
the interaction between the advancement of technology and
the ability of potential users to benefit from new forms of
data. Without some form of catalytic activity to transfer
the technology of remote sensing into the market of infor-
mational needs of governments and industry, the former would
likely outstrip the latter.
Experience with satellite remote-sensing in Alaska has
demonstrated that this new technology makes unique contri-
butions to the information base that is essential for prudent
management of natural resources by state and local govern-
ments. It is the only feasible means to conduct inventories
i
# 	 of resources in many instances in comparison with the cost,
time and manpower involved with conventional techniques.
f
The repetitive coverage afforded by Landsat permits monitor-
ing of slowly occuring changes occuring in large areas. The
0
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k	 multispectral and synoptic aspects of Landsat provide for
new means of studying the environment which generates new
4
	
	
types of information that could not be obtained otherwise.
Landsat also provides data in a uniform digital format which
c
lends itself readily to computer processing and incorpor-
ation into computer - based information storage and retrieval
systems.
Whether the benefits from practical uses, for example
of Landsat, will approach its full potential depends upon
the ability of the institutions which possess high technology
as well as the users to organize themselves to,mutually
profit from the new capabilities. Successful interaction
between the sources and users of technology requires that
we solve a number of institutional and administrative problems.
The constraints are many and present challenges that
must be resolved if the program is not destined to atrophy.
For various political and administrative reasons there
remains a lack of a federal commitment to the continuity of
the satellite program for earth resources. Uncertainty
whether the program will be viable five years hence and if
so whether there will be data that is basically compatible
with the techniques being developed today is a deterrent to
low-budget users. They understandably are wary lest they be
enticed to adopt with effort and expense a new information
system only to be cut off in the long run at worst, or to
t
extensively modify their data interpretation techniques at
least.
,,a	 k
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tPerhaps even a more severe constraint is the lack of a
commitment to an operational earth resources system. The
existing multi-agency structure to acquire and distribute
satellite data was designed and functioned satisfactorily
for experimental and research applications. However, the
delays and uncertainties in obtaining Landsat data from
existing distribution channels is frustrating and frequently
precludes its use by operational agencies. It is ironic
that the United States, which pioneered earth-resources
satellites, still lacks the capability of generating on a
routine basis images for immediate operational applications.
This capability does not exist for the western United States
and Alaska. Most other countries which have recognized the
value of Landsat and established receiving stations have
provided the operational capability to produce quick-look
images. The lack of quick turn-around time for Landsat data
is one of the prime factors which influence non-federal
users to conclude there is a lack of a permanent federal
commitment to the program. Consequently many users shy away
from the data.
Many times there may be deadlines mandated by forces
outside a user's influence which do not permit a leisurely
approach to problem-solving. If current data are mandatory,
typically five weeks elapse before one can even determine
what data were acquired by the spacecraft, then another six
i^
r^
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to eight weeks elapse until one can obtain an image, and two
to five months to obtain a digital tape. With time constraints
such as these, one can understand a lack of enthusiasm on
the part of some users. If one in truth has a powerful and
beneficial product, the customer has reason to expect F
timely delivery.
Another institutional constraint to full utilizatio:o of
satellite remote-sensing is that many state, regional and
local.agencies lack the specific expertise or technical
capacity to upgrade their in-house capabilities to include
the techniques of interpretation of remote-sensing data and
digital analysis in particular. Such users should have
assistance to develop their own capabilities initially, and
continuing assistance to stay abre?.st of new developments.
This need is one which can be and has been addressed directly
by this grant--to provide a systematic and ongoing transfer
of remote-sensing technology.
A key ingredient in providing beneficial assistance is
the flexibility to interact in different ways with different
users. State and local agencies tend to have their own
specialized institutional environment with a majority of
their goals of a purely operational nature. On the other
hand, the typical problem relating to management of natural
resources is fragmented, multidisciplinary, and amenable to
feasibility studies as well as decision-making. Such a
situation presents problems in coordination, from a lack of
I
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a specially trained staff, and with budgeting restrictions
which mitigate against new programs not totally operational
and planned long before in advance. By being sensitive to
the internal climate of the agencies, we seek to interact in
ways which are most appropriate to each administrative unit.
While our approach is systematic as far as results are
concerned, we seek to adjust our methods to suit the needs
of each user.
With these grant activities we have emphasized the
development of applications of remote-sensing data to a wide
range of issues in Alaska which relate to the shortage of
raw materials, energy exploration and development, and
social problems such as the settlement of the land claims of
Alaskan Natives. We have introduced a growing cross-section
of public and private agencies in Alaska to the use of
remote-sensing data, both satellite and aircraft. We have
engaged in cooperative projects which involved the perform-
ance of operational activities, and we have provided assist-
ance upon request for data processing, enhancement and
interpretation using facilities at the Geophysical Institute.
?here is a continuing opportunity to work with new
agencies and personnel to introduce the operational benefits
of remote sensing and to upgrade existing users into more
extensive and intensive use of these data and state-of-the-
art techniques that are available through research activities
t
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Lof the University. We recognize the need to continue a
strong commitment to an ongoing program in assistance with
the technical applications of remote sensing. Our goal is
not merel y to provide a pure service to the user community,
c
but to help state, regional and local agencies develop their
own capability to use Landsat and other remote-sensing
products. Results from our assistance to federal agencies
have in the past outstripped our success with non-federal
users, so one of our future goals is to focus more efforts
in generating state awareness of remote sensing. Our objec-
tives will include the following:
+ improve user awareness by increased
interaction and liaison
+ seek greater awareness and participation
in state-oriented remote sensing activities
by the legislature and executive branches
of the State
+ enhance technical capabilities by
custom designed training courses
+ provision of technical assistance and
consultation with operational problems
+ development of demonstration projects
and feasibility studies
• improved communication between users
m- via a remote-sensing newsletter
• develop improved software to accommodate
local processing of digital Landsat data
• seek means to coordinate efforts in remote
r	
sensing when several users have related
needs for data or information on resource
i.nventaries
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	 By an appropriate mix of the above activities, we
plan to provide the means for acquiring, processing,
archiving, and disseminating data and to contribute the
technical assistance for the analysis and interpretation ofi
the remote- sensing data. These cooperative activities are
specifically designed to transfer satellite and high-altitude
t
	 sensing technologies into results that agencies in the
public and private sectors can use. These techniques are
continually evolving into more powerful forms, and by keeping
t 
abreast of new products and services we seek to spread such
benefits into the decision-making process affecting Alaskan
resources. Such decisions influence the daily lives of most
f
	 all Alaskans today and will direct the course of economic
and social life in Alaska for years to come.
c
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APPENDIX A
EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES
A. C(;nferences, Workshops and Briefings
FY 73
Short Course on PAmote Sensing Technology and Applications,
Purdue University, July 31-August 11, 1972.
Department of the Interior Remote Sensing Training Course,
Sioux Falls, October 26-November 21, 19720
Alaskan Workshops:
Introduction to Remote Sensing, Fairbanks, Dec. 11-1S, 1972.
Introduction to Remote Sensing, Anchorage, Jan. 15-26, 1973.
Introduction to Remote Sensing, Juneau, April 9-14, 1973.
Symposium on Significant Results from ERTS, GSFC, March 5-9,•1973.
1;
American Society of Photogrammetry, Annual Meeting, Washington, D.C.
March 11-16, 1973.
Briefing on Satellite Data to Governor. William A. Egan, Fairbanks,
May, 1973.
FY 74
24th AAAS Alaska Science Conference, Fairbanks, Aug. 14-15, 1973
American Society of Photogrammetry, Fall Convention, Oct. Z-S, 1973.
Conference on Machine Processing of Remotely Sensed Data, Purdue
University, Oct. 16-18, 1973.
Alaska Rural Development Council, Anchorage, December 5 -6, 1973.
Third ERTS Symposium, Washington, D.C., December 10-14, 1973.
Alaska Surveying and Mapping Convention, Anchorage, Feb. 6-8, 1974.
Ninth International Symposium on Remote Sensing of Environment,
University of Michigan, April 15-19, 19.74.
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FY 75
Alaska Rural Development Council, Fairbanks, July 11-12, 1974.
City of Nenana Development Council, Nenana, September, 1974.
Alaska Ikiral Development Council, Anchorage, October 2-3, 1974.
Alaska Rural Development Council, Fairbanks, December 11-12, 1974.
25th AAAS Alaska Science Conference, Anchorage, February, 1975.
Alaska Surveying & Mapping Convention, Anchorage, February, 1975.
Alaska Rural Development Council, Juneau, March 12-13, 1975.
Capital Site Selection Committee, Anchurage, March, 1975.
NASA Earth Resources Survey Symposium, Houston, June 9-12, 1975.
Symposium on Machine Processing of Remote Sensing Data, Purdue
University, June 3-5, 1975.
FY 76
Alaska Rural Development Council, Fairbanks, July 14-15, 1975.
f^
Tenth International Symposium on Remote Sensing of Environment,
University of Michigan, October 6-10, 1975.
Alaska Rural Development Council, Palmer, October 8-9, 1915.
Alaska Rural Development Council, Kodiak, January 13-14, 1976.
Alaska Rural Development Council, Juneau, April 13-14, 1976.
Conference on Machine Processing of Remotely Sensed Data, Purdue
Univers-i ty, June 29 - July 1, 1976.
FY 77
Alaska Rural Development Council, Fairbanks, July 14-15, 1976.
Active Microwave Users Workshop, Houston, August 10-12, 1976.
American Society of Photogrammetry, Annual Convention, Seattle,
September 27 - October 1, 1976.
Alaska Rural Development Council, Kotzebue, October .13-14, 1976.
OCSEAP Meeting on Bird Investigations, Anchorage, October 20-22, 1976.
i
A2
Forestry Applications Workshop, Houston, December 6-9, 1976.
Alaska Rural Development Council, Anchorage, January 19-20, 1977.
Alaska Surveying and Mapping Convention, Anchorage, Jan. 24 -25, 1977.
OCSEAP Beaufort Sea Symposium, Barrow, Alaska, February 7-11, 1977.
Bristol Bay Forestry Workshop, Dillingham, Alaska, April 9-10, 1977.
Alaska Rural Development Council, Juneau, Alaska, April 13 -14, 1977.
Eleventh International Symposium on Remote Sensing of Environment,
University of Michigan, April 25-29, 1977.
Conference on Machine Processing of Remotely Sensed Data, Purdue
University, June 21-23, 1977.
Landsat in Alaska, Remote Sensing for Resource Inventories,
Anchorage, June 30, 1977.
B. Courses and Faculty
Three to five courses that are heavily dependent upon remote sensing
are taught each year in the earth and biological sciences curricula.
These courses are taught by three faculty members and involve between
G	 30 and 110 students. Usually three research assistants are involved in
the overall remote-sensing program at the University of Alaska.
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APPENDIX B
SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF GEOPHYSICAL INSTITUTE
PUBLICATIONS RELATING TO REMOTE SENSING
t
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Anderson, J. H. and A.E. Belon, A new vegetation map of the
Western Seward Peninsula, Alaska, Based on ERTS-1
Imagery, Scientific Report on NASA Contract NAS 5-21833,
Institute of Arctic Biology and Geophysical Institute,
University of Alaska, 1973.
Belon, A. E. and J. M. Miller, An interdisciplinary feasibility
study of the applications of ERTS-1 data to a survey of
the Alaskan environment-Task 1, Report on NASA contract
NASS-21833, Geophysical Institute, University of Alaska,
1973.
Belon, A. E. and J. M. Miller, .applications of ERTS data to
resource surveys of Alaska, Third Earth Resources Technology
Satellite-1 Symposium, Vol. 1B, NASA/GSFC SP-351, p. 1899,
1973.
Belon, A. E. and J. M. Miller, Remote sensing by satellite -
application to the Alaska environment and resources,
1972-73 Annual Report, p. 127, University of Alaska,
Geophysical nstitute, 1913.
Miller, J. M., Environmental surveys in Alaska based upon ERTS
data, Summary of Results, Third Earth Resources Technology
Satellite-1 Symposium, Vol. II, p. 12, NASA/GSFC Report
SP.357, 1973.
Miller, J. M. and A. E. Belon, Alaska and the super eye, Alaska
Magazine, Vol. 39, No. 9, p. 34, September 1973.
Miller, John M. and Albert E. Belon, A Multidisciplinary survey
for the management of Alaskan resources utilizing ERTS
imagery, Symposium on Significant Results obtained from
ERTS-1, Vol. II - Summary of Results, p. 39, NASA/GSFC
Report X-6S0-73-127, 1973.
Stringer, W. J., Shore-fast ice in vicinity of Harrison Bay,
The Northern Engineer, Vol. 5, No. 4, Winter 73/74.
Belon, A. E. and J. M. Miller, Applications of remote sensing
data to the Alaskan environment, Report on NASA Grant
NGL 02-001-092, Geophysical Institute, University of Alaska,
1973-1976.
Belon, A. E. and J. M. Miller, Applications of ERTS data to
resources surveys of Alaska, Proceedings of the Third
ERTS-1 Symposium, NASA/GSFC,.Vol. I(B), 1899-1907,
B1
Belon, Albert E. and John M. Miller, The role of satellite
remote sensing in Alaska's future, Proceedings of the
Alaska Survey and Mapping Convention, Anchorage. 1974.
Miller, J. M. and A. E. Belon, A summary of ERTS data application
in Alaska, Proceedings of Ninth International Symposium
on Remote Sensing of the Environment, University of is igan,
Z 113 —7771 -
Miller, J. M. and A. E. Belon, The University of Alaska ERTS
program, Proceedings of the 24th Alaska Science Conference
"Climate of the Arctic", University of 	 as a Press, in
press, 1974.
Stringer, W. J., Feasibility study for locating archaeological
village sites by satellite remote sensing techniques.
Final report, ERTS-1 project GSFC no. 110-14, Oct. 17,
1974.
t
Stringer, W. J., The morphology of Beaufort Sea shore-fast
ice, Proceedings of the Symposium on Beaufort Sea Coast
and Shelf Research, Arctic Institute of North America,
165-172, 1974.
Belon, A. E., J. M. Miller and W. J. Stringer, Environmental
assessment of resource development in the Alaskan c9astal
zone based on LANDSAT imagery, Proceedings of the NA5A
Earth Resources Svm osium, Houston, Texas, Volume TT,
NNW Report TM X-58158, 975.
Miller, J. M., A. E. Belon, L. D. Gedney and L. H. Shapiro,
A look at Alaskan resources with LANDSAT data, Proceedings
of the Tenth International Svmposium on Remote Sensin g of
Environment, University of is igan, Vol. II, p. 879—, 1975.
Miller, J. M., A. E. Belon and W. J. Stringer, A look at Alaskan
resources with LANDSAT data, Proceedings of the Tenth
International Svm osium on Remote Sensing of the-nvironment,
University of Michigan, in press, 191-5.
Stringer, W. J. and S. A. Barrett, Katie's Floeberg, The
Northern Engineer, Vol. 7, No. 1, Spring 1975.
Stringer,.W. J., J. M. Miller, A. E. Belon, L. H. Shapiro and
J. H. Anderson, Application of satellite remote-sensing
data to land selection and management, Proceedings of the
NASA Earth Resources Symposium, Houston, Texas, Volume
1-C, p. 1785, NASA Report TMX-58168, 1975.
s
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George, T. H., J. E. Preston, W. J. Stringer, Range Resource
Inventory from Digital Satellite Imaging on the Baldwin
`	 Peninsula, N. W., Alaska. Report to the Soil Conservation
Service, February, 1976.
Miller, J. M., T. H. George, Use of Satellite Data in Mapping
Ecosystems in Alaskan Coastal Zones, Presented at the
Alaskan Science Conference, Fairbanks, Alaska, Aug. 1976.
Stringer, W. J. and S. A. Barrett, Ice motion in the vicinity
of a grounded floeberg, Proceedings of the Third Confer-
ence on Port and Ocean Engineering under Arctic Conditions,
University of Alaska, 1976.
Stringer, W. J., T. H. George, R. M. Bell, Identification of
flood hazard resulting from aufeis formation in an
interior Alaska stream. Information and Evacuation Report,
Soil Conservation Service, 1976.
George, T. H., W. J. Stringer, J. N. Baldridge, Reindeer Range
Inventory in Western Alaska from Computer Aided Digital
Classification of LANDSAT data, Presented at the 11th
International Symposium on Remote Sensing of Environment,
Ann Arbor, Michigan, April 1977.
Miller, J. M., Impact of environmental information from Landsat
to petroleum exploration in the Gulf of Alaska, Proceedings
of the Eleventh International Svm osium on Remote SJnsin
of the Environment, Environmental Research Institute o
Michigan, - Vol.-
 1, 1065, 1977.
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APPENDIX C
Bristol Bay Native Association Workshop
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Er. Andre -i Golia
Economic Planner
Bristol Buy Native Association
P.O. Box ',79
Dillingham, Alaska 99576
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT O f AGRICULTURE
FOREST SERVICE
P.O. Box 1628
Juneau, Alaska 99802
February 17, 1977
Dear Andy:
Shortly after talking to you to^ay about the agenda, I learned that
our Regional Forester, John Sandor, will also be able to attend the
meeting.
I tried to get back to you by phone, but did'nt have any luck. Will
you please see that the final agenda includes him, as I've shown on
the enclosed run-down? Also, please make overnight accommodations
for him Monday and Tuesday.
Here's a listing of titles, in case you need them;
John Sandor	 Regional Forester, nlaska Region,
U.S. Forest Service, Juneau, Alaska
Bob Janes
	
Director, State and Private Forestry,
U.S. Forest Service, Juneau, Alaska
John Vhdte	 Saw-.ill Improvement Specialist, U.S.
Forest Service, San Francisco, Calif.
Keith ECronagi2d
	
Logging Engineer, U.S. Forest Service,
Juneau, Alaska
Ed hajdvs	 Inventory Forester, State D=ivision of
Lands, Department of Natural Resources
John Killer	 Geop;,ysical Institute, Unive:-
sity of Alaska
We're loo?-ru forward to the session uith you.
Robert	 Janes
Director, State and Private Forestry
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M:TATIVE AGENDA
Tuesday, t-:arch 15
9:00 A1•: Introduction Andy Golia
9:15 Connerative Forestry Pro grams and John Sandor
Technical Assistance
9:30 Film:	 "History of Sawmills in Alaska"
10:00 Small Sa,- ill Operations - tees, methods,
costs, practices, etc. John I-hute
12:00 Lunch
1:00 PM Logc`irg Syste-as and Techni ques - methods, Keith Ecaonagill
consideration in the Bristol Bay region,
costs, practices, etc.
2:30 PY Silvicultu_ra.l Practices - cutting method:, Eob Janes
regeneration, etc.
3 :00 T-inber Inventory Techni ques - use of aerial
photos, timber cruising instrxaents, etc. Ed hajdys
1.:00 Field Demonstration - timber cruising Ed Hajdys
Wednesday, I:arch le
8:30 Al: Using Satellite Photography for Resource
Inventory
11:1; AY saws and Regulations - Federal and State
11:30 AY "Where Do We Go From Here"?
Feasibility studies, marketing, etc.
"How can the Forest Ser%ice assist"?
12:00	 End session
John Killer
Bob Janes
Andy Golia
John Sandor
C'
WUK ( ABLE SAWN ILLS
May 12, 1976
ADCO West
800 E. Locust
Emmett, Idaho 83617
Belsaw Machinery Company
315 Westport Road
Kansas City, Missouri 64111
Brunette Machine Works, Ltd.
149 Nelson Street
New Westminster, B.C.
Canada
Corinth Machinery Company
Box 711
Corinth, Mississippi 38834
Corley Manufacturing Company
Box 471
Chattanooga, Tennessee 37401
Dolmar North American Corporation
Box 1027
Monrovia, California 91016
Forest All Corporation
Sheep Davis Road
Concord, New Hampshire 03301
Frick Company
Forest Machinery Division
West Main Street
Waynesboro, Pennsylvania 17268
Garrett Enumclaw Company
711 Highway 410
Enumclaw, Washington 98022
Granberg Industries Ltd.
201 Nevin Avenue
Richmond, California 94801
Hartzell Hydraulic Products Division
Hartzell Industries, Inc.
Box 919
Piqua, Ohio 45356
Hosmer Machine Company, Inc.
Contoocook, New Hampshire
Jackson Lumber Harvester Company, Inc.
Highway 37
North Mondovi, Wisconsin 54755
Lane Manufacturing Company
Montpelier, Vermont 05602
Mater Machine Works
Box 41C
520 S. 1st Street
Corvallis, Oregon 97330
Meadows-Mill Company
North Wilkesboro, North Carolina 28659
Mobile Manufacturing Company
6810 N.E. Cornfoot Drive
Portland, Oregon 97218
Star Machinery Company
241 S. Lander Street
Seattle, Washington 98134
Steel Structures, Inc.
Box 1398
Eugene, Oregon 97401
!;
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WORLD WOOD Special Feature—
Survey of Portable Sawmills
WW SUMMARY: Users and potential users of portable sawmills will
find descriptions of eight basic varieties of mill with remarks on type
performance and requirements. Merits of different 'ypes are dis-
cussed and guidelines for selection are given. In the pages following,
basic specifications of 18 models can be found with Reader Service
facilities avalldble for obtaining further information.
By JACK MILLS,
Sawmill Engineering and Woodworking Plant
Consultant, and WORLD WOOD Correspondent
Tiverton, Devon, UNITED KINCDOM
PORTABLE SAw%fi t s are in use in man y different parts
of the world. No one known to to has ever tried to es-
timate the number in operation at present, but it mutt
run into thuus,.nds. There is wide variety in the con-
ditio •, ;n which they are used, in the types of wo , x1 cut,
in log sizes, and in reasons for use of a portable mill.
There a-e an almost equal number of machine types.
This article surveys the main machine configurations and
gv-es pointers on design features to look for and on oiler.
atinc practices. In pages following, brief specifications
and dlustrations for 18 different makes of portable mills
are ¢iyen.
Two distinct types of mail are covered by the gencrally
used term 'portable." The truly oortablc mill eas no
wheels but is designed for eas y shipment. It breaks down
into components light enough to be Ioade ,1 readily—
either manually, with standard equipment, or by logging
tower—and to be carried on the road as standard loads.
Finally, re-assembly of the portable mill should not be
unduly complicated.
The tramsporrable sawmill is one initiall y designed with
wheels, which can be detachable, for towing hom site
hi site. In some cases these mills have loose auxiliary
components that can be loaded onto the main chassis
for transport. Semi-mobdr and mobtle mills are corres-
ponding intennediate phases.
One :major variation in all types of machine is that
of either mo%t^ti the log through the fixed saw !or saws),
or moving the saw through a stationary log. The latter
hype predominates in the lower price range although it
has became quite sophisticated during the last two de-
cades.
Within the broad concept of the purtable or tran%port-
ahlc !awmillitig machine there is a very wide range of
choice. It ranges from a two-man operated chainsaw unit
Risumi •
 lei utiliscteurs oc t u*Is of fv.
tors de scier es mob Les trouveront to
desc , -oron de huit varil t ls fondamen-
toles ovec des observations sur ro per.
formo nce et I&% ex-gences On dlcrit
lei avontoges des diffirents types de
sc-ene of on off,* des directives pour
une se l ection lsemtu*lle. Dons let
pages Qui tuivent to trovv*nt I ts spe-
ctficot-ons de base des modlles 18 e!
vovs pourer ufiliser norre Service Loc.
tour% pour obtenir des renseignements
supplemsentaires.
Zusommenfossung: Gegenwor o ige and
zukunfnge Senut;er von mobtlem Soge•
werken finden nachsietiend die 5e•
sckreibvng von ocht grundlegenden
Arten von Sogewe r ken rno Bemerkun.
gem arbor ihre Leistung and Anforde.
rungen. Die VorrGge der venchiedenen
iypen werden erloutert umd Rotschloge
fur time eventuelle Avswohl erte,it. In
den folgenden Seitan findet der Loser
C rvndlegende Doten der 11 .Model;*
vnd konn dank des leserdisnstes wei-
tore Awkunft* *inholen.
Sumorio lei utiliradores ocivoles y
fufvros de cserroderos mOvtles encon.
traron to description de ocho tipos
fvndamentoles de oierradores con ob•
servoc,onts sobre copacuded y esstgen-
cics. Se distuien las ventoics de vorios
tipos v se ofrecen directives pory -,ma
sei*ccion eventual. En los pogtr.rs si-
guien t es se encuentrom especificocionet
de model*% 1 i y se pueden obtemer
imfo-mocianes vlieriorea con nuestro
Sery Kia d* L*ctor*s.
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Fgure 1: Not the or , 7,mol portable mill, but an old one, made by
Thomas Robinson b Son ltd., UK, now discontinued.
-	 A T
Ntot
figure 2: Cents portion of a rromsportoble circular Sush Mill by
Stemmer of Tivenon has two winej portions to carry frock that ore
registered ?o the center. They also carry carriage and ou n iliaries.
Nole alignment of jocks.
ORIGINAL PAGE LS
OF TO OR QUALrl •
%sith a simple struchrre to gtfide the cut through a fixed
log, to !lie circidar bush mill %% ith conventional log car.
riage. PetN%ern these two cxtrrmes are machines to suit
almnat cscry rive , ) of normal log rom•er,ron.
Of special interest is that most of the machines, par-
t'cularly those for the larger sizes of logs, can be ef-
fec!i,cl y used as permanent cgnipment in a normal saw-
mill and are iq fact often purchased as such. Even when
the need for mobility no longer exists, some mobile ma-
chines can readily be introduced into a sawmill for per-
manent irutallation.
Mobile machines are broad:, classified by the type
of cutting tool used, i.e., (1) c ircular saws, one or more;
(2) bandsaws; and (3) chainsaws. each with many varia.
tions. Many decades ago both portable and transportable
frwne saws •,%ere marketed but it is doubtful if they are
currently available. Thomas Robinson & Son 1_11, Roch-
dale, England, made a portable breaking down frame
saw in sizes ap to 1 SO m (72 inches) dia logs with no
part exceeding 302 kg ( 1,120 pounds) for ease of trans-
port ( see Figure 1).
Circular saw types
Machines using the circular saw include:
The circular hush mill, a heavy duty machine generally
with two saws set in line one aho%e the other and up to
1 SO m and 1 20 m (72 inches and 38 inches) dia and a
mn%rntitmal log carriage. The ns.tchine is often fixed but
is available as:
e t-ansportahle t%,th detachable %heels and a system
of t .ic-ks for alignment;
e tclf contained or independent diesel engine or elec.
tric motor, in sites for logs up to 1 =0-m (18-inch) cdiam.
clef.
p his is pc is inherently lira%y erl,siprment and rcrei%es
a ."I , tl.snlial p rime rno%er for tramport. Also ad%once
1, rrlr.lration, an essential factor in any ino%.thle machine.
has to be thcrough. Fig , ire 2 illustrates a typical machine.
Sat%s areusually inserted tooth type t%ith their .vide saw
kerf and hiKh horsrpot%e •
 demand. This type is rnainly
a har l%wood rntchine but it is equally effective on large
diameter toft,%or.ds, and for all sawing programs.
Machines %• ith t%%o circular sa g s set at 90° with o%er-
lapping tips, one for the %ertical cut_ the other for the
horizontal cut. Saw spindles and driving unit—generally
an industnal petrol or diesel engine—on an assembly move
along a beam parallel to the stationary log. The beam
has vertical and hon:. nW adjustments to locate the cut
in the lot,. Divncters of sass limit the cut piece to abort
300 x 150 mm (12 x (3 inches). Wide boards — using full
log dianirter —cannot he cut. S.tsys are usually inserted
tooth ttpe.
The framc:vork snpporhnQ the beam is often large
cnnugh to receive a number of logs at a titne, ::Rile simpler
machines deal only t%ith one or two logs. loherent de-
flection on the lung beam presents problems with the
straight ness of the horizontal cut, possibly acceptable in
„)me operations, .ind binding of the horizontal saw can
produce a rougher sawn face.
Log placing can be a tedious, labor- intensive job unless
adequate facilities are available. Logs are often only
manually secsued by wedging and their own weight and
rigidity problems are et ;dent as the log weight is re-
duced.
Feed along the lug and vertical and horizontal adjust.
ments are generally po\Cered, with some manual options.
Some sophisticated versions of this hpe are very ef-
fective on straightfor-ward conversion to sections up to
the maximum. This type is easily transported and of
modest comparative cost, making it useful for frequently
encountered situations. Figure 3 shows a typical ma-
chire.
The Scotch bench: This type has a horizontal saw
spindle with a circular saw at each end and a roller bed or
9 it tables on rollers, a simple, powered fccdgear, driven
by anv suitsble prime mo%cr ,elf - contained or indepen-
dent. and bunt-in \%heels for rapid movement. it is also
-,videly used -is a fixed installation. it is fed from one
side with logs for breakdown, is ith the sawn pieces
mused across to the infced of the other side for boarding
and tal%ige operations. It is m.iinly a soft ,.%ood machine,
with a three- or fow man crew, lint is also used for
hanl,%nods t%ohin the martial handling limit. It uses in-
sertrd Moth or tpring set s.iws accordir , g to location. It
is often supplied %,ith a tso„den frame which can be
male at the site to receive the metal parts.
Circular rack berchics: A simple machine • % ith sat,s up
to 1 S m (60 inches) ,dia, flat tables runrung on rollers
and a hand or p o%%ered feedgear to racks under the !ables.
Normally a fixed machine but readil y
 broken domm iian
modest weight ..its for easy transport and needing only
a simple fo•yidat;on.
Circular saw headrigs with log carriages: These are
found with one or t-wo saws, a conventional log carnage,
and feedgear driven from the saw spindle, all mounted
on a steel chassis with wheels and a jacking system. They
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Figure 1 The Wick Industries Iniernotional unit is a typical one
with two circular laws set of 90 0 to one another and with saw
moving over a stationary log.
are simple and effective, easily moved and very writable
for softwoods and hard%%oods within limited weights.
Variations on this design include infecd log chains, off-
feed roller con.eyors and, in some cases, a double-saw
edger and a crosscut saw permitting finished boards to
be produced in one through pass. Occasionally a log
loading device is also included. Some of these features
are built onto the main chassis; others are loose and
transported with the machine and easily reassembled.
Usually, inserted tooth saws and independent power units
are used, with a flat belt drive. Figure 4 illustrates a
basic type of machine.
Bandscws
Bandsawing machines mainly have a horizontal s:.w
moving through a stationary log. Very probably, the>
were introduced initiall y
 as low-cost static machines for
permanent sites, since their simple foundation and easy
dismantling into modest weight units lend appreciably
towards mobility.
The con v entional hori?ntital bandsAw unit has the two
vertical columns mounted on bogies with ilanged wheels
runn : nq on steel rails. The log rests between the rails
and is secured by dogs on indrpendent loa supports.
Rails can be any rcasonahle length to give higher utiliza-
tion by having cutting at one station and loading at
another, or logs end to end.
This type is made for logs up to 1.80 m (72 inches)
dia, which also permits snr. 11er logs to be sawn side by
;ide. Accuracy of rail alignment in the horizontal plane
is critical with this type of machine; if the rails undulate,
the sawn faces will similarly undulate (wavy cutting)
with consequent dr-grading. This requires log supports
to be indr'rrndent of the rails. Older existing machines
may not have these independent supports fitted but they
arc a worthwhile addition.
The type is generall y used for through-and-through
sawing and wavy-edged cants up to 100, 1 400 mm (12
to 16 inches) thick; the logs can he srluarcd by manipula
tion and 90 0 supports used with cants for boarding-off.
A simple overheats gantry crane spanning the machine
and covering the .whole log cutting length and log yard
is a great asset. It reduces non-:uttin" time and assists
in avoiding distortion of the rails by mishandling the logs,
as indeed should any !og handling equipment.
The thin wide bandsaw with its low kerf wastigc prow
ides appreciable economics compared with the circular
saw, but it is far less tclerant of abuse than the latter,
particularly the inserted tooth type. Therefore, good all-
around sawing practicr, including bcndsaw servicing, is
an essential concomitant with these machines, and it pads
good dividends in more accurate sawing and good finish.
Powered feedgear and powered rise and fail of the saw
unit are usually standard features; the sawyer normally
ndes with the machine on a platform. !Alin drive is by
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Figure 4: This rra^sponable mill w,rh urcie sow has o log car•
nog• and ouetliones. Mode by Webb t G•Ftord Division, it is
also available with too tow low gmater depth of cwt. This arse w
mounted on an industrial trick suspension system and hot on
independent diesel engine. It will handle logo vp to 7 its long and
weighing vO to 9 toss.
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Figure 5: This UK built Forestor Bond. 'I upvrating in Southeast
Asia shoos the type where the bonds.,w unit moves over a %to-
iionary log. This unit will take lops up to l./ in dia and to any
length. Drive 4 From a 71.5•kW diesel engine.
Figure 6: This Sten ger transportable rolling table log bonoww
Sao 1 06-m pulleys, a 127-mm wide sa y► and a sell<ontoined
diesel engine.
electric motor on the cross Train or diesel engine on an
, xtcnsion of one of the bogies. Power requirements are
related to the %%ulth of saw and reslriced duty. Currently
.wadable from makers are 	 edging saws on the cross
beam, permitting square edged hoards !o be produced
at one pass .%hich is very efficient. Figure 5 shuws a
t)-ptcal machine cartytng a 14:15.5 cm +,5.5:6-inches)
wide sa%v on 120 m !47.5 inches) dia saw pulleys.
A y arintion• of this de%igti is with the sawing unit
r ir-,ii cd on a beam .,nil tra%clling user a st.ilionary I,,q.
1111% tyre is used for loss -ip to about 410 mm (12 inr.}:es)
ilia by 1 li7 m (18 frob t) !or1g.
H. lli,ir; table Ing saw: l his is anutlicr handsaw !^ c
wnich is effrctively the standard rn.ichine mrimited un
a %%heeled chassis with j.icks, tow bar, either separate
or built on dri%ing unit-eir0ric or diesel-and the %aw-
ing hradrig tilt.%ble to p ro%ide grrater yosind clearance.
A machine will; 1.06 n (•{'_ inches) dia saw pulleys for
127 mm i5 inches) w ide saws, is shown in Figure 6.
ehainsaw types are simplest
Chunsaw units: The simplest is the 2 man unit with
guide referred to earlier, a useful machine designed for
a restricted use. larger machines use a horacintally-
dupos •d chauuaw cutting longitudina lly through a
C'
stationary log, with the saw adjustable vertically on
four corner columru. They are most commonly used iii
a sawmill to break down oversize logs into smaller pieces
for further conversion on standard machines, but they
are easil y dismantled into manageable units for transport
and re:idily re-erected on four Prepared concrete blocks.
As a full conversion machine thev have the disadvantage
of a high saw kerf wastage which would u-! excessive in
prrniuction of hoards. They require lnadinq either from
above by crane or with the logs being rolled side%vat's
bctw•crn the culumns. This t%pe can be +ised on Inc%
+ip to I.S0 m (72 inches) or more and to around 5 m (16
feet) Inn%.
What to dernand from a portable sawmill
1 ortaT!c or tramportable su%%milling machines sho+tad,
in -ent-rni, have ill the design chararleri%tics of their
rrinivalent fixed mnchmes: robnsttiess and weight in the
right places-thnugh wcirEt alone does not nccemirily
make for a goal design. nlher rrgmrcments ate: Ade-
rht me saw gsndcs and saw g,mrds, a cutting tool -be it
circ'tilar, band or chain- adc r luate for the requited sawing
p rrgram. a main dri.c suitable for the %aw and sa%%'ing
duly, and certainly not undcrprwcred; for portable ma-
chines, case of dismantling and reassembly in an ac-
curate manner and ease of transport; and, for transport-
able machines, there should be adequate means for tow-
ing and alignment of modules. Coed designs and equip-
ment always cost more initially, but the higher cost is
always a worthwhile investment.
Selecting the correct machine type
Before deciding the t}pe of machine to purchase, it is
essential to define very clearly the duty required from
is. Many factors have to be considered. Among them:
is The gtmer-d
twe n mo% cmen s tocnewnsites; t
operation,
e 
	
b l r•v o f a P 
`bCr
source-electric, diesel oil or petrol; the transport facilihet;
for moving the machine in and the sawntimber out; the
log extraction equipment to feed the machine; the avad-
abLhty of servicing facilities and spare parts.
e Tlie sizes and species of the logs; if the !argest !og
sizes are found only in small numbers, it may be better
policy to select a machine that will deal more efficiently
with the avernge sues.
e The market for the sawnnmber. the sizes of the
end product, the accuracy of sa%%-;nt, the qii Pity of the
sawn faces, the location of the markets; and transport to
the markets.
e The ic r inirrd throughput required to meet the a,-
sumed markets: whether one or more machines ire nec-
es:.iry to handle ule r l+ritely the lot ,-itp , tt frrrtn th•
rninim-!rn 'ct of 1oq rstra'trn e• lvipmerit, .shat smt;i
be !hr, csi,er red coti%er-.irrn factor -round kq impart to
!.%.n prui liwt. This seldom works out to ealeulatrd fig.
ores, particularly with below aerate grade !ogs. Ts.ie
utilt»tinn Victor of the tn.ichine(s)-how miry minutes
per hour is the saw ac tually cutting %wood. This is often
scarp risivig ! y low in practice, although good organization
.ppreuably unpro%es it. The !e%el of skSl of tl ,e swing
crew in general and their application !o the job and the
super v ision of the operation and personnel all influence
the overad efficiency.
e Other Isctors peculiar to the particul.r area of oper-
ation: terrain, clunate, rainfall, road conditions, and mr.a-
power avadabsLty.
With these factors fully in mind a choice can be made.
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' However, &.e greatest influence will be the sizes and
specie= of the lop and the output and quality required
of the goods. Whether or not to select a circular or a
bandsaw machine u affected by the economy of the !at-
ter and the better sawn face it produces compared with
the circular saw; offset against this is the higher level
of skill in both using and servicing a wide handsaw.
Whateser type of machine is chosen adequate back-
up equipment is essential: obviously, extraction and
transport are musts, but are beyond the scope of this
art:cle.
Too much emphasis cannot be placrd on the impor•
tancc of adequate maintenance and sa.v scnucnig fact-
, itics and spare parts held at the working site. Skimpuug
these requirements is just bad busine. s and the lack of
a critical spare part is certain to Icul to costly immobility
of a machine. If handsaws are used, then ample money
should be allocated to a set of good saw servicing equip-
ment. This is really essential, and applies almost equally
to circular and chainsaws. No cutting machine is better
than its cutting tool.
There are factors for and against any cutting tool
selectrl. flame requirements for circular saws arc that:
the plate should be kept in good tension, the teeth
sharpened reCularly, and the whole kept in good balance.
If teeth are sprung set, the set should be consistent and
the teeth equally spaced. Inserted tooth saws are com-
mon on con version work; the teeth are easily replaced
at modest cost, and a small electric grinder operated
from singlephase suppiv provides reasonably accurate
grinding, sometimes while on the spindle. Circulars will
stand a modest amount of abuse; they waste good timber
its saw kerf-25 mm ( 14 inch) on tl+e laiKer saws is not
un.xsual — and they consume a lot of horsepower.
The thin, wide bandsaw is, comparativel y , very eco-
nomical on saw kerf wastage • needs lets horscpo%%er for
a given duty, but is far less tolcran, of abuse than the
circular saw. Whcn well used and maintained it a a
very good tool and produces a more accurate dimension
and a better sawn face t...in the circular, and can cut
longer cuts. The tooth sf-.Ipe should be considered care-
fully against the species J !og, the length of cut and
feed speed; if widely difterent requirements prevail then
saws are needed for each purpose. All this is just good
practice., but appl ;cs more particularly to remote areas
where the portable machine is most appropriate. Still on
sa +vs, a Good saw doctor is a blessing.
The costs of those mac! rocs vary as widely ,- the ex•
tensrke c l ioice available. Added to the nnsic cost must
be the charges for getting the machiner y
 to the working
site, And this c'an be quite expensive. l racking for ship-
ment, from corks to port, port to site, freight and insur-
ance, are furthcr costs; they mount up, and world prices
are not getting less.
TFe axiom that "you get what you pav for" applies to
all products from reliable makers. Probably most equip-
ment is purchased through a local agent who adds his
eo ,.cr charge; but a gcxxf agent is well worth his com-
mission in p roviding advice and after-sales spmce.
Selection of a portable sawmilling machine is the ap-
plication of good sawmilling sense to a conversion oper-
ation with an ov4Lr2!1 avareness of the special require-
mcnts of the type of machine, its working environment
and the market requirements for its end-product.
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APPENDIX U
CATALOG OF REMOTE-SENSING DATA
JUTE 1915 - JULY 1977
2?04-??022 August	 14,	 1915 ?0 69.34N 161.4)W 3t 165 Point	 lay t,.	 .-
2201-??011 Augu	 t	 14,	 1475 20 66.5/N 1(G.?la 3b 19,9 Shish.aref
U 2207- 221!t? 1ro9,rSt	 I1,	 1975 5 11.:14 160.05',1 24 172 Chukchi Sea2707-MIA *11qu•;t
	
17,	 1'fi5 20 72.0711 if2.444 31 169 Vwl.chl Sea
2208-20104 August
	
18,	 1 1, 15 5 73	 1 1T 14 135. V IA 29 172 Beaufort Sea
?203-70411 August
	
la,	 1915 10 17.05!1 138.255.: 30 169 Beaufort Sea
2709-7:31? Auqu:t
	
19, 1975 ?0 GI,. 12N 171.554 33 16? Chukchi	 Sea
2?13-?1103 August 23, 1975 25 69,3h1: 149,4611 31 165 Saoavanirktok121:-7i It, 3 Auq•1St 24, 	 1 1 75 20 68.2(.'1 152.56;1 31 163 Chandler lake2221-?1554 AugiM 31, 197; 10 ?1.!,9'1 1[•7.13:1 26 110 Barrow
2229-2010) Sept es;6,r B, 1973 10 69.21N 147.;4W 75 166 Sagavanirktok
MO-210M Sep!ewher % 197; 0 70.114'1 146.4E:,i 24 169 Flaxman Island
2130-21063 September 9,	 1975 to 64.0?N 155.004 19 159 Ruby
2233-?1211 September 17.
	 1915 15 71.54N 148.414 22 171 Beaufort Sea
2233-21713 Sel,tev!1er	 1?,	 1975 10 70.3RN 151.Od1 23 169 Harrison Bay
22'4-20 .103 September 23,	 1975 5 73.07,4 136.13„ 16 175 Beaufort Spa
2244-10 .105 September 23,	 1975 5 71.53.1 139.494 17 173 Beaufort Sea
2.44-7Ct?1 September 23, 1975 25 G8.01N 14.1.63:1 21 166 Arctic
2244-?n435 September 73, 1975 15 62.3:11 150.37'.: 25 160 Tolkeetna
2244-20• 4.1 Sept-r•!•er 73,	 1975 ?5 61.111 151.4::; 2' 15!1 Tyonek C
2245-204/0 September 2•1, 1975 20 70.3614 142.364 18 170 Barter Island
2245-?230? Sentember 24, 1915 10 70.35N 168.2; iB 170 Chukchi	 Sea
2246-20533 Se•pte,*,er 25,	 1975 7 63.0.'.11 147.484 20 166 Philip	 Smith MtS
2246-70540 Seite°^her•
 15,	 1975 0 66.43N 149. ?'I'd 21 165 Beaver
2246-7054? September 25, 1975 5 65.2?11 150.53:! 22 163 Tanana
2247-M94 September 2i,	 1975 0 66.4111 150.5311 21 165 Bettles
224(1-21050 September 77, 1775 5 68.0?7 150.4?:1 19 167 Chandler lake
2248-21053 September ?1.	 1775 0 66.441 152.20:: 20 165 Bettles
2149-21093 September 15, 1975 0 71.54N 145.5'9.' 15 173 Beaufort Sea
2249-21173 Septe^1ler 21,	 1915 15 62.40'1 157.454 23 161 Iditarod
2250-21151 Septer,her 2 14,	 1915 0 71.5671 147.22W '5 173 Beaufort Sea
2254-21325 October 3, 1975 in 57.021 169.0;4 26 156 Pribilo`s
2254-21431 October 3, 1975 10 55.391 169.56W 27 155 Bering Sea
2255-?1451 October 4, 1975 20 67.5711 I	 .SOW 17 167 Baird tits.
2262-22740 October 11, 1975 0 71.49N 164.4.4 11 174 Chukchi Sea
2262-27242 October 11, 1975 0 70.32N 161.0614 12 172 Chukchi Sea
2776-22005 Cctober 25, 197 5 0 71.521 153.54W 05 175 Chukchi Sea
2276-220?1 October 25, 1975 20 63.001 165.034 09 169 Point N.ope
2278-22125 October ?7, 1975 2 70.3614 164.0551 06 173 Chukchi	 Sea
2278-22131 October 27, 1975 5 69.191 1G5.CS! 07 171 Chukchi	 Sea
2279-22105 October 28. 1975 5 69.2111 161.3:".1 07 171 Chukchi	 Sea
2260-20 .135 October 29, 1975 0 61.18'1 151.464 14 163 Tyonek
22&0-2034? October 29, 1975 25 59.5:'( 152.494 15 162 Seldovia
22V-20554 October 31, 1975 5 59.57N 155.354 14 162 Iliarma
2283-?0583 floverter 1,	 1975 0 69.21N 147.284 05 171 Sagavar,irktok
2283-20590 Nove"^er 1. 1975 0 68.03: 144.17.' 0? 169 Philip	 Smith tits
2283-20592 November 1, 1715 0 66.441 1;0.554 04 168 Betties
22&3-20595 Nove;tier 1, 1975 0 65.24N 152.2514 09 167 Wiseman
2283-11001 November 1, 1975 0 64.02N 153.46W 10 165 Ruby
2283-2ICJl Nove'nf,er	 1,	 I ,M, 0 V. 40N 154.59:! 11 1.,14 r',Srath
1283-11010 Nove;-Ser	 1, 1975 0 61.1911 155.5114 13 163 Lice Hills
2283-11C13 November 1, 1975 2O 59.5614 157.06;: 14 161 Dillingham
2283-21015 November 1, 1575 20 55.33'1 156.0?! 15 161 Nushagak Bay
! 2784 21033 November 2, 1975 2 71.53'1 144.334 03 175 Beaufort Sea
I 22&4-21035 November 2, 1975 0 70.38ti 146.51, 04 173 Beech;y Point
2284-21042 November 2, 1975 0 69.21N 148.53,1 05 171 S39ivanirktok
2184-?1014 November 2, 1975 0 G8. 02N 150.424 Oo 169 Chandler Lake
2184-21051 November 2, 1975 0 66.43N 152.204 09 168 Bettles
2284-21053 November 2, 1975 0 65.2214 153.4014 09 167 Melo:itna?28.1-21060 Novcrter 2, 1 0, 15 0 64.02': 155.0.14 10 165 Ruby
2284-7106? Novenher 2, 1915 0 62.4014 156.714 13 164 Iditarod
2284-21065 November 2. 1975 0 61.181 151.1?4 12 163 Sleetmute
22(:4-11071 Noverl-er 2, 11% 75 0 59.554 158.311: 13 162 Dillingham
2284-11074 hoverber ?, 1:15 0 56.324 15;.194 15 161 Nushagak Bay
2785-21091 November 3, 1975 0 71.55N 1.15,;551 02 175 Beaufort Sea
2285-21014 Nover•her 3,	 1.1 15 0 10.401? 143.174 04 173 Leechey Point
2285-21101 November 3, 1975 0 69.214 150.154 05 171 Unist
2285-21103 pavenher 3, 1975 10 69.0311 152.O5N 06 170 Chandler lake
2185-2 1 1 05 N, verab•.-r
	
3,	 1 .175 0 66.45.1 153.434 07 168 Hughes
2285-2111? Kovc,-ler J.
	
11475 D 65.25'i 155.1114 Od 167 Melotitna
228541114 Nove-"er 3, 1975 O 64.0414 156.3251 10 i15.5 Nulato
2285-21121 Nave•7,cr 3, 1975 0 62.42!1 157.46;1 11 1t-4 Iditarod
2185-71123 Nover,l,cr 3, 1975 0 61.21% 159.544 12 163 51eetr;ate
2285-1113, Novci.ber 3, 1975 0 59.5097 159.5714 13 iQ Goodne s
2705-211:12 i:ovcr5er ',	 1 0 75 O 53.35!1 160.5(5 14 161 Hagei,vister	 Island ^fl
3 2285-21135 N3wea'er 3, 1015 5 57.12'1 10.511d 15 160 Bristo'.	 Bay
2787-21:22
2?&/	 ' 1 1:73
Nov(-^6er
	 !,,	 1 •ili
clove:-her	 5.	 1 .175
0
0
66.47N
5S. 7711
1!,6.3,W
158.0111
07
03
168
167
Shunlriak
katee'l	 River
2288-.1274 ttavcnlcr G,
	
1915 0 MOAN 156.1114 05 110 Howard Pass
2288-?1280 fJovenber 6, 1975 0 66.46N 153.0+):1 06 163 Shunnnak •T
2218-21283 Nuvcaher 6, 1115 0 65.26N 1'_1.?'i' 07 161 Can]Ic l
2718-212nS %ov1^•16cr 6. 	 1915 0 63.115N It4l. W ,4 05 165 Nartun Bay
22P1:-2129' Nnwn.!•er 6, 197! 0 67.43!1 16?. OW i0 164 Kwiquk
72041320 Nov"4t.r	 7,	 1' 1 75 10 7136% 151.3714 01 115 8eaufert Sea
t 2789-?i V.1 No'vei ' cr	 7,	 1 1+15 10 70.41.!: 153.52., 07 173 It chckp;ll.
??' 10-21315 ,•(nve-'hrr
	
8,	 1 1 1:5 5 71.15'5 153.01,; 01 115 Beaufort Sea
1140-?1 :91 N1wrn,Ler 8.
	
1 , 75 10 70.43% 55.1::' (11 173 le;heil•uk
?291-?00,'7 R,,v,Kt,ur	 9.	 1 .11 5 10 (14. , .IN 1!:.!m,. 01 10 F.	 Lf	 Cnar• lev
	
River
7;-r1-?u,'.'S t„v, ;.d,er
	
9,	 117S IG C1.0`,:: 131•.5..: 08 166 tat	 rt	 1•-.91e?1'11-; 1
	 51 trove d,1 •r	 0 117; i 0 i,6. 4;..1i It.' 	 .	 '	 ., 05 168 Ko r :t 'cur77'(1 •	 ' i 1	 i Nnvr IM.	 • 1	 1 .. 71 5 r•5...'1 l r	 .. 07 167 D,•u.!rl e'en
72'71 - % I A; o her	 11.	 1	 1 .5 5 G4.115'1 i	 .. Oti l i,(, he 'h277.-? 141? t:,	 r .•,r. 'r	 10,	 1'115 0 17.0114 1:',.r,.: 00 175 Rarr'oi
' f 1
2292-7149 .1 November 10, 1975 0 70.4311 1 so. ISW 02 173 Meade River
27)2-21'-01 November 10, 1975 10 69.2.'1 160.19W 03 171 Utukok River
2292-?l!"I 1 Nove 11v 1-	 10,	 1975 D 69. DIN W. 0''W 04 170 Delorg Mts.
21 42-71'10 November	 10, 1975 0 66.4 FN 163.47W 05 169 Kotzebue
2292-21!•I: Novem!•cr	 10,	 1 .175 20 65.77N 165.1514 06 167 Teller
2293-215!•0 Noverl,vr	 11,	 1975 3 72.0111 157.21W oU 175 Chukchi	 Sea
2293-?155? November 11,	 1975 20 70.44N 159.42W 01 173 Wain.+right
2193-: 1'•61 November It. 1975 0 6,.09"1 163, 31;1 04 170 Delong Mts.
1293-211•64 Noven,ber U.	 1975 0 66.49N 16S.i1W 05 168 Shishmoref
2793-21570 Nov emtor 11,	 1975 10 65.29N 166.404 06 167 Teller
2796-20132 Novemh,r 16,	 1975 0 62.4711 150.33'4 07 164 Talkeetna
2294-204.14 Nover6er 16, 1475 15 61.'5!4 151.41W 08 163 Tyonek
??93-20450 Noviwl%er 16,	 1975 0 51.1IN 154.3FW 12 161 Kodiak	 Island
2299-20490 Noverher 17, 1975 15 V. 51 N 151.5°•W 07 164 Talkeetna
1300-20544 Novextier 18, 1975 20 62.48N 153.23'4 07 164 McGrath
2300-20551 Novent,er 18, 1975 15 61.,6N 154.3114 08 163 time Hills
2300-20553 November 18, 1975 20 60.033 155.3461 09 162 Lake Clark
2302-21040 November 20, 1975 0 69.29^1 148.31'4 00 171 Sagavanirktok
2302-21043 November 20, 1975 0 63.1ON 150.291A 01 169 Chandler lake
2302-21045 Noverber 20, 1975 0 66.501 152.11:1 02 168 Bettles
2302-21052 Noverber 2U,	 1 11 75 0 6S.30N 153.40W 04 167 Mel02403
2302-21054 Nove-i" r 20, 1975 0 64.09N 155.0?W OS 165 Ruby
2302-?1061 November 20. 1975 0 62.48N 156.16'4 06 169 lditarod
2307-?13h" Novwnber 25, 197S 10 60.07N 165.34;1 07 164 Nuoivak	 island
230.	 1?30 Nove-*ber 25,	 1975 0 5S.44N 166.13W 08 16! Bristol	 Bay
23r	 "2 No%emher 25,	 1975 2 54.3411 169.Oet4 12 159 Bering Sea
23C
	
4 Nuvemher 25, 1975 0 53.13'1 169.51W 13 158 is.	 of	 the Seven Mtn,
2317-.	 13 Cecenber 5. 1975 10 57.21N 156.0261 09 160 Becharof Late
1374-71070 January
	
31,	 1976 5 57.014 160.35W 12 153 Port Heiden
2375-21115 February 1, 1976 0 59.51;4 160.1161 10 155 Ten lakes Area
2375-21122 February 1, 1976 0 58.28;1 161.03:4 11 154 Hagenelster	 island
2381-21434 February 7, 1976 2 67.46N 161.11w 05 161 Baird Mts.
2381-21443 February 7, 1976 15 65.DON 164.1414 07 159 8endeleben
2381-21452 February 7, 1976 5 62.2414 166.474 10 156 Black
2381-21455 February 7, 1976 0 61.02N 167.52W 11 155 Hooper Bay
2382-21504 February B. 1976 5 63.4414 )67.OIW 03 157 Bering Straits
230.2-21511 February 6, 1976 0 62.23N 169.13W 10 156 St.	 Lawrence is., Bering Sea
2383-21551 February 9. 1916 0 67.45N 164.0 W 06 161 Ne3tak Delta
2383-21554 February 9, 1976 5 66.25'4 165.42W 07 160 ShIsh^saref
2383-21560 February 9, 1976 15 65.05!4 167.10'4 03 154 Teller - None
2383-21563 fehruary 9, 1976 1 63.4;N 168.2911 09 157 St.	 Lawrence Is.
2384-22035 February 10. 1976 1 67.43N 16S.37W 06 161 Point Hove
2354-72012 February 10, 1976 0 66.23N 167.11W 07 160 Teller	 -	 Shisl.maref
2384-22014 February 10. 1376 5 65.03N 168.36W 08 158 Bering Straits
2385-70:43 February 11, 1976 0 63.54'4 145.70;1 10 151 Big Delta
2385-20250 February 11, 1976 15 62.33N 146.33W 11 156 Gulkana
2385-72061 February
	
11,	 1976 0 69.1311 165.004 05 163 Cane Lisburne
2385-22063 February 11,	 1976 0 67.54N 166.4761 05 161 Point Ho,)r
2385-22070 February 11,	 1976 0 66.357 168.?3W 01 160 Perin) Straits
2396-20:95 February 12,	 1976 0 65.0111 145.29, 09 158 Circle
2386-20301 February 12, 1976 10 63.549 146.4?W 10 157 Big Delta - Kt.
	 Hayes
2386-22113 February 12, 1'76 0 70.307 164.2314 05 165 Point
	 lay
2366-22115 February 12, 1976 10 69.13N 166.25W 06 163 C3oe Lisburne
7387-70344 February	 13,	 1976 0 69.53N 143.5014 07 161 Coleen
1 1- .-20151 February 13,	 .976 0 66.345 145.77W 08 160 Fort Yukon
'381-20353 February	 13,	 1976 5 65.147 146.5511 09 158 Circle
.389-20341 February	 14.	 1976 5 70.2111 141.3.714 05 165 Barter	 Island
2348-10400 February	 14,	 1916 0 69.117 143.3161 06 163 Dec.arca+ion	 Foint
2388-20403 February 14, 1976 0 67.54Y 145.18,; 01 161 Christian
2388 . 20405 February 14, 1976 0 66.33N 146.56W 03 160 Beaver
?399-20412 February	 14,	 1976 0 65.137 148.23'4 10 158 Livcngood
2368 -20423 Fehrulry
	
14,	 1476 15 61.0'17 152. 011W, 13 155 Tyonek
23S8-20430 Febr.Idry	 14,	 1476 5 59.46N 153.03:4 14 154 lit.	 A-.tlustine
2389-2G452 February
	
15,	 1916 0 70. 77N 143.03:1 06 165 Barter Island
2389-20454 Fohruary 15,
	 1916 0 69.1111 145.OIW V 163 Camden Bay
2389-20461 February
	
15,	 1976 0 67.53.11 146.4114 03 161 Christian
23851 -7040 fcbruary
	 15,	 1976 0 66.33N 1s S. ?44 09 1bO Beaver
2390-70513 February 16,	 19 7 6 5 69.40N 146.2614 07 163 lake Peters
2391-M64 February	 17,	 1976 0 70.2711 145.52.4 06 165 Carxien Bay
2391 . 20571 February
	
17,	 1976 0 69.UIN 147.51W 07 163 Sagavanirktok
2392-21023 fcbr uaary	 18,	 1976 0 70.3?N 147.006' 07 165 Fla%,,an	 Island
2392-21075 Frt,ruary
	
13,	 1476 0 69.1514 149.10'4 PA 163 Sagavanirktok
2392-?1055 February	 19,	 1 0 16 10 510.5O.N 153.4314 15 153 Ton lakes Area
239?-71n61 fcbruary	 18,	 1 4 16 10 58.?711 15^.404 16 152 Nushagak
23!13 21013 Fet ruary	19,	 1'1 16 0 69.15% 150.35:1 08 163 Lni,lt
23' 1 3-71113 February	 19,	 1 ,476 10 54,[.41% 16n.init 15 153 Goodr.ews
239441135 February 20.
	
1976 15 70.1"1 14n.59i•' 07 165 Prudhor. Bay
?334-?114e f ehruar y 211,	 1 1176 O 69.117 15:.04°.4 CO 163 (!°.iat
2314-11111 frbruiry 20,	 1'1 76 0 5a, S1.14 161.34W 16 153 re;hel
2394- 1 1174 Frbrulry 70.	 1- If 0 5G. 29N 16..1. VW 11 152 Hagmeister
234 1-?IIPO Fe:..r-u4ry 20,
	
1976 0 S7.0(•N If, 3.M 13 T>1 Derinq Sea
23':1'•-?1191 1ebruary 21
	
1 .1 16 .,o 7`.•1;13 14q.APY4 C/ 167 Ccaufort Sts
2395-:11 0 3 fct.r.,Iry
	 ?1,	 1 1 176 5 70.314 .1.1.2511 01 155 H.irl.sc.n Bay
239.1- 1 1.1 .1 tohru41-v
	 21.	 1'116 10 ! 3,1.r.7 11.9.4114 13 1'.7 01tal
13)6-21?61 1et•rurry	 1'1'6 0 61.3 :1 i'll4.:1;4 11 150 Sheengnak
2311,	 "1. 11 fcbruary	 11176 0 f3.r•r•'4 Ihl.0A: 11 157 Unalat.lcct
'390,-?1:75 fcbrr.try
	 . 'e .	 1' 1 16 5 6.'.	 +'4 lo:	 , IW 14 151. KwI!uk
?3'111-71:t4 4 IPbrutry :
	 1116 10 57.!0'4 It•A.	 lee; 16 151 Kllskelwlm 6ry
13 46 . 71?90 frt-ri.u•y
	 i•elf• 1s 5i1.2/N 141"Z ;t., 11 15.1 Bering Sea
t ►
r
6
i ?397-21170 1vl,ruary	 23,	 1'+16 0 63. SON 162.1114 la 151 Solonon
239?-21333 1vl,ruary	 21,	 191t• 5 67.."711 163.4414 15 155 Yukon Delta
?311 1-2I 335 Trbr•uIry 23,	 1Q10 5 61.1!.'1 164.,JIW 16 154 Marshall
2391- 1 1342 lel.ruary 11,	 197b 10 54,5!N 165.5114 17 153 Nunrval	 Island
23 1 7-713:4 Fcbruary 23, 1,1/b IS 58.314 166.5114 10 152 Brrin•f Sea
23.13-21362 Irinuar•v	 24,	 1 1 111• 5 11,49"1 15).1(,11 08 161 H--aufolt	 Sea
?3 .1:1-21364 Irbruary ?4,	 1 .06 15 10.14'1 IS5.4211 09 1(r• 111rrow
?3.18-?1140 Frbr.lary 24.	 I 1076 0 66.3)14 161,0414 I? 159 Baldwin Penninsula
?3')9 . 2140-3 fe5ruary 24, UWA 5 57,064 164,1311 19 151 Prlbllof.
2399 . 714?0 Fcbruary 25. 1416 0 71.5nf1 11.4.48W OS 167 Beaufort Sea
( 23i1'1 1142? February 1S, 1476 0 70.35N 157.03W 04 165 Darrow
2394- 1 1325 Fehrudry 25, 1976 0 69.174 159.OSW 10 161 Utuknk Fiver
?39:)-11431 1el.-uary 2S,	 1 1116 5 67.594 160.5414 11 161 4aird Mts,
2.199-11331 February 25. 106 0 6'.40!1 1b2,31W 11 159 5hishmiref - Kotzebue
23 .11 . 21 430 February 25,	 1 .116 0 6~.19'4 164.0014 13 151.1 Ben,lelrbem
2399 . 21333 February 25. 1916 C 63.5')•1 165.?1W 14 157 Nome
2397-214 .15 February 15, 1476 0 6?.38N I6t,.34W 15 15S Black.
139'1-?1452 February 25, 1976 0 61.16N Ib7.4 W 16 153 H,)opi-r Pay
2394-:1463 Fcbruary 25. 19/6 15 57.08'1 170.37W 20 151 Pribilofs
2400-21492 February 26, 1916 15 66.)eN 164.CIW 13 199 Shashc:aref
2400 21395 FeSruary 16,	 1 11 16 0 (5.181 165.3014 14 158 Irauruk	 Basin
7400-21501 ft-bruary 26,	 1476 0 63.59'1 1(.6.5014 15 157 fume
2400 215;)3 February 26, 19?6 0 V .31N 1(.4,0311 16 155 Tip of	 St.	 Lawrence Is.
2401	 11550 Fcbruary 17,	 19?6 9 66.31:4 165.30:1 13 ISQ Shi sit.	 rref
2401-21 553 rehruary ?/, 197o 0 65.17"1 165.5814 14 158 Teller
2301-21555 February 21, IQT6 0 63.5o11 168.17W 15 156 St.	 Lawrence	 Is.
240?-10191 February 28. 1 ,176 0 61,15N 146.1341 IS 154 Yalde.
240?-20194 February 23, 1976 0 59.5311 141.15W 19 153 Montague Island
2402-10?00 Frtirl:ary	 ?d.	 1916 5 58.31N 1:8,1214 20 152 Gulf of Alaska
2407-2200S Fcbruary 28. 15-76 10 66.3811 106.5114 13 199 Shishmarrf
2402-22011 February 28, 1976 0 65.18N 168.2?W 15 15S Teller
•	 2403-20122 Fcbruary 29. 19?6 0 69.1514 134.13W 12 163 Herschel	 Island
2403-20252 February 29, 1976 0 59.51N 148.4.'W 19 153 Seward
2403-20254 February 29, .176 0 58.2941 149.4nW ?0 152 Gulf of Alaska
2403-22054 Fehruary 21. 1916 0 69.154 1	 3,59:! 12 16.1 Cap, Lisburne
2401-?2115 "arch	 I,	 1 Q 76 25 67,SSN 168.13;1 13 161 Point Hope
1404-:2121 ftarch	 I,	 1476 10 66.199 169. 4 ,1 14 14 159 Naukan,	 Siberia
2301-2049? Itarsn 3,	 1976 0 55.4314 157.17W 23 141) Chignik
2401 . 20495 March 4, 1976 5 51.2ON 159.CSa 25 138 SirK•orof	 island
2408-20501 larch 5,	 1976 1S 71.-14:1 14i.5^14 12 167 Beaufort Sea
2409-20555 March 6, 1976 0 11 W4 143.32W 1? 167 Bra,ifort Sri
2409-20564 ?arch 6,	 1916 1s 69.17N 1:7,4F.4 14 163 Saaavanirktok
240-21:113 (larch	 7,	 1976 10 71 .4 ,1 1 1:3.57W 12 lb7 Beaufort Sea
2410-21061 March	 7,	 1976 10 57.054 160.36W 23 150 Bristol	 Bay	 -	 llnik
2411-211371 (larch V.
	 1976 5 71.42N 146.31W 13 167 Beaufort Sea
I 241?-2113 Ktrr;h 9.	 1976 0 71.50.4 147.46H 13 167 Beaufort Sea
2:11,11151 !'ar;a 9,
	 1976 15 73.3.1!1 150.,1,1 14 169 t'arris(n fay
'!1?-211".' March	 111,	 1976 15 71.489 1.,13119 14 161 Beaufort Sea
1413-?1770 harsh IL;.	 1976 0 71.1414 162.0114 22 154 Russian
	 "Mission
?413-2112? "larch	 10.	 1 .116 11 $9.521 163.0314 23 15; Bethel
2413-21725 (Sash 1J. 1976 0 53,29.14 163,0):1 ?4 151 Bristol	 Bay
1413 . 21231 March 10. 1476 n 57.05N 164.53W 25 150 Bering Seat 2413-21234 M.ircIt	 10,	 1976 0 SS.42N 165.43W 26 149 Serino Sea
?413 . 21240 "arch 10,	 1976 0 54.1E-1 166.30:1 27 143 Unalaska	 lsland
E141321243 "arch 10. 1976 10 52.5413 167,151 28 137 Ur+nak
	 Islund
1 2414-2124 1 Marcia	 11,	 1916 5 71.5371 150.34W 14 161 Feaufort	 Sea1 2.114-11144 '!arch	 11,	 1916 IS 70.37N 152. SOW 15 165 Harrison Bay
?315-11'03 1!arch
	 1?,	 1976 1J ;1.6:!4 151.5147 14 164 Iltmutort	 Sea
2315-?130: (!arch 12,
	
1476 10 70.3RN 154.0^0 15 165 Ikciktuk
?415-21332 March 12,
	
l ,1 '6 20 61.2011 164,48W 13 151 f,elsen	 Island
2415-21342 '!arch	 12,	 1 .1 76 l0 5S.359 166. SS. 25 151 Bering Sea
2416-?1361 "arch 13,	 1976 5 70.37N 155.400 16 105 Harrow,
I 2416-713:11 March 13.	 1916 15 63,0:-1 163.544 ?1 156 Colo.in
1416-21393 "arch	 13,	 19'6 0 5,1.;(•%3 167.1t'W '4 15? Nunivak	 Island
f 2411-1415 fare 1,	 14.	 19;6 10 70.39N 15u.5SW 16 165 Meade Fiver
7411-21423 !'Arch	 )..	 147u 5 63.034 160.5^:1 1B 1(•1 Utuknk River
?417	 1 1431 'Larch	 11,	 1976 10 65.44N 157.7314 19 1S9 Knt:ctue
1411-21.40 March	 14,	 IQIG 10 64.034 16".18W 21 156 Nome
2411 21342 March 13.
	 1 ,176 in 62.411 16b.31W 22 155 Black
i1 2417-21445 "arch	 1.1.	 1')'6 10 61.1•)N 161.04 ?3 154 Hooper Bay
1
2417-11471 Marc 1,	 14,	 1476 IS 71,SVI 156.1114 15 169 Barrow
74)H-214)1 ]arch	 1!•.	 19;6 1S 65,24N 10.hU 21 153 Teller
?419-?1343 (hash	 15,	 19'0 5 64.014 1t•G.4lh14 22 156 NomaI
2410 215nO 11ar111
	 15,	 IQ10 0 6?•41.1 167.5^:1 13 155 Black
7419-21525 !larch 1a.	 1914 10 71.5!,7 157,31W 16 169 rartow
231,1 ?151.' ":arch	 16.	 19-'6 :0 1^.41t4 15,1.4014 17 1•,5 WIiitat- IWit
241'1 . 71541 "!arch lb. IW6 1S r ,	 Of. '1 162,4111 IQ 161 fh.•tonq	 "t•..
241` ! 1533 14rch 16.
	
1476 IS (:'	 4% 165.1",1 70 16n Sit 1shr fret
?41 1 -.'1`SO ?'arch	 I t .,	 1176 10 t'	 ' • '4 166.41,4 21 151 Teller
?41 •'	 : 1 S'•? ?:4r( It	 It..	 1910 S t	 1	 1	 .'4 16.1.0•):1 22 15b Bering Sea
?410 . 211.!:1 Mari h	 17.	 1476 15 'I	 •: 15'1.11:,1 16 168 Chukchi	 Sea14 'o t1 ,,') Parch 11.	 1Vti 10 'i )(•1.204 17 165 k'ainweIght
2 .VO Parch U. 1916 S r'•..':.4 Ih3.21W 19 161 Pont lay
14.'1l_,'I','•5 flarsh	 1'.	 I'1!h 5 GB.U)"4 164.11W 19 1i.1 Point Hnnc
4.';	 "!01 ?',	 ,h	 17.	 11111 .5 F6.33'J 1''	 1".4 70 IS9 Shu•.h	 arrt
1•:.'	 1	 .	 :'4 Parch	 11,	 11'7 r.'... •r ^ 1.	 . 1'V :: 154 Tel l••r
1	 12 ftarch	 I:',	 1771• lO /1.5t'N 11	 '..'	 ti IT IGl 01,11011	 Sea
i3O
1421-22044 March i8,	 1976 5 70.4011 162,46W 18 165 Wainwright!
2471-2?051 March 18,	 1 1176 10 69.7211 164	 4t:W 19 163 Point lay
2421-??O53 March 18,	 1976 0 68.041; 1(•6.31W 20 161 Point Hope
2421-7,100 March 13,	 1')16 15 66.441 163.754 11 160 Bering Straits
2421-?1001 March 18,	 1'1J6 20 65.251; 169.4iW 22 158 Bering Straits
2422-ZZIOO Kirch 19,	 1916 10 71.5714 161.51W 17 168 Floeberg
24 -x'2-??102 March 19,	 14i6 10 70.4uN 164.09W 18 166 Chukchi	 Sea
2423-2?160 ttarch 20,	 1476 10 70.4?11 165.3SW 18 166 Chukchi	 Sea
2423-22163 Hareh 20,	 1976 10 69.2571 167.37W 20 163 Chukchi	 Sea
2423-77165 iterch 20,	 1416 20 68.01'1 169.25W 21 161 Chukchi	 Sea
2424-203P3 March 21,	 1916 10 70.4111 141.15H 19 166 Beaufort Sea
2414-20390 March 21,	 1476 5 69.24!1 143.17W 20 163 Barter	 Island
7424-2U113 March 21,	 1976 10 61.7114 151.55W 26 153 Tyonek
2424-72212 ;larch 21,	 1976 15 71.571 164.49.1 18 168 Chukchi	 Sea
2424-22215 March 21,	 1916 5 70,41N 167.07% 19 166 Chukchi	 Sea
24?4-?7221 March 21,	 1976 5 69.2311 169.09W 10 163 Chukchi	 Sea
2425-20444 -',rch 22,	 1916 0 69.24!1 144.42W 20 163 Mt.	 Michelson
2476-22.75 ttarch 12,	 1976 0 69.2311 170.3314 20 163 Chukchi	 Sea
2425-2?182 March 22, 1976 0 68.CS4 172.22W 21 161 Chukchi	 Sea
u
2426-20493 March 23,	 1176 10 72.CON 141.47W 19 168 Beaufort Sea
2426-20541 ?larch ?3,	 1976 20 57.1514 157.39W 30 149 Ugashik
2427-2059? March 24,	 1976 5 5S.37N 153.100 29 151 Nushaqak
2427-20595 ?larch 24,	 1976 5 57.1411 159.0414 30 149 Port Heiden
2427-21001 ilarch 24,	 1976 10 55.5r1N 159.56W 31 149 Port	 t'nller
2428-21015 March 25,	 1976 20 69.27N 143.57W 21 164 Sagdvanirktok
2428-21044 March 25, 1976 0 60.014 158.39W 29 152 Ten takes Area
2423-2IC62 March 25,	 1976 15 54.29!; 162.06W 33 147 Cold Day
2430-21131 March 27,	 1976 10 69.30!1 151.45'4 22 1179 Harrison Day 1)
2430-21163 March 17,	 1976 0 58.42N 162.27W 31 1S. Goodnews
2430-21165 March 27,	 1976 0 57.19N 163.21W 32 149 Bristol	 Bay
2430-21172 ttarch 27,	 1976 10 55.55'1 164.17W 13 148 Bristol	 Bay
2431-21185 March 18,	 1976 15 6n.0 N 153.11W :3 164 Uniat
2431-21203 March 28, 1976 0 64.1011 159.2&:1 27 156 Norton Bav
2431-21215 March 28,	 1976 0 60.045 162.53W 30 152 Baird	 Inlet
2431-21?21 March 28,	 1976 10 58.42N 163.50W 31 M Bering Sea
2431-21224 4arch 28,	 1976 0 57.18'1 164.4461 3? 149 Bering Sea
2P31-'v l?30 March 13,	 1976 0 55.5511 165.35'4 33 148 Bering Sea
2432-21?34 (larch 29,	 1976 10 72.03!1 150.1614 21 169 Beaufort Sea -
1432-21?41 !larch 29,	 1176 10 70.47,4 152.34W 22 166 Harrison Bay
2432-21243 March 29,	 1976 15 69.30% 154.37W 23 164 ikpikr•uk River
2432-21152 Parch 29, 1916 0 66.52N 153.06W 25 160 Shungnak
2432-21261 !larch 29,	 1976 0 64.1111 160.56W 27 156 Norton Say
243?-21282 !larch 29,	 1976 15 $7.1971 1(6.13W 32 149 Bering Sea
2433-21295 March 30,	 1976 20 70,4°': 154.01W 22 166 leshekpuk
2433-21302 March 30,	 1976 0 69.31N 156.03W 23 164 lookout Ridge
2433-21311 March 33, 1976 5 66.531 159.31W 26 150 Shungnak
?433-21320 !!arch 30,	 1976 5 64.13N 162.200 28 156 Norton Bay
2433-21322 March 3C,	 1916 15 67.51% 163.35W 29 155 Kwiguk
2434-21353 ?larch 31,	 1 11 76 0 70.4714 15S.?1W 23 166 Tesheknuk
1434-213b5 March 31,	 1?76 10 C6. 524 163.55W 26 160 Selawik
2434-21371 March 31,	 19717 10 65.37N 1'?.1:'! 27 15S Bendeletien
2434-21374 March 31,	 1976 10 64.11N 163.46.; 28 156 Solorron
2434-213:0 !irch 31,	 1916 10 62.504 164.59W 19 155 Black
2435-21405 April 1,	 1976 5 71.04N 154.33W 22 169 Beaufort Sea
2435-:1413 Aoril 1,	 1976 20 66.534 162.2214 26 160 Kotzebue
2435-21430 April 1,	 1976 20 65.K N 163.5114 27 154 Berdelr^en
2436-21463 Anril 2,	 1976 10 71.0511 155.5411 21 169 Beaufort	 Sea
2436-21410 April 2,	 1976 10 70.491 158.14W 23 166 Meade River
2436-1147 April 2,	 1976 10 69.323 160.1614 25 164 Point lay
2436-21475 April 2,	 1 1 76 5 68.144 162.05'.1 26 162 D•.aonn iIts
2437-215.'4 April 3,	 1976 10 70.51N 159.37W 24 166 Wainwright
2437-21531 April 3,	 1876 15 69.334 161.41,14 25 164 Utukok River ,}
2437-21533 Aori1 3,	 1916 10 64.154 163.314 26 162 De.onq `Its
24.18-215 111 April 4,	 1976 10 77.07,4 158.41W 23 169 Chukchi	 Sea
?43940234 April 5,	 1976 20 61.29.'1 147.26W 32 153 Anchora-le
2440-20?93 April 6,	 1976 10 61.30.4 148.53W 32 153 Anchorage
7440-?0295 April 6,	 1976 10 60.09% 149.55W 33 152 Seward
2440-20 3,02 41-i1 6,	 1976 10 58.4511 150.54.1 34 150 Afogr.ak
^440-20304 April 6,	 1976 20 57.221 151.4;111 35 149 Kod ak
2440-120)5 April 6,	 1976 0 70.5011 1(•3.56:1 25 166 Chukchi	 S^a
2440-22101 April 6,	 1976 0 69. V3 166.0:11 26 164 Chukchi	 Sea
244^-?710-1 April 6,	 1916 10 64.14N 161,49W 27 162 Point lay
7440 12110 April 6,	 1976 10 66.55N 169.3;:1 28 160 Chukchi	 Sea
2411-?03?1 April 1,	 19'6 10 70.4'114 119.3114 25 166 Beaufort	 Sea
?441-21153 An	 it 7,	 1916 10 70.`.•1'1 1(5.21W 75 161 Chukchi	 Sea
1441-1?15 1, April 7 ,	 1976 10 161.:514 26 164 Chukchi	 Sea
2441-:1161 Anvil 1,	 1976 10 6x.1(!1 1611.150 9,3 167 Chukchi	 Sea
744?-20330 April 8,	 1 11 16 5 70.51`11 141.07W 2C 167 Beaufort	 Sea
244?-77714 AfiriI B.	 1976 0 6'1.3,'1" 166.SSW 77 164 Chukchi	 S••a
7 .14?-22?20 April it,	 1976 0 68.I1N 110.4!,W 23 162 Clt:.1 chi	 Sea •7
2441-2(1134 Anr11 v,	 1976 U 70.5.."N 141.?6W 1u 161 Deaavort	 Sea
2 .14 3-1 0440 '•1111 'J,	 1'176 15 ",35'1 111•-1.7'01 ?1 161 Mt.	 MILhelsan
?444-204 11 April 10,	 1114, 0 70.51!1 147.46:1 ?6 167 Dart-•r	 island
?441-7015 Apr iI lit,	 197t• 5 69.31,•7 145.!•11:1 2.t 163 Mt.	 1l1chelcg11
71115
	
20:15'-r Apr i1 11,	 1"It. 10 1J.'.•1'1 14'..11,W 21 167 Fla-r,in	 Iaand
?43:,-?11543 April 11,	 1916 ?a 6.1.3!.'1 147.1"11 ?8 1(4 Sartavariirl.to1.
1477 111 p 1 At•r	 tl 11,	 1'1'6 J 5:..41,`1 It•%, U 31 150 N.iriou•eititrr	 Island
7441	 :11.•1 April 11,	 19'6 0 57..'!••1 1b1.4:•:1 7tl 14.1 r-10,11	 Day
74•17
	
'1110 April 1	 i,	 1')16 0 56.0.'1 1e7	 .'• • '4 .7" 141 l.rtstol	 B.ir !^
:a.3,-1117.1 April 13,	 1170 ?D 54.3.,14 it,_.:;W 40 1.1n F,.1se	 r'acs
244;:-21121 tpri1	 14,	 197x. 0 70.'.4'1 149.31)W 2H 167 Prudhoe Pay
1448-211'4 Arr•il	 14,	 1711 10 69.36? INI,34W 29 164 U.dat
2445-?115) Apr II	 111,	 177u J 60.104 161.201 36 152 U:thel
2448-11160 nnri1	 14,	 1 )76 0 59.41x: 162.17d 37 150 11.ult-•eister	 Island
2450-71145 A.-vI1	 16,	 1916 0 66.5411 157.51W 32 160 Shun,lnak
245:1-21154 April	 16,	 1976 10 64.1711 If 0.4nW 31 157 Plorton i+3y
2450-11161 April	 16,	 1916 10 62.5611 1u?.03W 35 155 Vwiquk
2450-?1.72 April	 16,	 1716 20 58.47'.'1 11.5.13W 39 150 Poring $[a
1451 . 21?CS Auri1	 17,	 1976 0 72.1?11 151.23W 28 170 Beaufort SEa
2451-21;92 Apr 11	 17,	 197b 0 70.5611 1!3.44!1 29 167 Teshekpuk
2451-21303 April
	
1;,	 19?6 10 67.n1N 159.20W 32 160 Shungnak
( 2451-?1310 Anr11	 17,	 1976 20 65.4nx4 161. SOW 33 156 Candle
2451-2%312 Anri1	 17,	 1'+ 76 10 64.19x1 162.11W 34 157 Soloron
2451-21315 Aor11	 17,	 1976 15 62.51IN 16?.26W 35 155 Yukon Delta
2452-21344 Am-i1	 18,	 1Q76 0 72.1 WI 151.46W 28 170 Beaufort Sea
2452-21350 Anr71	 18,	 1976 0 70.54r1 155.0714 24 167 Barrow
2452-21364 Avr11	 18,	 1976 20 6~.31x1 1(•?.16W 34 15B Bendeleben
2452-11373 April	 18,	 1976 0 62.5611 164.531! 36 155 Yukon Delta
2452-21300 April	 18,	 1976 5 61.34x; 166.0x!4 37 153 Nelson	 island
2452-21302 April	 iS,	 1976 10 60.1111 167.0)W 38 151 I'lunivak	 Island
( 2453-21395 April	 19,	 1476 0 73.2011 151.32W 27 173 Beaufort Sea
2453-2140? April	 19,	 1976 0 7"	 12x1 154.13W 29 170 Beaufort Sea
2453-214174 April	 19,	 1976 0 70.5611 156.35W 30 167 Barrow
2453-71420 April	 19,	 1976 0 67.0111 IQ. 14W 33 160 Baldwin Pen.
2453-21422 April	 19,	 1976 0 6;.40.'4 163.45W 34 158 Bendeleben
2453 . 21425 April	 19.	 1976 0 64.1911 165.05W 35 157 Nomw
2453-21431 April	 19,	 1976 0 61.35x1 167.29W 37 153 Hooper Bay
2453 . 21440 April	 19,	 1976 0 60.121! 168.321: 38 151 Bering Sea
2453-21443 Anri1	 19,	 1976 0 55.4:'11 169.36%1 39 150 Ecring Set
2453-21445 April	 19,	 1916 5 57.25N 170.24W 40 148 Bering Sea
2454-?1450 Aoril	 20,	 1476 10 72.13'1 155.371: 29 170 Barrow
2454-21471 Aoril	 20,	 1976 10 63.2111 161.55W 32 162 Delong Mts.
2454-21474 April	 20,	 1916 10 67.02h 163.35W 33 160 Noatak
2454-21480 April	 20, 1976 10 65.41Y 165.O(W 34 158 Teller
2454-21483 Anril	 20, 1976 0 64.204 166.28W 35 157 Nome
2455-21541 April	 21,	 1976 0 64.15N 167.58W 36 156 Kane
2456-21575 Aoril	 22,	 1976 15 70.541. 160.554 31 157 Wainwright
2456-21532 April	 22,	 19 7 6 10 69.3611 167.59:! 37 165 Point
	 lay
2456-2158' Aoril	 22,	 1976 0 66.113N 16.1.5°W 33 U2 Point	 )rope
7456-21591 April	 12,	 1976 0 66.56N 166.30'W 34 160 Chukchi Sea
2455-21591 April	 2?.	 1976 0 65.376 169.00:: 35 1S8 Teller
2456-12030 Anril	 ?2, 1976 10 64.16x1 169.2111 36 156 Bering Sea
2457-20231 Aoril	 23, 1916 0 61.31N 147.2414 39 153 Valdez
2457-20234 April	 23,	 1976 0 6C.09N 148.261: 39 151 Montague	 island
2457 . 20248 April
	 23,	 1976 0 58.45'1 149.25W 40 149 Tip of Kenai Pen.
2457-22040 April	 23,	 1 0 76 0 69.3914 164.20W ?1 165 Point lay+
2457 . 22042 Apr:`	 23, 1976 0 69.1914 165.12114 33 :62 Point Hone
2457-22045 Aprii	 23,	 1916 0 66. 59N 167.51W 34 160 Chukchi Sea
2457-21051 April	 23, 19 7 6 0 65.3914 169.221) 35 159 Bering Straits
2456-2?101 Aprii	 24.	 1976 0 (6.17x1 167.434 34 162 Point	 Hore
2450-?1110 April	 24,	 1976 0 65.31'1 170.51W 36 158 Chukotsch Pen.
2459-2,11:1 Anr11
	
25, 1976 0 69.37N 141.2PW 33 165 Derarcation Point
1461-20431 April	 27, 1976 5 70.56!4 142.1414 3i 167 Beaufort Sea
2461-?1433 April
	 21, 1576 20 69.3AN 114.19:1 33 165 Barte-	 island
` 2464•.'1004 Aorrl	 30,	 1976 5 69. 3.111 149.41Q 34 165 Prudhoe Gay
2465 . 71065 NY 1, 1976 0 63.16'4 151.54W 36 161 Chandler Lake
2465-:1071 Play
	
1,	 1976 0 66.5fi% 153.39.4 31 160 Bettles
2465-110 % 4 May 1,
	
1976 0 65.3SN 155.0611 33 158 iteIo:itna
2465-2103) Play	 1,	 1976 0 64.17!4 156.304 39 156 Galena
?4u5-?1083 Rav 1.
	
1976 0 62.55N 157.45W 40 154 IditaroJ
2465-2108S "av 1,	 1576 20 61.3214 159.5.::1 4! 152 Holy Cross
2466-?1114 PA  2, 1976 1 70.53N 149.33:4 34 167 Prudhoe Tax
1466 21123 May 2,	 1476 5 66.118 153.2114 36 162 Chandler lake
24b5-211.0 F? _v 2,
	
1Q76 1 66.5714 155.0114 37 160 Walier Lake
2467-21110 llav	 3.	 19.'6 0 72.10x1 148.3314 33 176 Beaufort Sea
2467-7117? "av 3,	 1976 0 70.',% 150.54-4 34 167 Beac:ror. Sea
2467-21704 MAY J.	 1476 15 60.11N 162...14 43 150 Bethel
2458-21124 1!3p 4,	 1976 5 72.04 149.59:4 33 110 Beaufort Sea
2466 . 21131 May 4,	 1 4 76 10 70.53'1 152. 144 34 167 Harrison Gay
2466 . 21245 Mar L,	 1976 1S 65. 37n 159.25:1 39 156 Candle
2463-21751 114v
	
4,	 1976 iS o4.1tixJ 16n,46W 40 155 Norto'r Pay
1469-71,54 May 4, 19 7 6 20 61.54x1 16?.OiW 41 154 St. Michael
l 2471-21460 I'ay
	
P.	 1976 5 70.5117 i53.104 36 157 Barrow
?4/4 . 11571 i'av	 10.	 1916 0 7?.O7N I SA. 4oW 35 170 Chukchi	 Sea
2474-115?1 M1v 10,	 IW6 5 70.SIN 161.0,';1 36 161 Wai1mr.ight
2474-21175 Mav 10,	 I n 76 ?0 69.3.4N 163.0(•W 37 164 Point
	
Lay
2414-215,1 1 "1v 10,	 1976 10 60. W.' 114.5714 3tl 16? Point
	 l+.loc
241441'5.'11 R.w 10,
	 1976 0 611.5511 161.3SA 11 160 Sh i%hny ref
2414-21590 ►Sry	 1 4),	 t g 76 10 65.34N 163.0114 40 158 Teller
7477-2x151 I"I v 	 15,	 1116 20 62.4811 197.05W 44 153 Tall,,tna
2474-20453 Ptav	 15,	 19 16 10 61.?611 1!.1.14:4 45 i51 Lire Hills
?479-21460 "av 1;,	 11% 5 60.n2N 154.171j 4u 144 lake 'lark
7479 -204u2 1!1v	 I5,	 i n 16 t o4i.371 155.II-W 4? 147 Latmai
7483 .0501 iLIv	 14,	 1976 15 64.03`1 i51.:'t•W 43 155 take M'tn,hu­ rna
2440 . 20512 ,'..r,	 lu,	 1'+ 7 6 15 61.14% 1!.1.414 4ti 151 Liry yillavc
14x+1	 ?11.0 1,176 :+? 6+.,1+11 1'•r 41 161 Survey "a"..
?4!1 .1	 111!5 ".w	 +, lU6 0 6S."wl 1	 r•.;	 ., 41 t;1 Nx.I4A
1411$	 7113 r+,.	 t,	 1 x16 lrr 6.. 0111 1	 .	 • !; 1'.'. krltag
147,1-1'114 t ".v	 1'116 ) b!r.11ih tr.l	 .'.	 ,4 :/ i : r tart° v 
- ?«844 ;IISJ P:ry !u.	 1 Ut. 1J Sol, IwA 16.'.2'.14 44 1:/ Ilagrrrrister
	 Island
2405-21104 May 21, 1976 20 65.17N 158.11W 43 157 Koyukuk
2485-?1190 May 21, 1976 0 64.06.4 159.31W 44 155 Unalakleet U
24^S-2120' Nav 21, 1916 0 60.004 162.56W 47 148 Bethel
2487-21'85 ila, 23, 1976 0 69.25.4 iS6.11W 40 163 Meade River
1481-21191 Nay 23, 1976 0 68.0611 158.01W 41 161 Howard Pass
2487-21?94 flay 23, 1976 5 6G.4CN 159.3911 47 159 So! lawik
2487-21301 flay 23, 1976 0 04.0511 162.26W 44 154 Solo-on
2487-21305 flay 23, 1176 0 62.43N 163.40:4 45 152 Kwigjk
2488-21364 May 24, 1976 0 62.264 165.16W 46 152 B1aCK
2483-21371 14Y 24, 1976 0 61.03 166.24W 47 150 Hoover Bay
1488-21373 May 14, 1976 0 $9.4011 167.27W 48 148 Nunivak	 island t.l2494-20?80 May 30, 1976 20 61.20!1 143.59W 47 149 Anchorage
249 .1-20783 Nay 30, 1976 20 59.57N 150.01W 49 147 Kenal	 Pen.
2494-20785 Ilav 30, 1911, 20 58.3411 150.58 49 145 Chugach	 islands
2494-20292 Mav 30, 1976 10 57.1111 151.53W 50 143 Kodiak
2495-10305 Nay 31, 1976 5 70.4011 139.49:1 40 166 Beaufort Sea
2495-20311 May 31, 1976 5 69.2311 141.52W 41 163 Demarcation Point
2495-2U325 Ma 31, 1976 15 64.0211 143.098 46 153 Fairbanks
2495-10332 Ma •y 31, 1976 20 62.41N 149.22W 47 151 Talkeetna M*- s
2495-20334 flay 31, 1976 1 61.19N 150.30W 48 149 Anchorage
2495-0341 Pay 31, 1976 0 59.5611 151.31W 48 147 Kenai
2495-20350 May 31, 1976 10 57.101 153.2211 50 143 Kodiak
2495-20352 Mav 31, 1976 10 55.47N 154.12W 51 141 Trinity	 Island
2496-10363 June 1, 1976 20 70. 39N 141.15W 42 163 Barter	 Island
2496-20393 June 1, 1976 20 61.1811 151.53W 48 149 Tyonek
2496-20395 June 1, 1976 20 59.5511 151.5611 49 147 11iamna
2496-20402 June 1. 1976 10 58.32N 153.53W 50 145 Katmai
2497-20421 June 2, 1976 0 70.4111 142.3811 41 165 Demarcation Point
2499-20531 June 4, 1976 0 71.56N 143.1911 40 168 Beaufort Sea
2499-20540 June 4, 1976 5 69.22.4 147.39W 42 162 Sagavanirktok
1500-20590 June 5, 1976 5 71.54!4 144.48:4 40 168 Beaufort Sea
2500-20592 June S. 1916 10 70.381; 147.OSW 41 165 Prudhoe Bay
2500-20595 June 5, 1976 5 69.20'1 149.07W 41 162 Sagavanirktok
2501-21044 June 6, 1976 0 71.53N 156.16W 40 168 Beaufort Sea
2501-21051 June 6, 1976 1 70.37N 148.33W 41 165 Prudhoe Bay
2505-21305 June 10, 1916 5 61.16N 164.5411 48 148 Nelson	 Island
2505-2'.31? Junt 10. 1976 0 59.53'4 165.5514 49 146 Nunivak	 Island
2505-21314 June 10, 1976 0 58.31N 166.52! 50 144 Bering Sea
2505-21321 June 10, 1976 0 57.074 167.4611 51 142 St. George island
2506-21340 June 11, 1976 5 69.19'1 157.44W 43 162 lookout Ridge
2506-213»3 June 11, 1916 5 (S. DON 159.3?W 44 159 Noatak
2506-21363 June 11. 1976 0 61.1511 166.16W 49 148 Hooper Day
2506-21370 June 11, 1976 5 59.5314 16/.18W 49 146 Nunivak	 island
2506-21334 June 11, 1976 5 54.18N 170.48W 53 137 Bering Sea
7507-21401 June 12, 1976 5 66.39!1 162.3914 45 157 Kotzebue
2507-21422 June 12, 1976 0 61.14.14 167.414 49 148 Hooper Say
2507-114.4 June 12, 1976 0 59.5211 169.434 49 146 N.inivak
	 Island
2507-21431 June 12, 1976 0 58.29,4 169.45:4 50 141 Gering Sea
2507-21433 June 12, 1516 2 57.0;'4 173.39'.4 51 141 Pribilofs
2503-21444 June 13, 1976 25 11.5211 156.15W 41 167 Barrow
2508-21462 June 13, 1976 5 66.41N 164.008 45 157 Shish-aref
2503-21430 June 13, 1976 20 61.16N 169.08:4 49 148 Bering Sea
2503-21482 June 13, 1976 20 $9.5311 170.1(Ya 50 146 Bering Sea
2509-20103 June 14, 1916 5 01.1514 144.4611 49 148 Valdez	 - Chitina
2509-20105 June 14, 1976 20 59.52N 145.4FW 50 145 Cordova
2509-21520 June 14, 1976 5 66.391 165.3('14 45 157 Shish-laref
25)U-215G' June 15, 1976 0 71.49N 159.15W 41 157 Peard Bay
2510-21570 Jun, 15, 1976 20 69.16'4 163.314' 43 161 Point lay
2510-21572 Jun^ 15, 1976 5 67.574 165.199 4: 159 Point Hooe
7511-22021 June 16, 1976 15 70.359 167.56'14 42 IC4 Chukchi	 Sea
2515-20412 June ?0, 1976 15 ?1.49'1 140.4114 41 167 Beaufort Sea
2524-21331 June 29, 1976 10 10.33,4 155.49W 42 163 Poi1,t
	 5erroa
2524-21334 June 29, 1976 5 69.15N 157.50'.1 43 160 lookout Ridge
2525-21410 June 30. 1976 15 64.0111 165.25:4 46 151 Nerten So.nd
1525 21412 June 30, 1976 1 62.39N 166.36W !7 149 Kwiguk	 - Black
2515-21415 June 30, 1 0 76 0 61.17N 167.43.4 48 146 Hoo4or Bay
2525-214;1 June 30, 1976 25 59.55.'( 168.45V 49 144 Nunivak
	 Island
2526-21480 July 1, 1976 10 59.53!4 170.11W 49 144 Bering Sea
25?6-21491 Jul; 1, 1976 20 55.444 172.5..^W 51 138 Bering Sea
2S?7-21534 July 1. 1076 10 59.55.'4 171.348 49 144 St.	 Matthews	 Island
?5?1-2155? Iul4 2, 1916 5 54.2?tl 175.01W 51 136 Hering Sea
15'18-21590 July 3, 19 7 6 10 61.16!1 172.0314 48 146 Bering Sea
25?8-72001 I,11y 3, 1916 0 57.02N 174.56W 50 140 Bering Sea
25?8-." 004 JOY 3. 19:6 0 55.44N 17S.46W 51 133 Bering Sea
2531-20 703 July 6, 1916 15 G5.23t4 146.48:1 45 153 LivenyooJ C 4D21,11-20320 July 6, 1976 2 64.:211 149.0714 46 151 Fairbanks C •U
2531-?03?2 J11v 6, 1976 1 6'.4)14 144,21W 47 149 lalleetna Mts. C2531-?0125 Jul ,v 6, 1476 10 61.19!4 150.7RW 48 146 A.ncharage
253?-20.1..",1 July 7, 1976 20 61.15N 151.57W 48 146 Tsonvk
1532 . 21194 July 7. 1'1 76 10 68.0:14 171.0tW 43 153 Chukchi	 Sea
2513-10 .550 .July 8, 1976 5 58.3111 1S5.21w 41) 147 Kat ai
1511 . 1CIS5 July 3. 1 1  (. 5 SF.4!dl 1`.•1,0`.! SI 133 Gulf of	 Alaska
?!.33 ':: 50 Jul v 3. 1976 0 69.1,ill 170. 1.41 4; 160 Chul c h+	 Sea
2114-20F.0i July ^., 1'1 1 11 ?0 5:1.3014 15a.4-:d .I 141 N11.n4
?534-?0',11 ; ,t, 9, 1 1 '1. 5 S7. 411 ' N 151.414 !.,1 140 VilI-hik
25 1 4-:'0"t;, July i1. 1 . 11C IS 6),I8N 149,1:,1 41 160 SI1.wanirktn ►2.i/.;1117 .1 ,J11v I?. 1',16 10 71.5IN 141.It,W J'4 160 1'raulort Sea
^104( J 11 it. 1	 t o A. 5 1,4.'111 IS0.3'a 41 1611 11.60t	 "NIGINAL, PAGE LS:53:1-;, July 13, 1'1;0 111 11.5111 147.404 34 166 Rreufort 5[..
	
)r P(X;R QUAI.,,r-
6 1539-21151 July	 14,	 1916 2U 71.52:1 149.13W 39 165 Dtaefnrt
	
Sed
?539-21153 July
	
14,	 1976 0 70.36'1 151.?7W 40 163 111rr•i•.Oil
	 Day
T539-?11LJ July	 14,	 1976 2 69.191 153.1'111 41 1(.0 11pU.puk
2:.40-?1,1:5 July	 15,	 1'116 U 71.5411 150.36W 39 1GG Beaufort Sea
2:,0-21:11 ,lulu	 15,	 1776 5 70.3D1 152.5314 40 163 1!drriurn Day
2540-21214 Jill  15, 1976 S 69.21N 154.!-.W 41 160 Ikpikpuk
2511-71263 July	 16,	 1976 0 71.534 152.01,1 33 165 Denufort Sea
2541-21210 July	 Ib,	 1976 0 70.37N 154.19;4 39 163 Teshckpuk
G
z541-21712 July 16,	 1916 0 69. 704 155.2111 40 160 Lookout kidqe
2541-21?R1 July	 1(,,	 1916 10 66.411; 15).45W 42 155 Selawik
?541-212D4 July	 16,	 1976 15 65.21N 161.131.4 43 153 Candle
2542-213'4 July	 17,	 1916 15 70.39.'; 155.45W 39 163 Barrow
2542-21330 July	 11.	 1976 20 69.2111 157.46;; 40 160 Lookout kidge
2543-21380 July 18,	 1976 0 71.5311 154.00 W 33 W Barrow
2543-21382 July 18,	 1976 20 70.3711 157.0761 39 163 Barrow - Meade River
2544 . 20034 July	 19,	 1976 15 61.20N 143.1919 46 147 McCarthy
2545-20093 July 20,
	 1976 0 61.1111 14.1.47W 45 147 Valdez
G 2546-20133 July 21,	 197G 20 66.43'1 141.0661 42 155 Black	 River
2547-20185 July 22,	 1976 15 68.05U 140.50:4 40 158 Table !Its
2548-20234 July 23,	 1976 15 70.3311 138.23W 38 163 Beaufort Sea
2546-20243 Jul,v 23.	 1976 20 68.0314 142.18W 40 158 Table rats.
2548-22063 July 23,	 1976 5 71.54N 162.0461 37 165 Floeberg
2548-2?065 July 23,	 1976 0 70.38N 164.211 38 163 Chukchi Sea
2549-20292 July 24,	 1976 0 70.4911 139.54;9 39 163 Beaufort Sea
2549-22124 July 24.	 1976 1 70.39,1 165.3:,W 38 163 Chukchi Sea
2551-22243 July 26.
	 1976 15 69.231: 170.37W 33 1C0 Chukchi Sea
2554-20575 July 29,	 1916 20 70.4311 147.00W 37 163 Be2chev Point
2555-21031 July 30,	 1976 10 71.5711 146.08.4 35 166 Beaufort SEa
2556-21091 July 31,	 1976 0 69.2Gt1 151.49:4 37 160 U.;iat
2557-21143 August 1,	 1976 10 72.0111 148.5161 35 166 Beaufort SEa
2557-21150 August	 1,	 1976 0 70.46N 151.10:+ 36 163 Parrison Bay
1557-21152 August	 1,	 1976 0 69.29N 153.111.4 37 161 Ikpikpuk
2557-21170 August	 1,	 1976 10 64.0911 159.28W 41 152 Norton Bay
2558-21202 August 2,
	 1976 5 72.00'1 150.191 35 166 Beaufort Sea
2558-211^04 August 2. 1976 0 70.44N 151.3714 36 163 Teshekouk
2558-21211 August 2, 1976 0 69.27N 154.4014 37 161 ikoikpuk
2561-21395 August 5. 1916 10 64.10'1 165.15:4 40 153 Solonon
2561-21404 Auqust 5,
	 1976 5 61.26'1 167.3811 42 148 Ilooper B.ty
2561-21411 August 5,
	
1976 1 60.0411 168.41W 43 146 Nuniyak	 island
2552-21445 August 6,	 1976 0 66.0,14 163.54W 38 156 rotzcbue
2564-21555 August 8,
	
1976 10 68.12N 165.06'4 36 159 Point Hope
2564-21561 August 8,	 1976 2 66.51N 166.441 37 156 Shishmaref
2566-23233 August 10,	 1916 15 69.31N 140.15:1 34 161 Decrorcation Pt.
2566-20231 August	 10.	 1976 20 70.47N 138.1?W 33 164 Beaufort Sea
2568-20391
2557-21155
August	 121 976
August 1, 5916
10
0
55	 5544'1
68.7111
5555^33^^^"
^.IIl'^
43 142 Ch lri,k	 f	 ]stand
38 158 Ki1161p River
0-
t_
250-21433 August 6, 1976 50 70.45N 158.24W 35 163
7559-20395 August 13, 1976 3 72.05N 140.13~1 31 167
2569-20401 August 13, 1976 2 70.49N 142.3214 33 164
2570-7046? August 14, 1976 5 69.3311 145.56'.) 33 162
2573-21F30 August 17, 197,: 10 70.50;1 148.OSk 31 164
2575-21163 August 19, 1976 2 64.1511 159.2714 36 154
2575-21170 August 19, 1976 5 62.5314 110.416! 37 152
2576-21204 August 70, 1976 15 69.33.'1 154.33+1 31 162
2576-21215 Aug-1st 20, 1976 10 65.34'1 159.31+1 34 156
2576-21222 Auqust 20, 19/6 20 64.1311 160.52W 35 154
2577-21285 Aagust 21, 1976 5 61.3211 164,35.4 37 151
2578-21340 August 22, 1976 15 62.5611 164.55 35 153
2578-213 .13 Auqust 22, 1976 5 61.34N 166.03:4 37 151
2581-21484 August 25, 1976 0 70.5314 159.33W 29 165
2581-21491 August 75. 1916 25 69.3611 161.42W 30 163
2581-21500 August 25, 1976 20 66.58'11 165.12W 32 153
2592-20122 August ?6. 1976 0 66.5714 140.484 31 159
2552-20115 August 26, 1976 0 65.36.' 142.18:4 3? 157
258?-20131 August 26, I u 76 0 64.15'4 143 404 33 155
2582 . 20134 August 16, 1976 20 62.5314 144.54:1 34 153
;58?-?1545 Auqust 26, 191b 10 69.34N 163.1ON' 29 163
2581-21552 August Z6, 1416 10 6".16'4 165.01:1 30 161
2583-20165 August 27, 1976 0 70.`•1N 136.47W 20 165
2583-20172 Aug.:st 71, 1976 0 69.3IN 138,511) ?D 163
2691-70114 August 27, IJ76 0 68.1511 140,41:1 30 151
2593-1U181 August 27, 1 1176 1 WWI 142.19'14 31 159
2583-20183 August 21, 1976 1 65.34N 143,4vi 32 157
2583 . 20190 August 27, 1916 0 64.13;1 145.10W 33 155
?S34-27011 Auqu-.t 28. 1976 0 66.5611 169.29,1 31 159
2584-22073 Auqust 28, 1976 0 65.36N 170.584 32 157
1585-22113 Auqust 29, 1976 10 70.53,1 165.?114 21 160
?535-?21[0 August 7q, 1476 0 69.36.11 1.1,2:I 28 163
?585-?217,'. August 79, 1916 20 6R.17N 169.1610 29 161
2556-2036t;
 1ugust 30, 1476 Z0 61.3'411 151.46W 34 157
7591-?IU-r Senterrher 4,	 1' 116 5 511.41N 161.00'11 39 1"U
2.92-71015 Senteri:er 5,	 I'l16 5 77,0914 141.1 till 74 169
1592-?Ior? Seatrrrber 5,	 1'4 16 70 73.5314 149.33.1 .'S 11.6
2593-21174 Sente•,t•cr C.	 1916 2U S8.44N 163.51W 34 l!,0
7~^4 . 211 .1 ' SCntert.cr 7,	 1916 2 7". ION 1SV.0114 13 169
2i13- 214," 5 Sept-R.ber l;,	 I'l i6 5 70. S:1 154.11:4 73 167
?. JI-17043 Scrt(w6er 14,	 I916 ?0 60.1014 104.311: 14 163
;605•:0403 Seot,-,4 -cr l y .	 1 1176 0 0.1;1r 146.? 1.9 22 161
26^9-?0560 Sr-•trrSlcr 21.	 1916 15 72,1`1'4 144.3214 13 110]614 . 7(11.tV Bctn!.cr I, 1 1 7, 0 61.."% 1It..IId 23 11•y
?ele-10111 f'	 t0'er	 1, 1:'16 0 G9.01N 141.!4" :t ISa
1615-201!11 October 1, 1 .1 76 15 Wt. 4	 ': 1 -	 .I	 .: 2S 155
Hageroister Island
Beaufort Sra
Ilan icon Ilav
Bering Sea
bc4ufo e t Sea
Pt. Barrow
I'&. 11•.Pe
Arztic
Beaufort Sri
velde/
1 1.,ntague 10,111d
Gulf of Ala•.+d
Carrow
Peaufort Spa
Barter Island
Flam,an Island
Beechey Point
Norton Bay
Unalakleet
lkpikpuk
Kateel River
Norton Bav
I:arshal l
St.F:icha^l
Hoo per Bay
Peard Bay
Pt. Lay
Shishnaref
Black River
Charle y River
Big Deltd
Gvl::ana
Pt. 1a 
Pt. Pope
Chukchi Spa
Herschel Island
Table Mtn
lllark River
Charle y River
Big Uelta
Chukolsch Penn.
Chuk.otsch Penn.
Chul.chi Sea
Cape Lisburne
Chukchi Sea
Tyunek
- Fit. Michelson
C•D
C+D
C40
C..
2619-20262 Qcsaeer Z. 1979 20 59.ZSN '36.I N if 157 "mcnel Island
2119-20113 ^.ctooer 2. .976 1 5i.:011 117.3611 12 1.36 741du
?112040220 Octooer 3, 1976 5 59.Zo 140.27A is :d7 44mcnal	 Is:and
2623-20432 Oc:ooer 6. :916 5 Is.44N :117.101+ ZS 19 :4ir4kof :slang
:6Z4-2C"O 9c-aoer 7, :975 :0 ':.S" 141.ST4 12 :72 3eaufort Sea
ZSZS-20531
  d.:976 19 33.311 1116.1311 13 :!a '134119
::41-21:42 :ctooer 30.
	 1.971 S 53.39N :119.4 G 10 :63 'bRan Say
2550-22321 `lovemor 2.	 1974 IS 51.15» :66.2'5 IZ :61 yodoer lay
I, 2530-223.14 roveneer Z, 1976 27 59.334 167.Z3'A 13 :60 1univak Island
' 2351.2117: yovemer 3, '974 5 U. Sall 153.34 C9 153 left l'
2552-2:424 Vvemer 4, 1376 2 53.Si11 :66.4911 J3 :63 Iowa
4656-20240 'bva mer s, .976 27 33.271 :51.0911 12 Al 4f0qnak
:536-2^243 'loveseer A. 1774 0 S7.JSN 32.0:A 13 :116 f4diak
Us6-20350 Iftweer 10. 1975 20 59.5311 1.S3.um 11 160 :1Iam&
1 2662-20534 'bwsaeer 14, 1975 2 57.3N :60.3611 LZ :118 Srlstal Say
2666-21154 'bveeer L7, '.916 :S 11.0771 :64.5311 U :111 3erinq Sea
2750-20431 reoruary 10, 1977 IS U.3111 1Sd.SZW 13 :110 'laknek
275040434 Feervary 10, .977 is 37.1411 157.44W 14 149 Jgssnik
K'i	 r VU-20303 rternary 12. :977 4 '1.43,11 147.0111 04 162 3eec,ey aotnt
1732-20112 'eorvary LZ. 1977 S 59.Zli1 149.0411 OS :60 Sagavantrttak
211,13-21212 F9orury 3. 1977 0 56 . 4"8 :d1 . J911 1.0 X SAlartk
2.736-21254 *eoruary :8. 1977 a 5*.2414 :62.3713 11 Lis 'endeleoen
1731!-2127: =9oruary :6. 1977 0 54.:21 :6:.574 L' '24 Soiomon
215-2:173 =tcruary IS, 1977 10 52.4211 as. :v U 153 Slack
2753.2''»30 rtwuary 16. 1977 0 $1. i" 16d.l8w 14 isl H000er my
2796-21232 Febr4a7 16, 1977 10 $9. Sin 167.2114 iS ISO Cane 4andennal1
2736-21103 FebrtiarY 18. 1977 20 12.S6n 171.3611 19 146 aaukta
2.'60-21391 Feoruary 20, 1.977 20 61.1»1 169.1211 14 131 Serinq Sea
2760-21,91 Feoruary 20. 1377 0 59.3" 170.11111 IS ISO Serinq Sea
2760-2 1.401 FAruary 10, 1977 20 58.3111 171.11» 16 149 9ering Sea
1766-20250 Fteruary ZS, 1977 0 It. um 151.374 17 130 Seldovia
1763 -20112 °eorury IS. 1977 S MAIN 132.3411 la 149 sfognak Island
2763-20153 ;;eor-4ary ZS. L977 to 117 XIS U3.16Y 19 :46 Kodiak
2166-22104 Ftemary 26. :977 IO 70.19N 167.1314 09 1152 C:tukeli Sea
2767-20323 Fsoruasv Z7, 1977 10 69.1911 L". S4W 11 160 `4t. Michelson
2767-20:42 Fearwwy 27, 1977 10 59 . 944 154 . 3041 is ISO 11 lima
ZM-20763 Feeruary 17, 1977 10 36.311 IS6.274 19 149 Katat
2761-20371 homary 27, 1977 S 57.379 166.21'14 410 146 ugashik
1767-20314 Feeurary 27. IT" 20 33 . 4!!1 157 . 1011 21 146 ;ulf of Alaska
2767-20360 F"M&ry 17, U77 20 54.ZL'I 157.5711 Z2 141 6u1f of Alaska
f 27SA-20364 Feor4ary Z1, 1977 20 / 0.3711 14.61111 10 162 Rumen i s l and
2766-20391 Feomary Z1, 1971 S 69. in 144.Z2'A 11 :60 Kt. Michelson
2.'69-20443 Otm, 1, L977 20 70.37N 145.4W 11 562 Flaxarn Island
1769-20445 "arch I. L977 10 691011 147.4611 1.2 150 Sagavanirttok
2769-X461 !earth 1. 1977 l0 "Jim IS8.1911 20 143 4aknek
2770-20494 Karel! 3, 1977 l0 71.6L4 1".SN 10 :64 3eaufort 5ee
217241045 '1artb t, 1977 : 59.344 :61.4011 20 L49 ,00dA WS
2773-2:094 -ftm, S, 1977 0 62.371 161.0351 i3 132 Holy Cross
2:" 1-21101 Karl+ S, 1377 0 SI.L" 162.3911 19 :110 I's rsnall
2173-21103 -ftm, S. L977 0 39.50 163.0'6 20 '49 Kuskokwim :ay
2774-2'-:43 14rc'1 6, 1977 a 53.1121 ISO. SAW 17 151 Candle
Z77a-2:530 arch 9, 1977 .3 U. JON M. i4w :3 I13 'bran say
1776-2'4A 'tart, s. 1977 J 69.1911 157.5211 It :50 ^*mut Qt iqe
2716-;	 51 an r, 9, 1977 0 a. 30H :59.:911 15 :58 Mishe"k ns
2T -L..OS "art, 9, 1977 0 67.39N :61.:510 13 :118 34ir9 Kts
2711-2131' arC1 9, :977 J (A. 4m :62.415 41 :36 <otxeoue
2'73-2:1W "arc, :0. .977 .1 59.1311 110.49.1Y is .60 Jtukdt 4lver
Yrt, :0. 137 J ii. JQN I6Z. :S :116 :sung lots
{ 17'8-2:.63 'arc, :0. 1377 3 66.4GN :64..L14 17 136 ratuoue
:773-2:372 Ware, 10, 1977 0 53.X11 163.211 J 154 7411 e
2.'73 .21174 `ft	 , :0. 1977 1 53.:1+1 16d.571 1.9 113 3ernq :aa
2773-21131 Ware, W. :977 0 52.5711 :63.911 20 Liz St.	 LA r9nca :s' and
2775-21333rc,"a	 10,	 1.977 0 61.:551 169.11111 :' :110 3er4nq :M
Z7794 1.410 'src, it. 1977 :0 1:.5311 157. !11'.0 :4 154 6arm:w
17794,413 'hrer 1:. '97' S 59.:3!1 :62. r.J 1.6 460 at.	 Lay
1779.11121 mart, U. 197'7 1 57.3IN 163.1W :7 :53 :elanq its
21'9-2:424 -are" 1.1. :977 0 56.4111 165.3611 4s :116 Shi3netarw
2179-2:420 "arCr 1. L .377 0 S5.2:11 51. 3rd 19 :114 'r 11 er
2190-200" 1'arc't 12.
	 :977 S 51.531 116.1.5 22 IN is i dez
2.190-21464 'tart, 1. :377 3 71.3011 559. Zri 14 :64 ^ l mner{
2710-2:410 rarCh 1., . 1 977 3 70.34.7 :61.3314 :S :62 da!nrrignt
2730-2:471 Warr, 12. 1 977 5 69.i1*1 :53. u11 :S .60 0tint Lay
27324.:534 "arl+ :4, 19" S 56 . 404 169 . 56.1 .9 :116 3er•nq Straits, e-ti Routs 0"n.
2732-Z2:00 °arc, 4s,	 :377 J 53.ZON 1:' 1411 20 154 C-Itumtsch 39m+.
1733 . 202:2 "on, 11. :377 S 69.71 142.:25 :S :50 "mrcivan 31.
2733-Z2:&1 hrsn IS,
	 :377 S 70.34'1 :56.3rA .5 :62 Chucchi	 Sea
17115-2032' Wart., :1,	 :S 7 ;3 73.34N 543.:411 17 :52 3a rer : s :3rd
2733-.71113 War-_, 17,
	 1 377 2 51.514 134. '«'11 Z7 :43 .awe .. we
1765-Z::60 "art, :7,	 :9 7' :0 M ISN 1115.3011 25 .17 <ataai
2796-::373 oar" :6. 1971 3 !14 :42.':'A .6 :54 leau!7r- :ea
"!6-Z:373 Warts :3,
	 ;377 20 7C.3SR :44.274 11 .62 r'sxran	 :s:and
Z.,U-ZC312 hrc, a, :977 1s 53.:6.'1 146.2;1 's :6J W-	 M:c-elson
27574 N.0 Wtrs• :9.	 :977 3 '". :114 145.:C5 :1 :62 F'aaann	 :4:343
2703-2:489 'anti :0,	 7:3' ::, 7:11.'1 $4 Stein.►- :ea
'111-53492 Warms, :;, :3T 5 7:,15N 14'.21 :6 U. --lcrce Say
'	
R
1716-2:494 'arcs ::, :3" 7 04. J :;i0 :agavan n :o^c
mi l. !
-2:143.739 1,3,14+ 2	 :9' 3 .11.!:01 :46.3'5 :3 114 '.ear':r-	 :ea
'79-21HO 1ST' 0 :.2714 :46.464: :3 :SZ 3.9:rey 31•x:
c':S-..511: •er_^ ::.	 :47' 0 53.:'214 :Su.4dN 2: :SJ *,at
2710•Z::C• '+ann ZZ. :jr 1 70.:51 sO.Xd :} At 441-110" say
2'!C -._0:0 yann cz. .91, 3 59. _011 132.-01 ZO .SJ Mat	 s
27'91 -21:60 ''art, 23,	 :9^ 1 '1 1:11 139.:s1 :6 :66 54aufort sea
7141 .2::61 'ear'+ Z3.	 1977 :0 1,0.36•.1 :&1.791 :9 :S2 014r-10A gay
:'3!•2::65 •arc•+ :3.	 Jr, iO 11. .71 :53.391 20 :SO :ialttLr
:'41•:::13 "tr_n Z3. .97' 3 4].37'1 M. QM :4 :!] ,or-OA Jay
11,	 .37" 3 MAN 161.1U 25 :S1 +01 rtrotu
:7?1 -2::92 ''arts	 :3,	 :917 !1.754 IU.:9M :6 :!J 'arinall
:",1-i::9+ "ar_, 23,	 :977 7 19.E-1 :61.]91 :' :44 ia'r9	 &mist
" s 1-2::31 ''art" U.
	 :777 :0 U. 304 :14. M 23 :4; Ser•,q See
arc+ 24, :a""' 1 :-'1 :30.591 :9 :5: leaufcrt I"
1,42-2:L:": •arm 23,	 :377 I3 -^..37'1 1!].361 :: .52 'ssneROU4
732-2:_:3 ~art, 24, 197 3 if.101 I". .iA 21 :60 :kzik0ua
Z:92 . 2::34 "arC	 16, :977 J it. .1 l.lf.Sa 23 :N Umdis
192-Z1:41 "art, Z4, :9i•• 1 9.:01 :61. :.VW ZS M 'br-on bar
::73-2:::: "artt 2S.	 197'• 5 'I.SL.1 ISc. :61 19 .66 Staufort Sea
:793 -21:74 "sM :3. :977, 5 110.351 131.301 20 :62 'afnekeua
2:33-2:;J1 ~art, 25, 137' 3 59.:84 :56.:01 21 :60 LDcKcut ?'dqe
2:91-2::70 "arch ZS,
	 :977 3 56.4411 :59.14111 23 :S6 3e14r.lk
2731-2::72 "art, 13. 1977 0 55-M :61.2:.4 24 :56 Canals
2793-1::35 "tr= ZS.  1977 3 i3.M 162. 4zw 23 :51 44rt7n UV
2:33-2:^OI yarn 25, :277 3 52.3711 I63.S11 :S :51. <wfqu4
'4 r, Z3. it" S 51.15; !61,341 17 :5J "sr,nall
2'71-27.:10 7447 Z5. :977 IO 39.1311 :66.3J1 i6 .48 ium,v4K	 :slang
2:?1-2 11 30 "arch 19, :377 0 71.32; 153.391 20 :66. Ututon See
179+-2:233 wren Z6, 1977 0 70.361 :53. 11 21 162 Sarrow
2794-2:23! Mar" to, 1977 0 69.151 157.114 22 160 a"ka,tt Ridge
2794-21242 Morth 16 1 1977 0 S6.301 J9.4a1 U ISO !Htnequk .rtn
2; 94-2:264 "aro 2:, 1977 0 66.41N 161.201 24 156 Cotzea d
2:35-21251 'arch :6. 1977 0 59.2111 142.471 ZS 154 Sencelseen
:744-21253 art, 26, 1977 0 64. MR I". ON I1 153 So I Gn m
2794-MOO 'lart, 25. 1977 O 62.1911 165.191 Z6 151 Mqua
W9441292 yarn 26. 1917 20 51.1^1 166.2511 27 ISO f000er Say
2'44 . 21263 "arch Z6, 1917 3 59.544 167.2.'1 Is 146 %ftina :siamd
2:44-21:71 :*am, 19. 1977 I 36.32.1 166.2451 :9 147 aertnq Sea
:'95 .21214 Mara 27, 7977 t0 11.324 151.3661 :0 169 3"ufort Sea
295.21291 !hstn 27, 1977 10 70. am 157.211 21 162 "aerie liver
2.9S-21293 "arch 27, 1977 10 WIN 159.214 Z2 150 Utuwk iiv4r
2739-11100 rarc, V. 1977 0 66.34.1 151.041 17 1Si 4tsnequu Mtn
2795-01C2 'tar, 27. 1977 0 .46.+04 142.6511 24 1!6 totse0ue
2141-:1 :09 !hrtn V. IT" i s 65. 2M 164.1 SI ZS 156 Semei eoen
21,91-21111 10art" 27, 1977 20 59.564 166.511 19 1.44 String Sea
2'96-21342 "arc, Z1 1 1,277 J 11.564 156.301 ZO 165 Sari
2'34.11345 'fawn 23, 1977 J 70.!8M 156.4/v 21 192 41nt.right
Z.14-21331 "arc., 15, 1977 0 69.204 160.4711 160 Pt.	 lay
Z777.2'412 yar-1 29, 19r 20 56.01.1 163.001 :4 'S6 Oelonq !tts
2147-21420 "arc., 29, !91, 10 62.394 169.364 29 . 131 String See
:797-21432 "ar, 29. 1971, 10 61.19; 1'0.43'4 29 ISO Ser1mg Sea
219741 413 -3M.129, 19" 10 !9.SSN 171.411 30 146 64rtnq Sao
:797.2 . 14& 'hr, Z9. 1977 ZO 56.334 172.41 30 147 °_4r•nq Sea
1797-:1493 'arm :4, 1977 10 54.324 175.131 13 743 3artnq See
	
1
2 34-2/470 Mar;, 30, 1977 1a U.= 165.:01 24 lie ot. X004
2'36-2'577 "art, 30, 11117 !0 56. 41M 197.:61 2S iS4 Shismrref
:196 .2! 5; 5 "ar-, 30, 197' 3 53.214 166.::11 ZS 134 Sari nq Straits
1194-21.62 •Tarr., 30,	 1977 J U. cm !69.521 27 153 St. La+.renu :sland
3174-1:464 yaw►, 33. 197 1 62.:~1 171.39'1 23 151 St.	 LirrwKji island
:196-2! 491 +ar-, 10 4 '177 It 61.:611 172.:211 :9 1 SO UrI nq :N
::9D-: l =91 ytr_, 30, 1977 10 HAM 171.111 30 146 S.I.
	 "att."errd
:7}6-215.0 •art. 30, 191, 5 !4.31.1 174.!Cw 31 's: Uri ni iN
Z7.39•:OC90 "arc, 31, 1977 ZO 59.711111 119.151 23 50 wantnei	 :s! and	 1
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CHIRIKOF ISLAID SURVEY
1) Bureau of Land Management FY 73
Widsat images were used to verify that there were no gross errors
in the charted location of Chirikof Island - a small, uninhabited island
in the North Pacific Ocean, 175 miles south of Kodiak. BIM, therefore,
tl	 decided to accept the existing survey data which generated a significant
reduction of 24 man-weeks of field work.
REGI CNAL. E'VVI ROWB TAL ATLASES
t _.	 2)	 Federal-State Land-Use Planning Commission for Alaska FY 73
After a perioa of training and orientation on the use o: Landsat
images, the Commission's Resource Planning Team generated a map of the
major ecosystems of the entire state. These data subsequently were used
in the preparation of a documented and illustrated series of "Regional
Profiles" which formed a comprehensive atlas of natural resources,
climatic, geographic and dermgraphic information covering the entire
state.
GLACIER SURGE
3)	 USGS Water Resources Division FY 74
Repetitive coverage by Landsat images documented thr --,.dJen surge
of Tweedsmuir Glacier in 1973. one massive extent or the -- , : •ge caustd
U. S. and Canadian investigators to maintain regular aerial surveillance
of the slac.er during the sumaer of 1974 to watch for the formation of a
glacier-damned lake should the surging moraine block. the Alsek River and
thereby
 threaten the Alsek Valley and Gry 3av with massive outburst
flooding. The surge of Tweeds-muir Glacier failed to completely block
!	 the river and no ha:ardous condition developed.
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NATIVE LAND SELECTIONS - DOWN LTD.
4)	 u of Indian Affairs FY 74-7S
From Landsat iaages we mapped the location, of forests with potential
for harvesting comurcial timber an approocimately S million acres of
land subject to selection by Doyan, Ltd., an Alaskan Native corporation.
Selections of land made in December 1975 were based substantially upon
our work.
SALVAGE HAA1tM OF DISEASED SPWJCE
S) Alaska Dept. of Natural Resources FY 74
Assistance was provided the agency in mapping the stands of diseased
white spruce from a heavy attack by spruce beetles. Satellite data
lacked the resolution required for accurate results in complex mosaics
of mixed forests and wildlands in Alaska, but low -altitude color-infrared
photography was useful. The action taken was a timber-salvage sale on
infested state lands comprising 42S-million board feet.
CYST WION OF MMER HAUL-ROAD
6) Northland Wood Products FY 74
Up-to-date U-2 photographs were used to plan the timber -harvesting
operation in a remote area. Relocation of planned road construction to
avoid permafrost bogs and exploit existing fire trails was the action
taken.
REGULATION OF SURFACE TRANSPORT ON E,SPEMM PENINSULA
7) National Park Service FY 74
A vegetation map of a portion of the Espenberg Peninsula was pre-
F- '.r
pared by photo interpretation of a Landsat image. This work later
supported the denial of an application to transport an oil -drilling rig
EE
	
on the surface of the ground. To protect the environment the equipment
F^^
was dismantled and flown to the site by helicopte..
s
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8) U. S. Soil Conservation Service and Alaska Division of Lands FY 75-76
Various types of enhanced Landsat images were analyzed to delineate
regions susceptible to flooding in the vicinity of Delta Junction. The
docum ted flood-prone areas were avoided in the State's plan for both
large-and swall-scale agricultural development in the area.
EWn*N NM SURVEY ON YARMT FORELAND
9) Alas
	
rdoent of Envimmeantal Conservation FY 76
An environmental survey of the Yakutat Forelands was prepared from
an analysis of digital Landsat data. Much of the Forelands was shown to
be unsuited for industrial development which was eacpected to accompany i
C	
the petroleum exploration in the Gulf of Alaska. The onshore facilities 	 E'
were, therefore, concentrated in Yakutat Harbor and at Dry Bay rather 	 i
I
than the environmentally sensitive region of the Forelands.
REINDEER-RANGE SWVEY
10) U. S. Soil Conservation Service FY 76
A pilot project to produce plant and soil inventory information of 	 II
f
the rangelands of the Seward Peninsula was so profitable to the Soil
Conservation Service that the agency extended the technique to produce a
range inventory of a-million acres from digitally processed Landsat
^.	 data. The results are being used to regulate grazing leases fo: reindeer
herding by the Northwest Alaska Native Association.
NATIVE LAND SELECTIONS- CWGACH NATIVE ASSOCIATION
11) Chugach Native Corporation FY 76
A survey of resources in a 1 , 000 square -mile region was prepared
for the Chugach Native Corporation. A new block of land had become
available for their land selections wider a revision of the Native
A 
A 
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Claims Settlement Act, and the Corporation was faced with early-selection
decisions based upon inadequate information. This project evaluated the
cmmercial timber-resources from which the land selections were subso-
4uently made.
RELOCATION OF OFFSM DRILLING PLATFORM
12) SP Alaska Inc. FY 76
A digital classification map from Landsat data was used to determine
the current location of low-relief gravel islands in the Sagavanirktok
River delta near Prudhoe Say. The original intent of the oil firm was
to locate a drilling platform during the winter on an island shown on
USGS maps. The gravel island was not found by probing beneath the sea-
ice. By consulting the Landsat data, the ca my recognized that no
stable island was acceptably located and decided instead to construct an
artificial island.. Landsat data helped provide the justification for
the environmental impact of the amended drilling-permit application.
SEDDIENf PUMES IN GULF OF ALASKA
13) National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration FY 76-78
Landsat images of sediment plumes in the western Gulf of Alaska
provided compelling evidence of a persistent system of gyres. The
implications of this information, ultimately caused the Department of the
Interior to delete one-million acres from a scheduled lease-sale for
petroleum exploration rights only five days prior to the sale.
WILDFIRE SUPPRESSION IN WEST .^.RN ALASKA
14) Bureau of Land Managem nt FY 77
An existing rangeland map prepared by digital analysis of Landsat
data proved the key element in wildfire suppression activities in July
1977. A major-wildfire (approximately 270,000 acres) in western Alaska
E4
{ter
buimed over part of rangeland used by reindeer herders. On the basis of
the resources mapped by an earlier cooperative project, BLM decided to
confine the fire to the west of the lbgruk River to preserve prime
reindeer habitat. When the fire did jump the river, BLM concentrated
their suppression efforts at this point and thus preserved the range
resources of highest value.
RELOCATION OF POWER LINE
t:	 15) Golden Palley Electric Association FY 77
#
	
	
Analysis and interpretation of U-2 photography
 
was the basis for a
change in the right-of-way location of a new high-voltage power line
near Fairbanks. The regulatory agency, Alaska Division of Lands, recom-
mended that the utility (GVEA) use an abandoned telephone-line crossing
of the Chena River. Interpretation of the U-2 photo determined that the
recammnded site was susceptible to frost heaving of power poles and
also heavily impacted private property. An amended application for a
river crossing permit was filed and ultimately approved by the Division
of Lands.
RISE EVALUATION OF SEA-ICE CONDITIONS
16) Atlantic Richfield Company FY 77
Special, quick-turn-around provision of Landsat imagery by GSFC was
used to evaluate the risk associated with a newly opened ice lead in the
Beaufort Sea. The images showed that the risk to the seismic crews
working on the ice was minimal. Further interpretation of the image
revealed the extent of the rough ice which enabled the mobile seismic
cams to avoid large ridges, which severely impede their travel.
ES
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17) Alaska Division of Lands FY 77	 t.
The mapping of flood-prone regions fray LwAut images was used to
design the layout of agricultural parcels of land ranging in size from
20 to 300 acres in the Tanana Loop Sale which sold the agricultural	 U
rights on S,S00 acres of land to the public. The hazardous areas were
precluded from development and were mostly designated as natural green-
belts.
PLAW NG OF LARGE-SCALE LAIC-Qxwm EXP£R11 m
18) Alaska Division of Lands FY 77
The location of an experimental 2,000 acre plot for studying the
most effective means of land clearing was chosen in part from the results
of an earlier Landsat analysis of terrain features. An important criterion
was to include a variety of terrain conditions which would be represen-
tative of the entire 56,000 acre project that is being subsidized by the
state to establish a large-scale grain agribusiness.
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PRWBC`r DESCRIPTIONS
LISTED BY 'TYPE OF AGENCY
	
C	 A.	
F E D E R A L	 A G E N C I E S:
CHIRIMF ISLAND SURVEY
1) Bta m of Land Management FY 73
Landsat images were used to verify that there were no gross errors
in the charted location of Chirikof Island - a small, uninhabited island
4
in the North Pacific Ocean, 17S miles south of Kodiak. BIM, therefore,
	
31_	
decided to accept the existing survey data which generated a significanti
f	 reduction of 24 man-weeis of field work.
i
WILDFIRE SUPPRESSION IN WESTERN ALASKA
14) Bureau of Land Management FY 77 	 !;
An existing rangeland map prepared by digital analysis of Landsat
data proved the key element in wildfire suppression activities in July
i
1977. A major wildfire (approximately 270,000 acres) in western Alaska
burned over part of rangeland used by reindeer herders. On the basis of
t
	
t	 the resources mapped by an earlier cooperative project, BLM decided to
confine the fire to the west of the Kugruk River to preserve prime
reindeer habitat. When the fire did jump the river, BIM concentrated
their suppression efforts at this point and thus preserved the range
E
resources of highest value.
i
0GLACIER SURGE
3) USGS Water Resources Division FY 74
Repetitive coverage by Landsat images documented the sudden surge
of Tweedsmuir Glacier in 1973. The massive extent of the surge caused
C	 U. S. and Canadian investigators to maintain regular aerial surveillance
of the glacier during the summer of 1974 to watch for the formation of
a glacier-dmmded lake should the surging moraine block the Alsek River
and thereby threaten the Alsek Valley and Dry Bay with massive outburst
flooding. The surge of Tweedsmuir Glacier failed to completely block
the river and no hazardous condition developed.
NATIVE LAND SEI.ECTIMS - DOYON LTD.
'	 4) Bureau of Indian Affairs FY 74-7S
From Landsat images we mapped the location of forests with potential
for harvesting commercial timber on approximately S million acres of
land subject to selection by Doyon, Ltd., an Alaskan Native corporation.
f	 Selections of land made in December 1975 were based substantially upon
our work.
C
	
	
REGULATION OF SURFACE TRANSPORT ON ESPENBERG PENINSULA
7) National Park Service FY 74
A vegetation map of a portion of the Espenberg Peninsula was pre-
pared by photo interpretation of a Landsat image. This work later
supported the denial of an application to transport an oil-drilling rig
on,the surface of the ground. To protect the environment the equipment
was dismantled and flown to the site by helicopter.
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FLOOD HAZARDS
8) U. S. Soil Conservation Service and Alaska Division of Lands FY 75-16
Various types of enhanced Landsat images were analyzed to delineate
regions susceptible to flooding in the vicinity of Delta Junction. The
documented flood-prom areas were avoided in the State's plan for both
large and small-scale agricultural development in the area.
REINDEER-RANGE SURVEY
10) U. S. Soil Conservation Service FY 76
A pilot project to produce plant and soil inventory information of
1(	 the rangelands of the Seward Peninsula was so profitable to the Soil
Conservation Service that the agency extended the technique to produce
a range inventory of 4-million acres from digitally processed Landsat
data. The results are being used to regulate grazing leases for reindeer
herding by the Northwest Alaska Native Association.
SEMEN!' PLUMES IN GULF OF ALASKA
13) National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration FY 76-77
Landsat images of sediment plumes in the western Gulf of Alaska
provided compelling evidence of a persistent system of gyres. The
implications of this information ultimately caused the Department of
the Interior to delete one-million acres from a scheduled lease-sale
for petroleum exploration rights only five days prior to the sale.
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B.	 R E G I O N A L A G E N C I E S:
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REGIONAL. ENVIR044 NTAL ATLASES
2) Federal-State LwA-Use Planning Commission for Alaska FY 73
After a period of training and orientation on the use of Landsat
images, the Commission's Resource Planning Team generated a map of the
major ecosystems of the entire state. These data subsequently were used
in the preparation of a documented and illustrated series of "Regional
Profiles" which formed a comprehensive atlas of natural resources,
climatic, geographic and demographic information covering the entire
state.
C.	 S T A T E A G E N C I E S:
SALVAGE HARVEST OF DISEASED SPRUCE
	 !;
S) Alaska Dept. of Natural Resources FY 74
Assistance was provided the agency in mapping the stands of diseased
white spruce from a heavy attack by spruce beetles. Satellite data
lacked the resolution required for accurate results in complex mosaics
of mixed forests and wildlands in Alaska, but low-altitude color-infrared
photography was useful. The action taken was a timber-salvage sale on
infested state lands comprising 425 million board feet.
FLOOD HAZARDS
8) U. S. Soil Conservation Service and Alaska Division of Lands FY 75-76
Various types of enhanced Landsat images were analyzed to delineate
regions susceptible to flooding in the vicinity of Delta Junction. The
documented flood-prone areas were avoided in the State's plan for both
large and small-scale agricultural development in the area.
F4
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LAND-SALE PLANNING
^.	 17) Alaska Division of Lands FY 77
The mapping of flood-pane regions from Landsat Images was used 	
-1,
to design the layout of agricultural parcels of land ranging in size
C	 from 20 to 300 acres in the Tanana Loop Sale which sold the agricultural
rights on S,S00 acres of land to the public. The hazardous areas were
precluded from development and were Mostly designated as natural green-
belts.
PLANNING OF LARGE -SCALE LAND-CLEARING E)TE UMIT
lb) Alaska Division of Lands FY 77
The location of an experimental 2,000 acre plot for studying the
Mast effective means of land clearing was chosen in part from the results
of an earlier Landsat analysis of terrain features. An important cri-
terion was to include a variety of terrain conditions which would Pe
representative of the entire S6,000 acre project that is being subsi-
dized by the state-to establish a large-scale grain agribusiness.
ENVIRCNMENTAL SURVEY ON YAKUrAT FORELAND
9) Alaska Department of Envirornmtal Conservation FY 76
r
	
	
An environmental survey of the Yakutat Forelands was prepared from
an analysis of digital Landsat data. Much of the Forelands was shown to
i
	 be unsuited for industrial development which was expected to accompany
the petroleum exploration in the Gulf of Alaska. The onshore facilities
swere, therefore, concentrated in Yakutat Harbor and at Dry Bay rather
than the environmentally sensitive region of the Forelands.
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P R I V A T E A G E N C I E S:
NATIVE LAND SBLEGTIi7ldS - DOWN LTD.
Bureau of Indian Affairs FY 74-75
From Landsat images we mapped the location of forests with potential
T harvesting c=ercial timber on approximately, 5 million acres of
nd subject to selection by Doyen, Ltd., an Alaskan Native corporation.
C.
i
c.
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Selections of land made in December 1975 were based substantially upon
our work.
CONS`MaION OF TDOER MM-ROAD
6) Northland Wood Products FY 74
Up-to-date U-2 photographs were used to plan the timber-harvesting
operation in a remote area. Relocation of plsnned road const:cuction to
avoid pezmafrost bogs and exploit existing fire trails was the action
taken.
NATIVE LAND SELECTIONS-CWGALH NATIVE ASSOCIATION
11) Chugach Native Corporation FY 76
A survey of resources in a 1,000 square-mile region was prepared
for the Chugach Native Corporation. A new block of land had became
available for their land selections under a revision of the Native
Claims Settlement Act, and the Corporation was faced with early-selection
decisions based upon inadequate information. This project evaluated
the commercial timber-resources from which the land selections were
subsequently made.
C
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RELOCATION OF OFFSHORE DRILLING PIATFONM
12) BP Alaska Inc. FY 76
A digital classification neap from LaMsat data was used to detersdne
the current location of low-relief gravel islands in the Sagavmirktok
River delta near Prudhoe Bay. The original intent of the oil firm was to
locate a drilling platform daring the winter an an island shaven on USGS
maps. The gravel island was not found by probing txmth the sea-ice.
By consulting the Lndsat data t the company recognized that no stable
island was acceptably located and decided instead to construct an artificial
island. Lndsat data helped provide the justification for the enviraemental
impact of the amended drilling-permit
 application.
RE RATION OF POIi1FR LINE
1S) Golden Valley Electric Association FY 77
Analysis and interpretation of U-2 photography was the basis for a
change in the right-of-way location of a new high- voltage power line near
Fairbanks. The regulatory agency, Alaska Division of Lands, recant---2 -d
that the utility (GVEA) use an abandoned telephone-line crossing of the
Chena River. Interpretation of the U-2 photo determined that the receded
site was susceptible to frost heaving of power poles and also heavily im-
pacted private property. An avanded application for a river crossing permit
was filed and ultimately approved by the Division of Lands.
RISE EVALuaiw OF w- ICE COmmoNS
16) Atlantic Richfield` FY 77
Special, quick-turn-arm d provision of Landsat imagery by GSFC was
used to evaluate the risk associated with a newly opened ice lead in the
Beaufort Sea. The images showed ti•.at the risk to the seismic crews working
on the ice was minimal. Further interpretation of the image revealed the
extent of the rough ice which enabled'the mobile seismic camps to avoid
large ridges, which Severely Impede their travel.
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APPENDIX G
C	 PlgUBCr D^RIPTII
LUM BY SOU OF DATA
C	 A. S A T E L L I T E
C IRIWF ISLAM SURVEY
1) hav= of Land Maaamsment FY 73
Landsat images were used to ver:.fy that there were no gross errors
in the charted location of Chirikof Island - a small, uninhabited island.
in the North Pacific Ocean, 17S miles south of Kodiak. RN, therefore,
C	 decided ti, accept the existing survey data which generated a s.4pificant
reduction ox 24 man-weeks of field work.
i	 REGIONAL ENVIRON4WM ATLASES
2) Foderal-State Land-Use Plannint Commission for Alaska FY 73
After a period of training and orientation on the use of Landsat
images, the Commission's Resource Plaming Team generated a map of the
c
major ecosystems of the entire state. These data subsequently were
used in the preparation of a documented and illustrated series of
"Regional Profiles" which formed a comprehensive atlas of natural
resources, climatic, geographic and demographic informtion covering
the entire state.
GLACIER SURGE
3) USGS Water Resources Division FY 74
Repetitive coverage by Imndsat images dwimted the sudden surge
of Tweedsmuir Glacier in 1973. The massive extent of the surge caused
U. S. and Canadian investigators to maintain regular aerial surveillance
of the glacier during the summer of 1974 to watch for the formation of a
glacier-dammed lake should .e surging moraine block the Alsek River and
thereby threaten the Alsek Valley and Dry Bay with massive outburst
flooding. The surge of Tweedsnuir Glacier failed to completely block
the river and no hazardous condition developed.
NATIVE LAND SELECTIONS -. DOYON LTD.
4) Bureau of Indian Affairs FY 74-7S
From Landsat images we mapped the location of forests with potential
for harvesting commercial timber on approximately S million acres of
land subject to selection by Doyan, Ltd., an Alaskan Native corporation.
Selections of land made in December 197S were based substantially upon
our work.
REGULATION OF SURFACE TRANSPORT ON ESPENBERG PENINSULA
7) National Park Service FY 74
A vegetation map of.a portion of the Espenberg Peninsula was pre-
pared by photo interpretation of a Landsat image. This work later
supported the denial of an application to transport an oil-drilling
rig on the surface of the ground. To protect the enviroinment the
equipment was dismantled and flown to the site by helicopter.
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FLOOD HAZARDS
9	 8) U_ S. Soil Conservation Service and Alaska Division o^_ FY 7S-76
Various types of enhanced Landsat images were analyzed to delineate
regions susceptible to flooding in the vicinity of Delta auction. the
C
	
	
documented flood-prone areas were avoided in the State's plan for both
large and small -scale agricultural development in the area.
It
	
BNVIROIOMAL SURVEY ON YAIWAT FORELAND
9) Alaska Department of Envirotmbntal Conservation FY 76
An envirornnantal survey of the Yakutat Forelands was prepared from
an analysis of digital Landsat data. M ph of the Forelands was shown
to be unsuited for industrial development which was expected to accompany
the petroleum exploration in the Gulf of Alaska. The onshore facilities
were, therefore, concentrated in Yakutat Harbor and at Dry Bay rather
t;
than the environmentally sensitive region of the Forelands.
REINDEER-RANGE SURVEY
C	 10) U. S. Soil Conservation Service FY 76
A pilot project to produce plant and soil inventory information of
the rangelands of the Seward Peninsula was so profitable to the Soil
G
	
	 Conservation Service that the agency extended the technique to produce
a range inventory of 4-millio.. acres from digitally processed Landsat
data. The results are being used to regulate grazing leases for reindeer
C	 herding by th :^:±hwest Alaska Native Association.
t
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NATIVE LAND SELECTIONS-CIJGACH NATIVE ASSOCIATION
11) Chugach Native Corporation FY 76 	 L:
A survey of resources in a 1,000 square-mile region was PrePared
for the Owgach Native Corporation. A. now block of land had become
available for their land selections under a revision of the Native
Claims Settlement Act, and the Corporation was faced with early-selection
decisions based upon inadequate information. This project evaluated the
comaercial timber -resources from Which the land selections were subse-
quently made.
RELOCATION OF OFFSHORE DRILLING PLATRW
12) BP Alaska Inc. FY 76
A digital classification map from Landsat data was used to deter-
mine the current location of low-relief gravel islands in the Sagavanirktok
River delta near Prudhoe Bay. The original intent of the oil firm was
to locate a drilling platform during the winter on an island shown on
USGS maps. The gravel island was not found by probing beneath the sea-
ice. By consulting the Landsat data, the company recognized that no
stable island was acceptably located and decided instead to construct an
artificial island. Landsat data helped provide the justification for
the environmental impact of the amended drilling -permit application.
SEDIMENT PLUS IN GULF OF ALASKA
13) National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration FY 76-77
Landsat images .of sediment plumes in the western Gulf of Alaska
provided compelling evidence of a persistent system of gyres. The
implications of this information ultimately
 caused the Department of
the Interior to delete one-million acres from a scheduled lease-sale
for petroleum exploration rights only five days prior to the sale.
G4
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WILDFIRE SUPPRESSION IN WESTBRri ALASKA
14) Bureau of Land Management FY 77
An existing rangeland map prepared by digital analysis of Landsat
data proved the key element in wildfire suppression activities in July
1977. A major wildfire (approximately 270,000 acres) in western Alaska
burned over part of rangeland used by reindeer herders. On the basis of
the resources mapped by an earlier cooperative project, BIM decided to
confine the fire to the west of the YaWmk River to preserve prime
reindeer habitat. When the fire did jump the river, BLM concentrated
their suppression efforts at this point and thus preserved the range
t^
resources of highest value.
RISE EVALUATION OF SEA - ICE CONDITIONS
16) Atlantic Richfield Company FY 77
Special, quick-turn-around provision of Landsat imagery by GSFC was
used to evaluate the risk associated with a newly opened ice lead in the
Beaufort Sea. The images showed that the risk to the seismic crews
working on the ice was minimal. Further interpretation of the image
revealed the extent of the rough ice which enabled the mobile seismic
camps to avoid large ridges, which severely impede their travel.
LAND-SALE PLANNING
17) Alaska Division of Lands FY 77
The mapping of flood-prone regions from Landsat images was used to
design the layout of agricultural parcels of land ranging in size from
20 to 300 acres in the Tanana Loop Sale which sold the agricultural
rights on 5,S00 acres of land to the public. The hazardous areas were
precluded from development and were mostly designated as natural greenbelts.
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RPLANNDIG OF LARGE-SCALE LAND-CLEARING E TERDENr
18) Alaska Division of Lands FY 77
The location of an experimental 2,000 acre plot for studying the
most effective means of land clearing was chosen in part from the results
of an earlier Landsat analysis of terrain features. An important cri-
terion was to include a variety of terrain conditions which would be
representative of the entire S6,000 acre project that is being subsi-
dized by the. state to establish a large-scale grain agribusiness.
B. H I G H A L T I T U D E A I R C R A F T
P H O T O G R A P H Y
CONSTRLK.TION OF TIMBER HAUL-ROAD
6) Northland Wood Products FY 74
Up-to-date U-2 photographs were used to plan the timber-harvesting
operation in a remote area. Relocation of planned road construction to
avoid permafrost bogs and exploit existing fire trails was the action
taken.
FLOOD HAZARDS
8) U. S. Soil Conservation Service and Alaska Division of Lands FY 7S-76
Various types of enhanced Landsat images were analyzed to delineate
regions susceptible to flooding in the vicinity of Delta Junction. The
documented flood-prone areas were avoided in the State's plan for both
large and small-scale agricultural development in the area.
G6
aPIMMKTION OF POM LINE
1S) Golden Valleylectric Association FY 77
Analysis and interpretation of U-2 photography was the basis for
a change in the right-of-way location of a new high-voltage power line
near Fairbanks. The regulatory agency, Alaska Division of Lands, re-
commended that the utility (GVFA) use an abandoned telephone-line crossing
1
of the Cher-a River. Interpretation of the U-2 photo determined that the
t
recommended site was susceptible to frost heaving of power poles and
	
G	 also heavily impacted private property. An amended application for a
river crossing permit was filed and ultimately approved by the Division
of Lands.
	
c:	
PLANNING OF LARGE-SCALE LAND-CLEARING EXPERINENrf
t	 18) Alaska Division of Lands FY 77
f	 The location of an experimental 2,000 acre plot for studying the{
	
1C	 most effective means of land clearing was chosen in part from the resultsi
of an earlier Landsat analysis of terrain features. An important cri-
terion was to include a variety of terrain conditions which would be
representative of the entire 56,000 acre project that is being subsi-
dized by the state to establish a large-scale grain agribusiness.
C
C.	 L 0 W A L T I T U D E A I R C R A F T
P H O T O G R A P H Y
NATIVE LAND SELECTIONS - DOYON LTD.
4) Bureau of Indian Affairs FY 74-75
From Landsat images we mapped the location of forests with potential
for harvesting comiercial timber on approximately S million acres of land
	
g	 subject to selection by Doyon, Ltd., an Alaskan Native corporation. Selec-
tions of land made in December 1975 were based substantially upon our work.
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SALVAGE EiAMWr OF DISEASED SPRUCE
	
us
S) Alaska Dept. of __ FY 74
Assistance was provided the agency in mapping the stands of diseased
white spruce from a heavy attack by spruce beetles. Satellite data
U 
lacked the resolution required for accurate results in complex mosaics
i
	 of mixed forests and wildlands in Alaska, but loin-altitude color-infrared
phAtography was useful. The action taken was a timber-salvage sale on 	
U11
infested state lands comprising 42S million board feet.
REDOM-RANGE SURVEY
10) U. S. Soil Conservation Service FY 76
	 U 
A pilot project to produce plant and soil inventory information of
the rangelands of the Seward Peninsula was so profitable to the Soil
Conservation Service that the agency extended the technique to.produce
	 ,U
a range inventory of 4 million acres from digitally processed Landsat
data. The results are being used to regulate grazing leases for reindeer
herding by the Northwest Alaska Native Association.
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CAPPENDIX H
C
AGENCY CONTACTS
LISTED BY PROJECT NUMBER
1. Mr. Tom Hazard, Head of Technical Services (Retired)	 907-277-1561
Bureau of Land Management, SSS Cordova St., Anchorage, AK. 99501
2. Mr. John Hall, Director of Technical Services	 907-279-9565
Federal -State Land Use Planning Commission, 733 W 4th Ave, Anchorage, AK
3. Mr. Larry Mayo, Hydrologist	 908-4S2-1951 X214
USGS Water Resources Division, Federal Bldg. Box 11, 101 12th AVe.
Fairbanks, AK 99701
'	 4. Mr. Art Woll, EROS Coordinator 	 202-343-2336
Bureau of Indian Affairs, 1951 Constitution Ave, Washington, DC 20245
and
Mr. James B. Haynes, Resources Analyst	 907-452-4755
Doyon, Ltd. 1st and Hall Sts, Fairbanks, AK 99701
S. Mr. Enzo Becia, Forester (Transfered)	 907-279-9565
Federal -State Land Use Planning Commission, 733 W 4th Ave, Anchorage, AK
6. Air. Larry Flodin, Partner 	 907-4S2-4000
Northland Wood Products, 1500 College 'Rd, Fairbanks, Alaska 99701
7. Dr. Ralph Root	 907-279-7402
National Park Service, 524 W 6th Ave, Anchorage, AK 99501
8. Mr. Ted Freeman, State Resource Conservationist, 	 907-276-4246
Soil Conservation Service, 2221 E. Northern Lights Blvd, Anchorage, AK 99504
9. Mr. Douglas C. Toland, Research Analyst (Resigned)
Ms. Charlette Chastain, Chief, Environmental Analysis,
	
907-465-2666
Alaska Dept. of Environmental Conservation, Pouch 0, Juneau, AK 99811
4 ^
	
10. Mr. James E. Preston, District Conservationist (Transfered)
j	 Mr. Ralph Bell, Water Resource Specialist (Retired)
i	 and
Mr. 1'ed Freeman, State Resource Conservationist
Soil Conservation Service, 2221 E. Northern Lights Blvd, Anchorage, AK 99504
:C
11. Mr. Carl Probes	 907-274-4558
t
	 Chugach Native Association, 912 E 15th St, Anchorage, AK 99501
12. Mr. Roger Herrera	 907-278-2611
BP Alaska Inc, P.O. Box 4-1739, Anchorage, AK 99509
e
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C13.	 Dr. Jerry Galt, Oceanographer	 206-442-45984 Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory,,  3711 15th Ave NE, Seattle, WA 98105
Dr. Gunter Weller, Manager, Arctic Project Office	 907-479-7412
BLM-NQAA OCS Environmental Assessment Program, 611 Elvey Bldg,
University of Alaska, Fairbanks, AK 	 99701
14.	 Mr. Bill Hill, Fire Control Officer 	 907-452-1925
Bureau of Land Management, P. 0. Box 3505, Ft. Wainwright, AK 	 99703
15.	 Mr. Charles Parr, Real Property Officer 	 907-452-1151
I Golden Valley Electric Association, P. 0. Box 1249, Fairbanks, AK	 99709
tc. 16.	 Mr. Joe Stevens, Geophysicist (Transfered)	 907-277-5637
Atlantic Richfield Company, P .O. Box 360, Anchorage, AK 	 99510
17.	 Ms. Meg Hayes, Plans Chief 	 907-479-2243
Alaska Division of Lands, 4420 Airport Rd., Fairbanks, AK 	 99701
;t 18.	 Mr. Allen Epps, Natural Resources & Land -Use Planning Spec. 907-479-7200
USDA Cooperative Extension Service, University of Alaska, Fairbanks, AK 	 99701
and
Dr. Allan Linn, Director	 907-745-3236
Alaska Division of Agriculture, P. 0. Box 1088, Palmer, AK 	 99645
1 OTHER AGENCY CONTACTS
Not Related to Specific Projects
i
Federal:
Mr. Karl M. Hegg, Research Forester 	 907 - 586-7301
U.S. Forest Service, Forestry Science Laboratory
P.O. Box 909, Juneau, AK	 99802
Dr. Mike Morford
NOAA/National Marine Fisheries Division
;t
Dr. Arthur LaPerriere, Remote Sensing Coordinator
	
907-265-4312
U.S. Fish $ Wildlife Service, 813 D St., Anchorage, AK 	 99501
i
Mr. Ralph M. Bell	 -	 907-276-4246
USDA Soil Conservation Service, 2221 E. Northern Lights Blvd,
Anchorage, AK	 99504
F
Mr. Glen H. Greeley	 907-752-2718
USA Corps of Engineers, P.O. Box 7002, Anchorage, AK 	 99510
z
Dr. Erk Reimnitz	 415-856-7004
C U.S. Geological Survey, 345 Middlefield Rd, Dienlo Park, CA	 94025
t
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Dr. Dag Nummedal	 504-388-3353
Dept. of Geology, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, LA 70803
Ic
State:
Dr. Charlette Chastain, Oceanographer 	 907-S86-6721
Alaska Dept. of Enviromental Conservation, Pouch 0, Juneau, AK 99811
Mr. Steve Clautice, Mr. Fred Bethune, and 	 907-479-2243
Ms. Sheila Champion
Alaska Div. of Lands, 4420 Airport Rd, Fairbanks, AK 99701
Private organizations:
Mr. Richard Firth
Woodward-Clyde Consultants
Mr. Phil Holdsworth, owner
INEXCO Mining Co., 1009 Mendenhall Apts., Juneau, AK 99801
Mrs. Susan K. Cage, Geologist
Fulf Oil Co., Box 1392, Bakersfield, CA 93302
Leo P. Fay, Senior Geologist
Atlantic Richfield Co., Box 360, Anchorage, AK 99510
Raymond A. Kreig, P.E.	 501-745-4189
R.A. Kreig $ Associates Inc., P.O. Box 8, Clinton, Arkansas 72031
Mr. L.E. Heiner, Partner	 907-479-6231
Research Associates of Alaska, P.O. Box 80006, Fairbanks, AK 99708
1.	
Dr. George Divoky	 415-868-1221
Pt. Reyes Bird Observatory
4590 Shoreline Highway, Stinson Beach, CA 94970
Mr. Richard Swainbank	 907-452-1655
R & M Consultants Inc., 711 Gaffney Rd, Fairbanks, AK 99701
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APPENDIX I
VISITOR TRAFFIC AND PROM= ORDERS
(FY 73 arid FY 74 data are not available)
ti VISITORS PRODUCTS ORDERED
Year Univ. Federal No_-Fed. Private Imaies Tape; V_
f	 FY 75 278 107 85 144 182 14 $309278
i
FY 76 224 106 62 155 2S9 3 319397
FY 77 S21 174 142 377 314 S 749085
1,023 387 289 676 7SS 22 51359760
I,
I
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APPcNDIX J
G
TE(HNOLOGICAL SPIN-OFF
=	 The following projects have at least an indirect relationshipC.
between our activities and a resulting extension of the technique.
We played at least a catalyst-type of role and thereby these projects
deserve mention as "spin-off" results from grant activities, even
though one spin-off is non-commercial.
A. Use of Thermal Scanner to Monitor Pile Performance on Alyeska Pipeline
After initial discussions about the existing state-of-the-art,
Exxon Production Research Corporation developed their own helicopter-
mounted thermal imager for routine surveillance of the refrigerated
piles which support the hot ripe above nernafrost. System development
cost was around $750,000 and annual surveillance operations cost about
$200,000.
B. Statewide High-Altitude Aerial Photography Program
The value of the first U-2 mission to Alaska in 1973 convinced
6
several agencies, especially BUN and the Land Use Planning Commission,
to seek wiser coverage in Alaska. A wide base of support of the concert
was developed and culminated in a 13-agency Temporary Task Force for
Remote Sensing which generated a cooperative agreement to cost-share
the complete coverage by U-2 and RB-5" aircraft of high-altitude photo-
graphy of the mainland portion of Alaska during the period 1977-1930.
r
Costs of the NAM missions will be totally reimbursable from the state,
federal, and regional agencies and should approach $1.5 million.
i
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APPENDIX K
OAR FLING BY FISCAL YEAR
FY 73 $1000SO
FY 74 369SSO
TV 7S 96981S
FY 76 26793SO
FY 77 24S_
$656.100
OZU SWIM BY TYPE OF AGM
A.	 Federal Agencies $405.825
B.	 Regional Agencies 109000
C.	 State Agencies 1629000
D.	 Private Agencies 7._
$656,100
1,
NOME: Not all funds listed were necessarily contracted through grantee.
Included are out -of-pocket costs contributed by cooperating agencies to
achieve objectives of the cooperative projects. The large step inc-case
in other funds appearing in FY 76 reflects the impact of two major
rrojects heavily oriented in remote sensing funded on a multi-year basis
by the NOWBU4 Outer Continental Shelf Environmental Assessment Progrsa
(OCSEAP). Neither of the C SEAP projects recoived NASA grant funds, but
were included in the tab&1&-Uon of other funding sources hocause they
are a direct outgrowth of our earlier activities and they contribute
significant momentum and viability to remote -sensing activities of the
Geoghy;:cal Institute.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
GENERAL
This report presents the results of two concurrent studies,
sponsored by Atlantic Richfield Company in cooperation with a number
of state and federal agencies,* to evalute the environmental effects
of the dock extension constructed during the winter of 1975-1976 off
the northwestern shore of Prudhoe Bay. The studies began in the
ice-free season during the second week of August 1976, and field
sampling was completed by September 21. The first study, coastal
processes, included measurements of shoreline erosion and deposition,
longshore sediment transport, and computation of selected wave re-
fraction patterns. The second study, marine biology, emphasized
bottom-living organisms (benthos) and water and sediment character-
istics of importance to their existence. A third study, on fish and
their migration patterns, was conducted by the State of Alaska Depart-
ment of Fish and Game and will be the subject of a separate report by
that Department.
Prudhoe Bay, on the Beaufort Sea coast immediately west of the
mouth of the Sagavanirktok River, is bordered offshore to the west by a
series of barrier islands. The easternmost is Stump Island, which is
*Alaska Department of Natural Resources, Alaska Department of Fish and
Game, Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation, Alaska/NOAA-Outer
Continental Shelf Environmental Assessment Program, U. S. Environmental
Protection Agency, U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, National Marine
Fisheries Service, and U. S. Army Corps of Engineers.
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Clocated 1.S kilometers west of the dock extension, and was ineluIed in
the study area (see Figures 2-1 and 2-2). The coast of the Beaufort Sea
is completely frozen about 10 months of the year; most of the impor-
tant coast-shaping processes and nearshore biological activities take
C	 place during the open-water season, August and September. Predominant
open-water season winds are from the northeast, but severe storms
from the northwest, which occur every few summers, may be very im
.portent in modifying the coastline. Other physical factors, especially
L
	
ice presence and scouring in winter and spring and river water influx
daring summer, are the major influences on nearshore biotic comwunities.
COASTAL PROCESSES
OBJECTIVE
The objective of this study was to determine how coastal processes
which occur during the open-water season are affected by the dock
extension. Emphasis was placed on evaluating whether altered wave
patterns would increase erosion down-wave (west) of the extension; if
sedimentation of the shallow lagoon west of the dock would occur; and
if increased erosion of Stump Island was resulting from interruption
Of its source of sediment. The effects of the original dock, built
in 1974, also were evaluated because its effects on coastal processes
may not be separable from those of the extension.
APPROACH
The coastal processes studies involved field and analytical
phases. Field measurements were planned for the open-water season
because this is the period when most coastal-shaping activities occur.
Field data were collected in two two-week periods, near the beginning
t
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and end of the ice-free season, to bracket the open-water period.
Although predominant winds during summer are from the earl, storms —
especially severe storms from the northwest — are thought to be of
major importance in moving sediment and shaping coastlines. There-
fore, by separating measurements into two periods, it was hoped to
obtain at least "before-storm" and "after-storm" measurements, if not
actually be present during a storm.
To docieent coastal changes, measurement of beach and underwater
bottom profiles was emphasized. Wind and wave measurements were
obtained; sediment samples were collected for grain size analysis;
and aerial photographs were taken to document the positions of
beach/bottom profile transects and general coastal morphology. Ana- 	 LjE
lytical studies consisted of the calculation of wave-refraction
patterns using a computerized wave-refraction program, calculation of
longshore transport, and the review of other Beaufort Sea Coastal
studies to compare with these results. The wave-refraction model
was run for a variety of wave conditions (periods and directions),
and the spreading and focusing of waves were plotted as they en-
countered shallow water, the dock extension and original dock, and
the shorelines nearby. The longshore sediment transport utilized
field observations of wave heights in the calculations, and the
results were compared with field estimates of sediment .deposition
as a check of the calculations.
RESULTS
Surface winds at Prudhoe Bay were generally calmer in the summer
of 1976 than in 1967-1972 and 1974. Ninety percent of the observations
were 1S mph or less while only SO to 7S percent were less than 1S mph
in 1974; as expected, the predominant wind direction was easterly.
Strongest winds occurred on 13 and 21 August and 18 September, when
L6
storms with winds of 1S to 2S knots occurred. During these periods,
waves breaking as high as 0.6 meter (2 feet) on the extension were
observed.
The beaches in the study area are composed of sand and gravel
sorted into bands. Stump Island and the dock are principally gravel
and one or two sand bars are present offshore of Stump Island. Duch
of the sand in the area originates from the Sagavanirktok River; the
source of gravel on Stump Island and the beaches is unknown, but
t
the former may be a remnant of an eroding tundra shoreline or of the
scouring effects of the mid-Wisconsin glacial epoch.
Measurements of the profiles of these beaches and Stump Island
t.
	
	
show that between the two observation periods little change occurred,
except at the east foot of the original dock, where a measured 0.8
meter of sand and gravel was added between 14 August and 14 September.
Sediment transport values of the present study can be compared with
t those of other studies, which have shown that some islands are being
moved westward 6 to 2S meters/year and, specifically Stump Island and
parts of the shoreline east of Pt. McIntyre, receded 2 meters or more
between 19SO and 1970.
t
Wave refraction calculations show that the shoreline southeast of
the dock during summer is not affected by the dock, except at its
immediate base, but the shore to the west is protected from easterly
waves, which ware causing some erosion of a large portion of the
shoreline before either dock was constructed. Stump Island does not
►
	
	 see wave-shadowing effects of the dock because westerly-moving waves
that hit the eastern tip of the island just miss the end of the dock.
During the summer of 1976, longshore sediment transport was estimated
at about 1,000 motors  for a three-month period; it could be much
greater than this in a summer with very intense wave conditions.
The sand being transported to the west is interrupted and trapped
9
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against the original dock and is c
base. This, along with material derived from the dock itself (about
half of that deposited), resulted in the 0.8 meter rise in beach eleva-
tion mentioned above (accumulation of sediment at the base since its
construction in 1974 is shown in Figure 2-13). It is expected that
accumulation of material here will'be slow, and many tens of years would
be needed to fill it in up to Dockhead N2, if at all.
CONCLUSIONS
1. The existence of the original dock has interrupted
longshore transport, and about 1,000 cubic meters per
year of sand are now being trapped against the base
of the east side of the original dock; this is a
relatively low sediment accumulation.
2. Before dock construction, between 1950 and 1970, the
shoreline west of the dock underwent some erosion;
now that area is shielded from the predominant wave
direction. Other than at the base of the original
dock, the shoreline east of the dock has not been
affected.
3. Stump Island, located to the west of the dock ex-
tension, is not affected by the dock.
4. The dock itself appears to be the most seriously
affected portion of the shoreline; a severe storm
may remove large quantities of material.
S. Because study of coastal processes during a single
summer may not be representative of processes in
other summers, a number of years of monitoring may be
needed to confirm, modify, or add to these conclusions.
i
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